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“The natural distribution is neither just nor unjust; nor is it unjust that persons are
born into society at some particular position. These are simply natural facts. What is
just and unjust is the way that institutions deal with these facts.”
John Rawls
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Abstract
Public transport policies play a key role in shaping the social and spatial structure of cities.
These policies influence how easily people can access opportunities, including health and
educational services and job positions. The accessibility impacts of transport policies thus
have important implications for social inequalities and for the promotion of just and
inclusive cities. However, in the transportation literature, there is still little theoretically
informed understanding of justice and what it means in the context of transport policies.
Moreover, few studies have moved beyond descriptive analyses of accessibility inequalities
to evaluate how much those inequalities result from transport policies themselves. This is
particularly true in cities from the global South, where accessibility and equity have so far
remained marginal concerns in the policy realm.
This thesis builds on theories of distributive justice and examines how they can guide the
evaluation of transport policies and plans. It points to pathways for rigorous assessment of
the accessibility impacts of transport policies and it contributes to current discussions on
transportation equity. A justice framework is developed to assess the distributional effects
of transport policies. This framework is then applied to evaluate recent transport policies
developed in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) in preparation to host sports mega-events, such as the
2014 FIFA World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games, which included substantial expansion
of the rail and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) infrastructure. This research presents ex-post
analyses of the policies implemented between 2014 and 2017 and ex-ante analysis of an as
yet unfinished BRT project. It evaluates how the planned transport legacy of those megaevents impacted accessibility to sports venues, healthcare facilities, public schools and job
opportunities for different income groups.
The results show that there were overall accessibility benefits from the expansion in
transport infrastructure between 2014 and 2017, but these were generally offset by the
reduction in bus service levels that followed an economic crisis that hit the city after the
Olympics. Quasi-counterfactual analysis suggests that, even if the city had not been hit by the
economic crisis, recent transport investments related to mega-events would have led to
higher accessibility gains for wealthier groups and increased inequalities in access to
ii

opportunities. Results suggest that those investments had, or would have had, greater
impact on inequalities of access to jobs than in access to schools and healthcare facilities. The
evaluation of the future accessibility impacts of the unfinished BRT corridor, nonetheless,
indicates that such project could significantly improve access to job opportunities for a large
share of Rio’s population, particularly lower-income groups. Spatial analysis techniques
show that the magnitude and statistical significance of these results depend on the spatial
scale and travel time threshold selected for cumulative opportunity accessibility analysis.
These results demonstrate that the ad-hoc methodological choices of accessibility analysis
commonly used in the academic and policy literature can change the conclusions of equity
assessments of transportation projects.
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Rio de Janeiro; Brazil; legacy; Mega-events; Olympic games; transport policy; public transportation
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Geographers and other social scientists have long studied the complex relationship between
transport conditions, social exclusion and spatial inequalities (Currie et al., 2010; Lucas,
2012; Preston & Rajé, 2007). Public transport infrastructure and services have the potential
to significantly impact people’s social and economic well-being by shaping their ability to
access opportunities that are essential to human development, such as employment,
healthcare and education (Farrington, 2007; Foth et al., 2013; van Wee & Geurs, 2011).
Nonetheless, different studies have shown that certain groups such as low-income families,
elderly and disabled people, women and ethnic minorities often suffer disproportionately
from transport disadvantages such as the lack of adequate public and private transport
options and other travel difficulties related to affordability, health and safety issues
(Akyelken, 2017; Lucas et al., 2016; Preston & Rajé, 2007; Sanchez et al., 2003). These
disadvantages are particularly acute in low-income and marginalized areas, where poor
transport combined with the lack of economic opportunities and basic services can
potentially lead to spatial poverty traps and deepen socio-spatial inequalities (Cervero et al.,
2002; Lucas et al., 2016; Porter, 2014). In this sense, accessibility constraints are at the same
time a reflection of, and a force acting to deepen broader social and spatial inequalities in
society.
In recent years, transport researchers and practitioners have become increasingly
interested in understanding the differential impacts of transport policies on different social
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groups, and particularly on the potential role of transport and land use policies in tackling
issues of social exclusion and inequalities (Banister, 2008, 2018; Boschmann & Kwan, 2008).
In 2015, the member countries of the United Nations signed a resolution on Sustainable
Development Goals with 169 targets, five of which aim at promoting equitable access to
infrastructure and urban services, sustainable transport systems and equality of
opportunities (United Nations, 2015).
Nevertheless, the idea of justice has received little theoretical consideration in the
transportation literature, which has been primarily based on empirical approaches
describing socio-spatial inequalities in people’s travel behavior and access to urban services
and to the labor market (Welch, 2013; Vasconcellos, 2005; Kawabata & Shen, 2007). Some
notable exceptions, discussed below, include a small but expanding number of studies which
explore how different ethical theories and principles can be used to incorporate equity
concerns in transport planning and appraisal (e.g. Lucas et al., 2015; Martens, 2016; van Wee
& Roeser, 2013). A more consistent engagement with ethical theories of justice can help
provide conceptual clarity about what justice means in the context of transport policies
(Davoudi & Brooks, 2014; van Wee, 2011). From a theoretical point of view, this conceptual
clarity also allows for a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between transport
disadvantages and social inequalities. From a practical standpoint, in-depth engagement
with theories of justice can have relevant implications for the conceptualization and
measurement of transport disadvantages and accessibility and on decisions about transport
policy priorities to tackle such inequalities (Lucas et al., 2015; Martens, 2011; Neutens,
2015).

2
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A prominent feature of Geography as a discipline has been its contribution to the
development of a critical theoretical understanding of the spatial dimension of social justice.
Alongside other social scientists and philosophers, geographers have extensively studied the
social, economic and political processes that shape social and spatial inequalities in cities by
mobilizing theories and concepts related to democratic governance, diversity, power and the
right to the city, among others (Fainstein, 2010; Harvey, 2009; Purcell, 2014; Soja, 2010;
Young, 1990). Questions of distributive justice, however, have received less theoretical
attention in transport geography but provide a valuable moral compass that help assess the
fairness of how the distribution of the benefits and burdens of transport policies shapes
social and spatial inequalities in access to opportunities. The call for distributive justice does
not exhaust a broader conception of justice, and yet justice cannot be achieved without it.
This thesis focuses on distributive justice to address questions of how transportation
policies fundamentally affect people's lives by shaping the geographies of access to
opportunities. Accessibility can be broadly conceptualized as the ease with which people can
reach places and opportunities, or conversely, a characteristic of places and opportunities in
terms of how easily they can be reached by the population (Kwan, 1998; Neutens et al.,
2010). Accessibility is a central concern in transportation equity for various reasons. In the
transportation equity literature, inequalities in transport accessibility have been widely
associated with the idea of inequality of opportunities, one of the most central concerns of
distributive justice (Chetty et al., 2014; Delbosc & Currie, 2011; Delmelle & Casas, 2012;
Neutens et al., 2010). As such, the concern with inequality of opportunities places the
geographical concept of accessibility at the heart of distributive justice in the transport
context. Moreover, transport accessibility is critical to the satisfaction of individual and
3
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social needs and a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for the expansion of people’s
freedom of choice and promotion of equality of access to opportunities such as employment,
healthcare and education (Church et al., 2000; Delmelle & Casas, 2012; Kaplan et al., 2014).
The idea of accessibility thus unpacks the spatial dimension of social injustices and helps to
explicitly incorporate the notion of space into the design of policies intended to address
those injustices (Farrington & Farrington, 2005). For these reasons, accessibility can be
considered a key concept to critically evaluate transport policies from a distributive justice
perspective.

1.2. Nexus of justice and transportation
The idea of justice has been addressed from a variety of different theoretical approaches
(Kymlicka, 2002; Young, 1990). It broadly involves moral and political concerns related to
(1) the rights and entitlements which should be recognized and enforced, (2) the fairness of
the political processes of participation in decision making and distribution; and (3) how
benefits and burdens are distributed in society. In the urban studies and planning literature,
the work of Susan Fainstein (2010) has made a valuable contribution by articulating that the
idea of a “just city” encompasses a balance between those three types of justice concerns,
what she refers to as diversity, democracy and equity (or distributive justice). As noted by
Fainstein (2010, p.42), these are analytically separable but necessary and complementary
components of a just society.
The concern with distributive justice relates to how the institutions and rules that
govern society shape social and economic inequalities among its members. It focuses on the
4
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evaluative standards used to judge the outcomes of policies, asking who benefits from them
and to what extent. Meanwhile, the concern with democracy relates to the challenge of
moving beyond periodic voting and overcoming technocratic top-down planning practices.
It involves the ideal that everyone's opinion should be equally heard in the decision-making
processes that form institutions and the public policies that shape the built environment.
Finally, the concern with diversity involves facing the fact that participatory democracy is
constantly marked by structural imbalances of wealth and power that marginalize certain
groups and favor others in their ability to influence policy decisions. It requires the
recognition of group-based differences and identities, and the promotion of diversity in
decision-making processes in order to fight injustices caused by oppression in its various
forms (Young, 1990, 2001). Related to the concerns with democracy and diversity is the idea
of the “right to the city”, which received little attention from Fainstein in her work on the just
city, but which has occupied a central place in critical theories of justice (Harvey, 2009;
Purcell, 2014; Soja, 2010). Originally proposed by Henri Lefebvre in the late 1960s, the idea
of right to the city revolves around the political struggles over who has the power to
influence and shape urbanized space. It is broadly understood as a claim for people to
reshape the processes of urbanization through collective action and self-management and to
overcome the uneven geography of power and privilege in cities (Soja, 2010). According to
Purcell (2002), the idea of the right to the city is an aspiration for “a radical restructuring of
social, political, and economic relations” that reorients decision-making in cities away from
the state and that advocates decentralizing decisions and production of urban space.
Much of the critical literature on justice that developed from the perspectives of
democracy, diversity and the right to the city was initially motivated by reactions to liberal
5
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theories of distributive justice and their limitations (Kymlicka, 2002). These theories of
distributive justice have been criticized for holding fundamentally aspatial and ahistorical
notions of justice that abstract distributional inequalities from geographical space and social
context (Harvey, 2009; Soja, 2010). According to Soji (2010), theories of distributive justice
like the one proposed by Rawls (2001) are also incomplete because they narrowly delimit
the scope of justice within the formal and legal institutions of the state. Other authors,
including Fraser (1995) and Young (1990, 2001), argue that a key limitation of a distributive
justice perspective is that it focuses only on distributional outcomes while ignoring that the
root causes of such distributions are structural issues of power and oppression that shape
production and public policy formation.
Even though a distributive justice perspective does not exhaust all issues of a broad
understanding of justice, it can bring an important complementary perspective on justice
concerns. Although it assesses the justice of social arrangements from the standpoint of
distribution, it need not mean that remedies for injustices should be limited to
redistributional measures (Fraser, 1995). Instead, the study of social and spatial inequalities
can help make visible the underlying structurally unjust aspects of how society and
government institutions are organized. According to Soja (2010), distributional inequalities
are “the most basic and obvious expression of spatial injustice.” Furthermore, despite
various struggles for justice that happen outside formal institutional settings, government
policies still have a crucial role to play in social democracies through the provision of public
goods and services. This is particularly true in the provision of mass transportation, which
often involves the mobilization of substantial resources and construction of large
infrastructure projects which cannot be easily provided in a decentralized manner through
6
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local communities. In this sense, public transport services and investments will remain one
of the key drivers that can shape spatial inequalities of development and opportunities in
cities (Tonkiss, 2013), making the study of the distributional effects of transport policies
particularly important. Moreover, even a genuinely diverse, democratic and inclusive
participatory planning process is not a sufficient condition to ensure that the outcomes of
transport policies are distributed equitably in a way that help promote equality of
opportunities.
Finally, although liberal theories of distributive justice may not necessarily be
universally applicable to all societies and historical periods, they bring valuable
contributions to the reflection on justice in western liberal democratic societies at the
beginning of the twenty-first century (Fainstein, 2010). These societies are founded on
fundamental values and principles that form the shared basis of those theories. These
principles include, among others, the belief that all individuals have equal moral worth, the
idea of equality of opportunities and the respect for people’s autonomy and their basic rights
and liberties, such as the physical and psychological integrity of the person, political liberties
and the rights and liberties covered by the rule of law. The fact that these principles are broad
makes them useful to guide the assessment of injustices in a wide and diverse range of
concrete cases while considering the particularities of each context, as it will be argued in
the following chapters.
Concerns about justice are not new in urban and transport studies. In the late 1960s,
a growing number of researchers started to investigate transport inequalities related to
access to job opportunities (Kain, 1968; Wachs & Kumagai, 1973), distribution of transport
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subsidies (Abe, 1975; Hefner, 1972) and differential levels of exposure to environmental
externalities (Appleyard & Lintell, 1972). Since then, the idea of justice has been addressed
from various perspectives in the literature. Previous research has discussed, for example, the
importance of democratic approaches to participatory planning in transportation (Booth &
Richardson, 2001; Hodgson & Turner, 2003), the struggles over the recognition of mobility
rights (Cresswell, 2006; Prytherch, 2012) as well as the role of transport and mobilities in
promoting the right to the city (Attoh, 2012; Verlinghieri & Venturini, 2017). Nevertheless,
the bulk of this literature has focused on questions of distributive justice. While various
studies have focused on the equitable distribution of transportation costs and subsidies
(Levinson, 2010; Serebrisky et al., 2009) and on environmental justice issues (Feitelson,
2002; Schweitzer & Valenzuela, 2004), questions of social exclusion and social inequalities
have received the most attention in the literature (Ciommo & Shiftan, 2017; Lucas, 2018;
Preston & Rajé, 2007).
Over the past decades, the literature on transportation equity that discusses
questions of social exclusion and social inequalities has been largely empirical in nature
(Ciommo & Shiftan, 2017; Lucas, 2012). Within this empirical literature, the emphasis is
usually on distributional justice rather than other forms of justice. The use of descriptive
analysis of differences in travel-behavior or accessibility across social groups is
commonplace and the idea of equity is often conflated with equality. The idea of equity is not
to be confused with equality, however. While the idea of equity always implies a moral
judgement, equality does not have to imply a normative stance if the term is used in a
descriptive sense to indicate full equality or sameness (van Wee & Geurs, 2011). The studies
in transportation equity generally look at differences in the levels of accessibility to
8
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opportunities or daily travel behavior patterns of various social groups as proxies to reflect
different levels of well-being or how those groups are more or less integrated into society
(Akyelken, 2017; Fransen et al., 2018; Vasconcellos, 2005).
Looking at the city of Melbourne in Australia, for example, Delbosc and Currie (2011)
used Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient to measure inequalities in the supply of (proximity
to) public transport services. The authors found that 70% of the population shares only 19%
of the transport supply, and that there was relatively higher supply of services for youth and
low-income groups in inner Melbourne compared to the city average. Using a similar method
to that of Delbosc and Currie, Ricciardi et al (2015) found that overall inequality in proximity
to public transport services was smaller in the city of Perth than in Melbourne (Gini of 0.52
and 0.68, respectively). Yet, Ricciardi and colleagues also found that three socially
disadvantaged groups in Perth (elderly, low-income and households with no cars) had
poorer access to public transport services than the overall population, what should raise
questions about the limits of Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient to inform transport equity
analysis. Using a different type of analysis, the study of Kawabata and Shen (2007) found that
public transport users had considerably lower job accessibility than car users and that such
inequalities remained fairly large across different areas of the San Francisco Bay area.
Similar results were also found in other urban areas, such as in New York State (Hess, 2005),
Tel Aviv (Benenson et al., 2011), and Hong Kong (Kwok & Yeh, 2004). Most of these studies
are based on cross-sectional analysis that does not allow capturing the effects of transport
policies on the shaping of those inequalities. Moreover, much of this literature is based on
data on differences in travel behavior, for example, in terms trip frequency or commute time.
Nonetheless, observational data on inequalities of mobility outcomes offer limited insights
9
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into questions of transportation equity. Among other reasons, this is because these data
cannot tell alone how much of those inequalities result from individuals’ tastes and
preferences (voluntary choice) and how much result from contextual constraints or
systematic discrimination outside individual of control. From the perspective of
transportation equity, it is crucial to differentiate the places people actually go to from the
range of places they are able to access if they so choose.
Growing attention has been dedicated to understanding the differential effects of
public transport investments and services on different social groups in terms of how they
improve people’s access to social and economic opportunities. The work of Foth et al. (2013),
for example, analyzed the relationship between social disadvantage and accessibility to jobs
in Toronto (Canada) before and after the implementation of several transport projects in the
city between 1996 and 2006. The authors found that the policies implemented in the period
improved accessibility significantly more for socially disadvantaged census tracts than for
the rest of the region. A contrasting result was found by Delmelle and Casas (2012), who
analyzed the impact of the construction of a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system in Cali
(Colombia) on people’s access to hospitals, libraries, and recreation facilities. Delmelle and
Casas found that accessibility gains due to the new BRT were generally skewed in favor of
the middle and upper-middle classes. These types of ex-post evaluations of the accessibility
impacts of transport projects are increasingly being adopted by transport authorities,
particularly in Western European and North American cities (Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017;
Papa et al., 2015), to evaluate the different impacts of projects on different population groups
(Karner & Niemeier, 2013; Manaugh et al., 2015). Nonetheless, the use of ex-ante
accessibility analysis has been much less explored as a useful tool to anticipate the likely
10
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impacts of different transport project scenarios in their early planning stages (Farber &
Grandez, 2017; Guthrie et al., 2017). Moreover, the research methods used in these studies
are often based on statistical analysis that disregards spatial dependence in the data, which
violates basic assumptions of standard regression analysis and leads to possibly flawed
conclusions and policy prescriptions (Páez & Scott, 2005).
Additionally, previous evaluations of the distributive impacts of transport policies
have largely overlooked whether their results are robust to ad-hoc methodological decisions
related, for instance, to the temporal and spatial scale of accessibility analysis. Much of the
academic and policy research on transport accessibility, for example, measure accessibility
levels using cumulative opportunity measures based on a single travel-time threshold
defined ad-hoc and using transport and land use data aggregated in space according to
arbitrary geographical scales and zonal schemes – such as census tracts or administrative
boundaries (Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017; Manaugh et al., 2015). This question relates to
what is known as the modifiable area unit problem (MAUP) and the modifiable temporal unit
problem (MTUP) (Cheng & Adepeju, 2014; Kwan & Weber, 2008). These problems are a
source of statistical bias that can significantly influence the results of spatial-temporal data
analysis because of the different ways in which data can be organized/aggregated in space
and time. While the MTUP has received little attention in the urban and transport literature
in general (Huang & Wong, 2015), previous studies have documented how MAUP can
importantly influence the estimation of both transport accessibility levels and inequality,
and subsequent policy recommendations (Horner & Murray, 2004; Kwan & Weber, 2008;
Tan & Samsudin, 2017). These problems of MAUP and MTUP raise important issues of spatial
and temporal uncertainties that are receiving growing attention in geographic research
11
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(Kwan & Schwanen, 2018), but which have not been dealt with in the transportation equity
literature.
As a rule, the literature on transportation equity is predominantly empirical and it
shows little engagement with political theories of justice. Some of the small number of
studies in the transportation literature that address the topic of distributive justice from a
conceptual point of view were published in the late 1970s by Rosenbloom and Altshuler
(1977), whereas others appeared in the 1990s (Banister, 1994; Hay & Trinder, 1991; Khisty,
1996; Langmyhr, 1997; Trinder et al., 1991). Drawing on the works of various philosophers
from Aristotle to Barry (1965) and Rawls (1999) among others, these studies generally
present an intuitionist approach whereby they discuss a series of competing moral
principles which should guide transport policy decisions. These principles include, for
example, the idea of basic needs, so that the allocation of transport services in each society
should be guided to sustain what is acceptable as a minimum standard of living for the
population in that society (sufficientarianism). Other principles include the ideas of formal
equality, which requires that individuals who are alike in a relevant manner and belong to
the same social group should be treated equally, and the principle of substantive equality,
according to which people from different groups can be treated differently in order to
promote equality of opportunities or outcomes. These principles of formal and substantive
equality are often referred to as the principles of horizontal and vertical equity and have
become the most common conceptual basis used in the transport equity literature in recent
decades (Delbosc & Currie, 2011; Levinson, 2002; Litman, 2002; Manaugh & El-Geneidy,
2012; Sanchez et al., 2003; Venter et al., 2017).
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Only a few studies have tried to move beyond intuitive competing principles to
engage with full-fledged theories of justice. Authors like Martens (2011) and van Wee (2011,
2012), for example, have argued strongly against a utilitarian view of justice. They criticize
that the utilitarian moral reasoning that underlies cost-benefit analysis (CBA),
conventionally used in transport project appraisal, does not seriously take into account how
costs and benefits of transport policies are distributed across the population. In various
studies, van Wee and colleagues also discussed how the interpretation of different ethical
perspectives ranging from consequentialism, egalitarianism and sufficientarianism can
inform the ex-ante evaluation of transport policies regarding issues of social exclusion and
accessibility (Lucas et al., 2015; van Wee, 2012; van Wee & Geurs, 2011; van Wee & Roeser,
2013), intergenerational equity (van Wee, 2011), and environmental and safety
considerations (van Wee et al., 2014; van Wee & Rietveld, 2013). When it comes to the
accessibility benefits of transport policies, in particular, the authors discuss how different
theories of distributive justice including utilitarianism and Rawls’s egalitarianism can
provide different evaluative standards against which to evaluate the distribution of
transport policy outcomes. Van Wee and colleagues (2011; 2013) suggest, for example, that
accessibility to some basic destinations can be interpreted as a Rawlsian primary social good
and which also relates to the idea of human capabilities to perform activities, as developed
in the capability approach (Nussbaum, 2011; Sen, 2009). Ultimately, van Wee and colleagues
argue that the equity assessment of transport policies should ideally consider not only how
such policies impact the absolute levels of people’s accessibility but also how they change
inequalities in the relative distribution of accessibility, incorporating both sufficientarian
and egalitarian concerns. This work is revised with more detail in the next chapter of this
13
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thesis. For now, it suffices to say that these studies do not fully articulate Rawls’s theory or
the capabilities approach and, consequently, overlook some of the conceptual implications
and practical challenges that these theories raise in relation to how the idea of accessibility
should be operationalized to guide policy decisions. These issues are discussed in chapter 2
and later in chapter 6 of the thesis.
Another notable attempt to bring transport studies in dialogue with theories of justice
can be found in the work of Martens (2012, 2016; Martens et al., 2012), who focuses on the
role of transport policies in tackling transport disadvantages and social exclusion. Martens
selectively draws on elements of different theories to propose a distributive justice
framework. Drawing on Walzer’ theory of spheres of justice (Walzer, 1983), Martens
proposes that because transportation has a distinct social meaning, the distribution of
transportation “goods” should not be determined by market exchange, but rather should
follow principles of justice. According to Martens, the social meaning of transportation and
transport policies ultimately relies on the accessibility they confer to people. Martens then
draws partially on the difference principle of Rawls’s theory of justice (Rawls, 1999) to argue
for a view that policies should prioritize disadvantaged groups, and on Dworkin’s idea of
compensatory insurance schemes (Dworkin, 1981b) to argue that transport policies should
guarantee minimum accessibility levels. Given some fundamental disagreements between
the theories of Walzer, Rawls and Dworkin (Kymlicka, 2002), however, it is not clear whether
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this approach of selectively engaging with parts of these theories of justice can provide a
consistent framework 1.
Furthermore, the framework proposed by Martens (2016) reduces the
understanding of transportation equity to a sufficientarian problem related to an absolute
minimum level of accessibility. He does not justify why questions of relative distribution of
accessibility should be excluded from transportation equity concerns, even though
situations in which transport policies increase accessibility inequalities by favoring well-off
groups after the minimum standard has been satisfied for all individuals can be considered
morally questionable (Lucas et al., 2015; Tyler, 2006). Martens is thus silent about problems
of inequality of opportunities, a concern that is crucial across various theories of justice,
including the ones developed by Walzer, Rawls and Dworkin upon which Martens’
framework is based. Moreover, a narrow focus on sufficientarian concerns alone overlooks
critical questions of environmental justice that arise from transport related inequalities. It
overlooks, for example, how the excessive (auto)mobility of some have particularly negative
effects on others. At a more local space-time scale, hegemonic automobility generates

In the communitarian theory developed by Walzer, justice is a feature of a community, a collective project. In
this view, any conception of justice cannot be universal because moral reasoning appeals to meanings internal
to a community and not to abstract principles (Sandel, 1984). This is what Walzer means when he says that
“every substantive account of distributive justice is a local account” (Walzer, 1983). Moreover, for Walzer, a
separate distributive sphere emerges when a community shares a common understanding of the distinct social
meaning of a good. The meaning of each sphere of justice and its distributive principle are intrinsically context
specific; they are not compatible with, and cannot be deducted from, views of justice that arise from moral
imperatives or logical axioms like Rawls’s difference principle and Dworkin’s insurance scheme (Armstrong,
2000; Sandel, 1984). In its turn, Dworkin’s theory of justice rejects Rawls’s difference principle for different
reasons, including its focus on disadvantaged groups. For the individualistic theory espoused by Dworkin,
Rawls’s difference principle is too much focused on group comparisons and ends up overlooking the
heterogeneity in individuals’ preferences, ambitions and endowments within groups (Dworkin, 2000;
Kymlicka, 2002).
1
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negative externalities such as road congestion, air pollution and traffic accidents that harm
other people’s health conditions and undermine accessibility of other transport modes like
public transport, walking and cycling. On larger space-time scales, greenhouse gas emissions
from widespread automobility contribute to sea level rise and climate change more
generally, adversely affecting future generations across the world and their abilities to
satisfy their mobility and other needs2. In other words, second and higher order effects are
rendered invisible when justice is narrowed down to sufficientarianism.
Finally, there is also a growing theoretical work on “mobility justice” emerging in the
sociological literature (Cook & Butz, 2015; Sheller, 2013). There are important differences
between the ways in which justice is addressed in the mobilities literature and in
transportation studies. One of these differences is that the mobilities scholarship looks
beyond urban and regional transport to incorporate a broader range of questions on
differentiated mobilities at international and global scales related, for example, to tourism,
migration and refugees (Sager, 2006; Sheller, 2016; Uteng & Cresswell, 2008). Moreover, the
mobilities literature also pays more attention to the insights from critical social theory
(Marxism, feminism, post-colonialism) to draw attention to the politics of mobility involved
in how institutional contexts and structural social conditions shape mobility systems and
capacities (Cresswell, 2006, 2010; Manderscheid et al., 2014). This is the case, for example,
of the work of Cook and Butz (2015), who engage with Young's critical theory of justice
(Young, 1990). The authors conceptualize mobility justice as “not only as the equitable

For a version of this latter argument, see Nixon & Schwanen (2018) and Sheller's work on mobility justice
(Sheller, 2016).
2
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distribution of motility throughout a social system, but also as just institutional actions and
decision-making processes about mobility issues that promote just mobility outcomes”
(Cook & Butz, 2015, p.17). Nevertheless, there is still little clarity in the mobilities literature
about what constitutes a just mobility outcome, and this literature has received little
attention from scholars in transport studies. This thesis does not cover the mobilities
literature in depth because the latter focuses more on questions of justice related to diversity
and democracy (Fainstein, 2010), which goes beyond the scope of distributive justice of the
thesis.
In summary, the literature on transportation equity exhibits several gaps which this
thesis seeks to address. This literature generally lacks a more theoretically informed
understanding of the idea of justice and how it translates into the context of transport
policies. This literature is also largely based on empirical cross-sectional analysis of
differences in accessibility levels between different social groups, but studies have paid less
attention to ex-post and ex-ante evaluations of transport investments to investigate how
much of those inequalities are determined by government policy. This is particularly true for
cities in the Global South, which have received far less attention in the transportation equity
literature with a few notable exceptions (Hernandez, 2017; Maia et al., 2016; Oviedo &
Dávila, 2016; Vermeiren et al., 2015). Finally, the studies that evaluate the distributional and
accessibility impacts of transport projects are often based on simple or standard descriptive
statistical analysis and, as a rule, do not question whether their results are robust to ad-hoc
methodological choices regarding the temporal and spatial scale of accessibility analysis.
This thesis advances previous research by proposing a distributive justice framework to
guide the equity assessment of transportation policies. It also addresses some of the gaps in
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the literature by applying the proposed framework to the evaluation of the transport policies
implemented in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) in the mid-2010s, and using state of art methods of
accessibility modeling and spatial analysis to evaluate how the accessibility benefits of those
policies are distributed across space and income groups.

1.3. Aims
The aim of this thesis is threefold. The first is to develop a theoretical framework that can
help guide the assessment of the distributive effects of transportation policies and that can
nurture research on transportation equity more broadly. The second aim is to apply this
framework in the evaluation of recent policies that were implemented in Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil) in preparation to host sports mega-events, and examine the extent to which those
policies have reshaped social and spatial inequalities in people’s access to opportunities.
Finally, the third aim of this thesis is to investigate whether the equity assessment of
transport projects and their impacts on people’s accessibility are sensitive to the temporal
and spatial scales of accessibility analysis. The first aim is addressed in chapter 2, while the
second and third aims are addressed in the empirical chapters 3, 4 and 5.

1.4. The case study choice: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
There are divergent views in the literature about the extent of urban development in the
world and how much of the world population lives in urban areas today (Brenner & Schmid,
2014). It is less controversial, though, that most of the population growth expected in urban
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areas in the next decades will happen in developing countries (Seto et al., 2012). It is also
widely accepted that cities concentrate some of the most pressing challenges of
transportation (Hickman et al., 2015). These challenges will likely intensify as the world
becomes more urbanized, particularly in major cities of the Global South that face high
population density and poor infrastructure (UN-HABITAT, 2010). In different ways, Rio de
Janeiro shares many of the characteristics of cities in the Global South today and presents
many of the challenges that other cities will increasingly face in the future, with high levels
of social inequality, large and dense population and increasing automobile use.
Rio de Janeiro is the second largest city in Brazil, located in the southeast region of
the country (Figure 1.1). In 2010, the municipality of Rio de Janeiro housed more than half
of the population of the metropolitan area of over 12 million inhabitants and it had an
average population density similar to that of Greater London, with approximately 5.5
thousand inhabitants per km². Most of the city’s population resides in the eastern half of the
city, where large concentrations of population are found in the northeast and along the coast
in the southeast of the city (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.1 Municipality of Rio de Janeiro (dashed line), Brazil.

Figure 1.2 Spatial distribution of population density and medium and large capacity
transport corridors of Rio de Janeiro, 2017.

Note: Population data comes from the 2010 Population Census (IBGE, 2016).
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Rio is one of the richest cities in the Global South and yet also stands out as one of the
most unequal cities in the world in terms of income distribution, with a Gini coefficient of
0.62 (PNUD et al., 2013). Compared to other major cities included in the UN-HABITAT report
(2010), the level of income inequality in Rio de Janeiro is close to that observed in Cape
Town, Bogotá or Lagos (Gini between 0.61 and 0.67) and higher than in cities like Santiago,
Mexico City, Nairobi and Hong Kong (Gini between 0.53 and 0.55). A territorial expression
of this income inequality in Rio de Janeiro is its socially fragmented urban space and the
uneven provision of transport infrastructure. The research of Villaça (1998) and Lago (2000)
have documented the spatial separation between social classes since the 1940s, largely
shaped by urban development policies. Housing policies and housing costs near the city
center have generally pushed lower-income families towards regions poorly served by
urban infrastructure, particularly in the north and west areas of Rio, while higher income
classes have historically benefited from the provision of transport services and better access
to urban amenities and economic opportunities, concentrated along the coastal area and the
city center (Barat, 1990; Câmara & Banister, 1993; Rodrigues, 2013).
These inequalities are largely reflected nowadays in the spatial distribution of income
groups in the city (Figure 1.3). A characteristic that distinguishes the spatial pattern of urban
segregation in Rio from other cities is the presence of shantytowns (favelas), which occupy
cheaper land in hilly areas across the city, not only in the periphery. Because of topographical
conditions and vulnerability to hazards like mud slides, these hilly areas were not attractive
to the formal housing market and were thus historically occupied by low income population.
Some of the poor people living in the central favelas are in a relatively advantageous position
from an accessibility standpoint because they face relatively shorter physical distances to
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some of the core areas of employment (Ribeiro et al., 2010; Ribeiro, 2017). Some of these
central favelas can be seen in Figure 1.3, with pockets of low-income population (red colors)
surrounded by higher-income (blue colors) in the south and east regions of Rio.

Figure 1.3 Spatial distribution of population classified by deciles of household income
per capita and medium and large capacity transport corridors of Rio de Janeiro, 2017.

Note: Income data comes from the 2010 Population Census (IBGE, 2016).

Like many other cities in the Global South, transport conditions in Rio are extremely
poor. In the past two decades, Rio has witnessed increasing congestion levels coupled with
a substantial increase in car traffic, giving it one of the highest average commute times
among global cities (Pereira & Schwanen, 2013). The city’s public transport system stands
out as one of the most expensive in the world (UN HABITAT, 2013), and its governance
structure has been widely criticized for being fragmented and lacking transparency (Costa
et al., 2015; Matela, 2017). Urban mobility conditions in Rio are particularly poor in
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peripheral areas towards the northwest of the city, where the public transport network has
limited connectivity (Rodrigues, 2013), and where low-income communities present
significantly lower levels of participation in out-of-home activities (Motte-Baumvol & Nassi,
2012). A peculiar characteristic of Rio’s transport landscape is the way the city’s marked
topography has strongly shaped where urban infrastructure, including large-capacity
transport corridors, can and cannot be built.
In recent years, however, the city of Rio has undergone major urban transformations
in the run-up to host mega-events including the FIFA World Cup in 2014 and the Olympic
Games in 2016. These events fast-tracked considerable investments in the city’s public
transport system (Gaffney, 2010; Rodrigues & Legroux, 2015). Between 2012 and 2017,
approximately U$5.5 billion was invested to build a new light rail system in the city center,
a subway extension and four new bus rapid transit (BRT) corridors, one of which is still in
construction phase (Figure 1.4). This expansion in public transport infrastructure was
advertised as one of the main legacies of the recent sports mega-events, and according to
local authorities, it would help the city overcome its socially fragmented urban development
and improve transport conditions particularly for poor marginalized neighborhoods (BOC,
2009; Brazil, 2009; Rio de Janeiro, 2008). Shortly after the Olympics, though, the city was hit
by a severe economic crisis, followed by rising unemployment rates and a drop in the
number of passengers in the public transport system (França, 2016; Rodrigues, 2017). This
led the government to adopt austerity measures, including substantial cuts in the budget of
the Transportation Secretariat (Magalhães & Rodrigues, 2017), and some bus companies
went bankrupt (Borges, 2016; Zarur, 2017; Zuazo et al., 2017), affecting transport service
levels in various parts of the city. The austerity measures adopted in Rio’s public transport
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systems resonate well with the experience of many local authorities around the globe, but
particularly in developing countries, which often need to invest and manage their transport
systems under severe budgetary constraints.
Figure 1.4 Medium and large capacity transport corridors. Rio de Janeiro, December
2017.

Note: As of June 2018, the TransBrasil BRT was still under construction.

In summary, Rio’s public transport network has undergone both significant network
expansion and service contraction in a relatively short period of time, giving a unique
opportunity to assess its equity impacts on urban accessibility to various types of activities
for populations of different income levels. The choice of focusing on inequalities in access to
opportunities by income is motivated because of the extremely high levels of income
inequality observed in Rio Janeiro and because low-income people are typically dependent
on public transport services. Given the urban characteristics of Rio de Janeiro and these
recent transformations in its transportation system, Rio is a timely case study to investigate
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the distributive effects of transportation policies and from which to draw lessons for other
cities, particularly in the Global South.

1.5. Methodological overview
The research methods used in this thesis as well as its advantages and limitations are
discussed in more detail in the empirical chapters 3, 4 and 5. For now, this section provides
a brief overview of the methods used in the accessibility analyses that comprise the core
element of the empirical research in those chapters.

1.5.1. Accessibility metric
Following the typology of accessibility indicators proposed by Dijst et al (2002), the concept
of accessibility can be conceived from the perspective of individuals or from the perspective
of the activity places (e.g. schools, companies and hospitals). From the individual
perspective, accessibility is understood in relation to the area or opportunities a person can
reach from her departure point, say her residential location for example. From the
perspective of an activity place, on the other hand, accessibility is defined as “the space
within which a set of people can choose a certain activity place as a destination, at acceptable
(times) costs, from their departure locations” (Dijst et al., 2002). Furthermore, Dijst and
colleagues propose that indicators used to operationalize the concept of accessibility can be
classified either as place-based or person-based accessibility measures. Metrics in the first
category reflect accessibility levels as characteristics of locations and include for example
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gravity and cumulative opportunity measures. In its turn, person-based accessibility
measures not only relate to location characteristics but also take into account how personal
characteristics such as age, gender and physical disabilities affect accessibility levels of a
person. This category includes, for example, logsum and space-time accessibility measures.
Figure 1.5 below shows how the empirical chapters of this thesis are positioned in relation
to the 2x2 matrix typology of accessibility proposed by Dijst et al (2002).

Figure 1.5 Typology of accessibility indicators.

Measurement operationalization

Concept perspective

Place
accessibility

Activity place

Individual/household

Chapter 3

Chapters 4 and 5

Person
accessibility

Source: adapted from Dijst et al (2002).

This thesis works with the concept of accessibility from both activity place and
individual perspectives. Accessibility here is broadly understood as the ease with which
people can reach places and opportunities, or conversely, a characteristic of places and
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opportunities in terms of how easily they can be reached by the population. Transport
accessibility levels in Rio de Janeiro are measured using place-based cumulative-opportunity
measures that take into account the complex spatial and temporal connectivity of a
multimodal transport network and its interaction with land use patterns. The accessibility
metrics used in the thesis do not capture the influence of personal characteristics on
accessibility estimates (Geurs & van Wee, 2004; van Wee & Geurs, 2011), and may generally
underestimate inequality levels (Kwan, 1998; Neutens et al., 2010). As will be discussed in
chapter 2, transportation equity analyses should ideally be based on more comprehensive
accessibility measures that consider how personal and cultural factors also influence
people’s capability to use transport systems and move around the city. However, detailed
information on the influence that personal factors exercise on people’s capability to use
public transportation is rarely available in conventional transport surveys, and this type of
data would have been extremely costly to collect at the individual level for a large city such
as Rio de Janeiro. Given this data constraint, the accessibility analyses conducted in this
thesis deploy place-based accessibility measures which relate to the characteristics of
locations and their relative position in relation to transport networks and land use activities
(Dijst et al., 2002). The accessibility calculations, statistical analysis and data visualizations
presented in this thesis were conducted using R version 3.5 (R Core Team, 2018). The code
is available on GitHub (https://github.com/rafapereirabr/thesis).
Cumulative-opportunity measures of accessibility (COMs) have been chosen for
different reasons. In this thesis, accessibility measurements are used as indicators of the
impact of transport policies on the organization of spatial inequalities in cities. COMs are
particularly suited to examining how interventions in transport networks and land use
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patterns change the relative proximity between homes and social and economic
opportunities. Moreover, because COMs are not based on information or assumptions about
people’s actual travel behavior, in contrast to gravitational or logsum measures (Neutens et
al., 2010), cumulative opportunity measures can represent the places and opportunities
people can potentially reach without replicating biases in past travel behavior patterns, and
thus align better with the purposes of this thesis. In this sense, COMs can better embody
concerns with equality of opportunities than equality of outcomes. This research is also
particularly focused on the equity implications of transport policies and plans. In this
context, there are clear advantages of using accessibility metrics like COMs, which produce
results that are relatively easy to communicate to policymakers and stakeholders and that
are computationally less expensive and can be more easily integrated into policymaking
processes than gravitational or space-time accessibility metrics, for example. Finally, COMs
have been chosen because there has as yet been no exploration of the extent to which
transport equity appraisals based on this metric are sensitive to methodological choices
regarding temporal and spatial scales of accessibility modeling. This is despite COMs being
the most common metric used by researchers and transport agencies when assessing the
accessibility impacts of transport policies (Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017; Manaugh et al.,
2015).

1.5.2. Data sources
Accessibility levels in Rio de Janeiro have been estimated using a combination of various data
sources that are mostly publicly available or that use standardized data formats that can be
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found for other cities, so that the methods used here can be replicated by other researchers
or applied to other urban contexts. The latest Brazilian population census (2010) has been
used to extract information on the spatial distribution of Rio’s resident population by income
levels at fine spatial scale (IBGE, 2016; Ipea et al., 2015). Land use information, including
geolocated data of Olympic sports venues and healthcare facilities, has been downloaded
from Rio’s open data portal (www.data.rio). In turn, data on the spatial distribution of public
high schools and jobs come, respectively, from the School Census conducted by the Brazilian
Ministry of Education and from RAIS, a national register organized by the Ministry of Labor
and Employment with information on all public and private establishments and the
socioeconomic characteristics of their employees working in the formal labor market. Data
on Rio de Janeiro’s road networks and pedestrian infrastructure come from OpenStreetMap.
Finally, data on Rio’s public transport system have been provided by Fetranspor, the
Federation of Passenger Transport Companies in Rio de Janeiro. These data included
detailed geolocated information of routes, stops and timetables of the public transport
system organized in General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) format. The accessibility
analysis conducted in this thesis is thus based on the level of public transport services
officially planned by transport authorities. The available GTFS data is limited to the city of
Rio de Janeiro and it does not cover the entire metropolitan area. Moreover, the data
provided by Fetranspor only go back as far as April 2014 and do not cover the previous years,
which limits the time horizon of the before-and-after analyses presented in chapters 3 and
4. These and other limitations of the data sources used in this research are discussed in more
detail in the next chapters.
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1.5.3. Travel-time estimates
One of the first steps to conduct the accessibility analyses presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5
was to generate travel-time estimates via public transport and walking. These estimates
have been obtained using OpenTripPlanner, an open-source tool developed by the
consultancy Conveyal for conducting detailed multimodal transport network modeling at
high spatial and temporal scales (www.opentripplanner.org). This tool combines data on
road networks and pedestrian infrastructure from OpenStreetMap and public transport
network data in General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) format to create a graph
representation of a transport system. It yields travel-time estimates at point-level of doorto-door trips that consider walking time from the point of departure to a public transport
stop, waiting time for the vehicle, actual travel time through the transport network including
any transfers, and the walking time from the transport stop to the destination. It also takes
into account trip departure times and how the temporal variations in the availability of
public transport services influence travel-times estimates. These travel-time estimates
obtained with OpenTripPlanner have been combined with land use and socioeconomic data
to calculate accessibility levels using cumulative opportunity measures. Chapters 3, 4 and 5
use slightly different versions of the cumulative opportunity measure, which will be
discussed in detail in each chapter.
The use of OpenTripPlanner to estimate travel times have been documented in a
public repository using a general example. This tutorial is available on GitHub and can be
consulted at this link: https://github.com/rafapereirabr/otp-travel-time-matrix. One of the
advantages of using OpenTripPlanner is that it relies on datasets that are organized in
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standardized formats and commonly available for different cities in the world, allowing for
replicability of this research method to transport projects in other urban contexts. A caveat
of using GTFS data, though, is that they are based on information on scheduled services.
Consequently, accessibility analyses based on this type of dataset do not consider the
variability of travel-time estimates due to unplanned factors such as traffic accidents or nonrecurrent congestion levels. Recurrent congestion, nonetheless, is normally taken into
account by transport authorities in the planning of timetables so this should not be a critical
problem. Over the course of this research, an effort was made to use GPS data of buses in Rio
de Janeiro to update the GTFS feeds with more accurate timetables, as developed in other
studies (Wessel et al., 2017). Unfortunately, the GPS data of Rio had very poor quality, which
precluded the use of the updated GTFS data for the empirical analyses in chapters 3, 4 and 5.

1.6. Chapters Outline
This thesis is organized into six chapters, the first being this Introduction. Chapter 2 provides
the general theoretical framework of the thesis. It presents an extensive review of various
theories of justice from modern political philosophy and the literature on transport
disadvantage, social exclusion, and equity in transportation. Drawing on these two bodies of
scholarship, the chapter puts forward a distributive justice framework to support the
assessment of transport policies and their accessibility impacts. This framework builds on a
dialogue between the theoretical works of John Rawls (1999, 2001) and capability
approaches (Nussbaum, 2011; Sen, 2009) in the transport context to provide broader
conceptualizations of transportation equity and accessibility that bring practical insights to
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transport policies. When evaluating the impacts of a transport project, for example, this
framework entails examining the extent to which the implementation of that project (1)
respects the basic rights and liberties of individuals, and (2) contributes to reduce
inequalities of opportunities by prioritizing the accessibility improvements of disadvantaged
groups. It also calls for a more nuanced understanding of accessibility as a human capability,
which ideally requires the use of comprehensive accessibility measures that go beyond the
limits imposed by the data conventionally used in transport surveys.
The following chapters (3, 4 and 5) develop the empirical analysis of Rio de Janeiro
and illustrate how the theoretical framework developed in chapter 2 can be used to assess
the distributional effects of transportation policies on accessibility inequalities in both expost evaluations of implemented projects and in ex-ante scenario analysis of projects in their
early planning stages. These chapters analyze major transport policies implemented in Rio
de Janeiro in preparation for the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games, both of
which involved substantial expansion in the city’s public transport infrastructure followed
by rationalization of bus routes and cuts in service levels. Each chapter examines those
policies from a different angle, assessing how they changed social and spatial inequalities in
people’s access to sports and healthcare facilities, schools and job opportunities. Together,
the analyses presented in these studies complement each other, building a robust evaluation
of the transport legacy of mega-events in Rio. The combination of these studies also shows
how some methodological choices regarding the temporal and spatial scales of accessibility
analysis can have important but little discussed implications for policy evaluation.
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Chapter 3 engages with the literature on mega-events and urban development to
understand the particularities of transport planning in Rio de Janeiro, conducted for almost
two decades under a context of mega-event planning. It is argued that evaluations of the
social impacts of mega-events on urban infrastructure should take into account the
distributional effects of the transport legacies created by those events, looking particularly
at how such transport developments reshape socio-spatial inequalities in access to
opportunities. The chapter looks at transport accessibility from the perspective of activity
places and estimates how the transport policies implemented in Rio between 2014 and 2017
changed the number of people from different income levels that could access Olympic sports
venues and healthcare facilities via public transport. The estimates are calculated using a
before-and-after comparison of Rio’s transport network (2014-2017) and a quasicounterfactual scenario that allows separating the effects of newly added infrastructure from
the reorganization and cuts of transport services. The analysis shows that the accessibility
benefits from Rio's transport legacy generally accrued to middle- and higher-income groups,
reinforcing existing patterns of urban inequality.
In chapter 4, the recent investments and disinvestments in Rio de Janeiro’s public
transport system between 2014 and 2017 are also examined using a before-and-after
comparison and quasi-counterfactual analysis. Looking at accessibility from the
individual/household perspective, though, the study estimates how recent transport policies
in the city have impacted people from different income groups in terms of the number of
schools and job opportunities they could reach from their homes via public transport. A
spatial regression model and cluster analysis are used to estimate the distributive effects of
those transport policies on accessibility inequalities and to test whether these effects are
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robust when analysis is conducted using different geographical scales and zoning
schemes. The results of this study show that recent cuts in service levels have offset the
potential benefits of newly added public transport infrastructure in Rio, confirming the
findings from the previous chapter. The results also indicate that wealthier areas have had
on average small but statistically significant greater gains in access to schools and job
opportunities than poorer areas, contrary to the official discourses on transport legacy.
Finally, the chapter shows that the association between accessibility gains and income levels
can be sensitive to the spatial scale and zoning scheme of choice, which could potentially
have important implications for the evaluation of policy impacts.
While chapters 3 and 4 present ex-post assessments of policies that have already been
implemented in Rio, chapter 5 illustrates how ex-ante accessibility analysis can be used to
anticipate the likely accessibility impacts of transportation project scenarios in their early
planning stages. This chapter evaluates the scenarios of full and partial construction of the
TransBrasil BRT corridor, currently under development in Rio de Janeiro. It looks more
specifically at how these two scenarios can impact the number of jobs that are accessible to
the population of different income levels under various travel-time thresholds (30, 60, 90
and 120 minutes). The results suggest that, when compared to the other policies recently
implemented in Rio analyzed in chapters 3 and 4, the TransBrasil corridor stands out as a far
more equitable investment, with the potential to promote larger accessibility gains for
lower-income groups due to the way this route is inserted in the urban landscape and to how
it is connected to the wider transport network. The results also indicate that this BRT project
would have greater and more progressive accessibility impacts under shorter travel-time
thresholds of 30 and 60 minutes, while it would bring smaller and more neutral accessibility
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gains for longer travel times of 90 and 120 minutes. These results indicate that the equity
assessment of transport projects as well as the size of their accessibility impacts can
significantly vary according to the time threshold used in the accessibility analysis.
Finally, chapter 6 gives a summary of the thesis and provides an outlook for future
research. This conclusion chapter articulates the main contributions of this thesis in terms
of advancing both theoretical debates about justice in urban transportation and
methodological insights into equity assessment of transport policies. It sums up the ways in
which a distributive justice perspective can shed light on important policy questions in a
concrete case study like the one in Rio to discuss how the differential impacts of transport
policies shape social and spatial inequalities in access to opportunities. The chapter closes
the thesis by drawing from the case study of Rio some general lessons and policy
recommendations for other cities.
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2. Distributive justice and equity in transportation
Abstract
Over the past decades, transport researchers and policymakers have devoted increasing
attention to questions about justice and equity. Nonetheless, there is still little engagement
with theories in political philosophy to frame what justice means in the context of transport
policies. This chapter reviews key theories of justice (utilitarianism, libertarianism,
intuitionism, Rawls’s egalitarianism, and Capability Approaches), and critically evaluates the
insights they generate when applied to transport. Based on a dialogue between Rawlsian and
Capability Approaches, we propose that distributive justice concerns over transport
disadvantage and social exclusion should focus primarily on accessibility as a human
capability. This means that, in policy evaluation, a detailed analysis of distributional effects
of transport policies should consider minimum standards of accessibility to key destinations
and the extent of which these policies respect individuals’ rights and prioritize
disadvantaged groups, reduce inequalities of opportunities and mitigate transport
externalities. A full account of justice in transportation requires a more complete
understanding of accessibility than traditional approaches have been able to deliver to date.

2.1. Introduction
The number of studies concerned with justice and equity in transportation has dramatically
increased in recent decades. This literature addresses multiple questions including: which
neighborhoods of a city benefit from transport infrastructure projects and service provision
(Currie, 2010; Foth et al., 2013); how policies impact the affordability of transport goods and
services for different income classes (Levinson, 2010; Pucher, 1981), and which social
groups are more exposed to transport-related externalities, such as pollution and traffic
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accidents (Feitelson, 2002; Forkenbrock & Schweitzer, 1999). Despite the centrality of these
and related questions to transport planning, there is little conceptual clarity about what
justice means in the transport context. This lack of conceptual clarity makes it difficult to
compare the findings from different studies and to obtain insights that could inform policy
decisions.
The purpose of this chapter is to engage with the political philosophy of justice and
to explore some of its contributions and limitations in providing a distributive justice
perspective on transport research and policy. We review key theories of justice
(utilitarianism, libertarianism, intuitionism, Rawls’s egalitarianism and Capability
Approaches), and discuss some of their insights and limitations when applied to issues of
transport disadvantage, social exclusion and accessibility. We focus on these issues because
they are the most widely discussed issues in studies on equity in transportation (Geurs et al.,
2009; Lucas, 2012). In this literature, concepts are also used to denote different things and
sometimes without rigorous definitions. Moreover, there is often limited engagement with
the philosophical literature on justice, even if a small but expanding number of publications
explore how different ethical theories and principles can be used to incorporate equity
concerns in transport planning and appraisal (Davoudi & Brooks, 2014; Khisty, 1996; Lucas
et al., 2015; Martens, 2012, 2016; Mullen et al., 2014; van Wee & Roeser, 2013). Such works
tend to advocate pluralistic perspectives on justice, drawing on different moral principles
that need to be balanced in each situation, and argue for a focus on accessibility when
addressing questions over distributive justice and transport disadvantage.
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The current chapter differs from previous research by proposing a distributive justice
perspective that stages a dialogue between theoretical works of John Rawls and Capability
Approaches, two of the most prominent theories in political philosophy. It accommodates
universalist concerns about inequality of opportunities and basic needs regarding transport
and considers context-specific issues regarding how people’s transport choices are bounded
by both personal and contextual factors. This perspective also holds that a full account of
justice in transportation demands a more complete understanding of accessibility as a
human capability.
There is no single overarching definition of justice. As an initial approximation and
based on different theoretical traditions (Fraser, 1995; Kymlicka, 2002; Young, 1990), justice
can be understood as a broad moral and political ideal that relates to: (1) how benefits and
burdens are distributed in society (distributive justice); (2) the fairness of processes and
procedures of decision and distribution (procedural justice); and (3) the rights and
entitlements which should be recognized and enforced. Similarly, the concept of equity has
been understood in various ways, including a demand for impartiality (Sen, 2009),
proportionality between an individual’s reward and cost/effort (Schweitzer & Valenzuela,
2004), treatment of people according to their differences (Rawls, 1999), and the
consideration of particular circumstances in ethical judgments (Barry, 1965). Even if the
word equity is used to refer to particular aspects of a broader idea of justice, the academic
literature tends not to draw a clear distinction between the two concepts. We therefore use
the terms equity and justice interchangeably. While equity always implies a moral judgment,
equality does not have to imply a normative stance if the term is used in a descriptive sense
to indicate full equality or sameness (van Wee & Geurs, 2011). Nevertheless, perfect equality
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is not a sufficient condition for achieving fairness (Rawls, 1999). Some authors recognize not
all inequality is unfair and, in fact, fairness comes sometimes at the price of treating people
differently according to their differences and even limiting some individual liberties
(Dworkin, 1981a; Rawls, 1999; Sen, 2009).

2.2. An overview of theories of justice in political philosophy
The political philosophy literature has long discussed the idea of justice, with liberal
philosophers dedicating special attention to questions regarding the fair distribution of
material and non-material goods in society. The liberal understanding of justice is
characterized by two fundamental principles: respect for individuals’ autonomy and moral
equality, according to which all people deserve equal respect and consideration (Kymlicka,
2002). Yet, liberal thinkers have different conceptions of liberty and moral equality, offering
different answers to three interrelated central questions about distributive justice that
cannot be addressed in isolation from each other: (i) what – that is, which benefits and
burdens – should be distributed?; (ii) on which moral principles should distribution patterns
be based?; and (iii) what is the fairest distribution pattern? We discuss five justice theories
that provide distinctive answers to these questions (see also Figure 2.1 at the end of this
section)3.

Questions of how distributive policy is decided and by whom have attracted much less attention in the political
philosophy literature (Young, 1990). Similarly, this chapter does not cover the concept “right to the city”
(Fincher & Iveson, 2012) nor feminist theories of justice because they go beyond the scope of distributive
justice.
3
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2.2.1. Utilitarianism
Originally proposed by Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill, utilitarianism is among the
most influential theories of justice, not least because it provides the ethical foundation of
cost–benefit analysis (Hausman & McPherson, 2006). Utilitarianism is based on three key
assumptions, which structure its understanding of justice. Firstly, utilitarianism is premised
on the view that human well-being (‘utility’) is the only thing with intrinsic value and
therefore is the core of justice concerns (Kymlicka, 2002). Secondly, utilitarians interpret the
principle of equal respect as giving equal weight to everyone’s welfare and interests,
“regardless of the content of the preferences or the material situation of the person” (ibid.).
Finally, utilitarianism holds a strictly consequentialist view: the moral judgment of an action
or policy should be based exclusively on its consequences, particularly in how it maximizes
well-being (ibid). Accordingly, the policy that best aggregates people’s conflicting
preferences becomes simply a matter of efficient administration, where the best alternative
is the one which maximizes aggregate net welfare for the greatest number of people (ibid.).
Despite its attractive simplicity, the utilitarian approach is contested as a moral
theory. Three criticisms are particularly important in the transportation context. Firstly,
there is no particular concern with how well-being is distributed between individuals; this
can be especially problematic when the promotion of aggregate welfare comes at the
expense of the least well-off (Sen, 2009). Secondly, utilitarians overlook how some people’s
preferences may be illegitimate as they violate rights and reduce the liberties of others
(Kymlicka, 2002). Finally, the combination of strict consequentialism and emphasis on
maximizing aggregate well-being conflicts with the idea of respecting individuals’ rights
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(ibid.). From a utilitarian perspective, for example, it is perfectly acceptable to override
individual rights of minorities if this promotes a greater good for a greater number of people.
Underlying this perspective is the Kaldor–Hicks compensation principle, according to which
a project is worthwhile and equitable if its benefits are large enough so that winners could
hypothetically compensate the losers, even if no compensation is provided (Hausman &
McPherson, 2006). Although all theories of justice take consequences into account in
evaluating the rightness of actions (Kymlicka, 2002), the traditions discussed below take a
deontological approach to ethics, i.e. they understand certain actions to be categorically
wrong, even if they promote an increase in overall welfare (Sandel, 2009).

2.2.2. Libertarianism
The idea of self-ownership is at the heart of the libertarian conception of justice presented
by Nozick (2003). It recognizes that all individuals equally share some fundamental rights
(e.g., to one’s own life and property) and the freedom to choose how to lead one’s life
according to one’s values and goals, without interference by the state or others, provided the
rights of others to do the same are respected (Hausman & McPherson, 2006). Accordingly,
libertarians claim free markets are inherently just and work as the primary instrument to
promote justice, inasmuch as they result from voluntary choices by consenting adults, and
are the best mechanism for efficiently maximizing social wealth (Kymlicka, 2002). State
interventions such as regulation, taxes and subsidies should be limited as they tend to distort
market functioning (ibid.).
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Criticisms to libertarian conception of justice abound (Kymlicka, 2002; Sandel, 2009;
Sen, 2009); suffice it to note that its understanding of individual freedom overlooks the fact
that a person’s preferences and achievements are never solely dependent on her individual
choices, which cannot be fully separated from the natural and social contingencies of her
context (ibid). When it comes to an individual’s actions (e.g., travel behavior) with secondorder effects on other members of the community (e.g., vehicle emissions, traffic accidents,
congestion), libertarians believe self-regulated markets can provide adequate solutions to
unfair or inefficient outcomes that emerge from collective action. However, free markets are
not efficient or, arguably, fair in the presence of market failures (Hausman & McPherson,
2006). Additionally, consent in market transactions is not a sufficient condition for justice,
particularly when contracts involve large power imbalances, as is often the case in free
markets (Sandel, 2009). In the end, while utilitarianism gives priority to aggregate wellbeing over individual rights, libertarianism gives priority to individuals’ liberties, even if they
come at the expense of human welfare (Kymlicka, 2002).

2.2.3. Intuitionism
Intuitionism is not a single theory of justice, but rather refers to the perspectives shared by
authors for whom moral propositions are self-evident and basic moral knowledge is
acquired through intuition (Rawls, 1999). Intuitionist authors such as Barry (1965) and
Miller (1999) share the belief that moral problems in real life situations are so complex and
diverse that only a pluralistic conception of justice can properly deal with them.
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In contrast to utilitarianism and libertarianism, which put forward universal theories
about justice, intuitionism argues for a more context-dependent and pluralistic approach.
The decision of what is the right thing to do depends on the particularities of each moral
dilemma, and may demand the consideration of different moral values, such as merit, basic
needs, rights, formal equality, compensation, non-discrimination or procedural fairness
(Barry, 1965). In transport planning processes, for example, procedural fairness demands
all affected communities should be equally heard. When it comes to setting public transport
fares, one could evoke the principle of compensation, so people receive transport subsidies
according to their financial constraints.
This context-dependent nature of intuitionism, however, is also a main source of
criticism. From (universalist) theoretical perspectives, intuitionism is unsatisfying since it
proposes a series of ultimately arbitrary moral principles not specified by any consistent
logical argument (Kymlicka, 2002; Rawls, 1999). From a practical viewpoint, intuitionism is
of little help because it is unclear when each principle would be the right one to choose or
how one should proceed to reconcile or prioritize competing moral principles (ibid.).

2.2.4. Rawls’s egalitarianism
Rawls’s theory of justice is essentially concerned with the role played by institutions in
promoting justice (Rawls, 1999, 2001). His theory is comprised of two overarching
principles, ordered by priority. The first principle has absolute priority and applies
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particularly to basic rights and liberties.4 It holds that the rules defining individuals’ basic
rights and liberties ought to apply equally to everyone and that individuals should have as
much freedom as possible as long as this does not infringe the freedom of others (ibid.). The
second principle applies to the distribution of primary goods, which are various social
conditions and all-purpose means that are necessary to enable citizens to pursuit their life
plans (whatever they may be); they include in broad categories income and wealth,
opportunities, powers and prerogatives of authority and the social bases of self-respect. This
second principle contends that social and economic inequalities can only be considered fair
if they simultaneously (a) derive from a situation of fair equality of opportunity, and (b) work
to the benefit of the least advantaged members of society (ibid.).
The idea of equality of opportunity stresses the importance of individual freedom of
choice. It implies that in a society with genuine equality of opportunity inequalities are
legitimate, provided they result from people’s choices and efforts; inequalities are unfair if
they result from morally arbitrary circumstances that result from natural and social
contingencies beyond a person’s control, such as being born in a poor family or ethnic group
(Kymlicka, 2002). Rawls (1999) nonetheless acknowledges that some level of inequality is
inescapable and that it is not possible to achieve genuine equality of opportunity because
individuals’ innate or trained abilities, freedom of choice and even effort cannot be
completely separated from their social conditions. Since no one can claim credit for their
innate capacities, nor for the initial position in society in which they were born, it is unfair
for individuals to be penalized or privileged by such arbitrary circumstances. This leads

These include freedom of thought and of association, political liberties, the rights and liberties covered by the
rule of law and the physical and psychological liberty and integrity of the person (Rawls, 2001).
4
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Rawls to argue in the second part of his second principle – known as ‘difference principle; –
that inequalities can only be considered fair if they work to the benefit of the least well-off,
thereby mitigating inequalities of opportunities and the morally arbitrary effects of social
and natural lotteries (ibid). In practical terms, the difference principle points to a distributive
rule based on the maximin criterion, suggesting one should choose the policy alternative that
maximizes the minimum level of primary goods of the people in the worst-off position (ibid.).
Furthermore, Rawls’s theory of justice does not require inequality levels to be restricted to
a maximum gap, except in those cases where the increase of primary goods at the top of the
distribution would begin to have negative effects on those at the bottom. In such
circumstances the notions of fraternity and mutual benefit embedded in the difference
principle give moral justification for institutions to limit the upper part of the distribution
(Rawls, 1999, 2001).
Two criticisms of the difference principle should be noted. Although Rawls
acknowledges the difference between inequalities that emerge from personal choices and
those that emerge from morally arbitrary circumstances, the difference principle does not
make such a distinction (Kymlicka, 2002). Consequently, this principle mitigates not only the
unfair effects of morally arbitrary circumstances but also the legitimate effects of personal
choices and effort (ibid.). This issue extends beyond Rawls’s difference principle and is a
crucial problem for any policy design seeking to distinguish between choice and
circumstances in real life settings (Dworkin, 1981a).
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2.2.5. Capability Approaches
Another important criticism of Rawls’s theory comes from Amartya Sen who endorses
Rawls’s overall scheme but proposes that the focus of the difference principle should shift
from primary goods to human capabilities (Sen, 1979, 2005, 2009). Capabilities are sets of
freedoms and opportunities available for individuals to choose and to act, resulting from “[…]
a combination of personal abilities and the political, social and economic environment”
(Nussbaum, 2011). Although the Capability Approach (CA) is not intended to be a full theory
of justice, human capabilities are at the heart of justice concerns, which essentially deal with
the opportunities and substantive freedoms that enable individuals to achieve things they
have reason to value (Sen, 2009).
For Sen (ibid), the focus on the distribution of resources or primary goods is incapable
of recognizing the diversity of human needs and preferences. This is because goods, services
or income are not ends in themselves, but merely means to valued ends. Most of the time, a
car or a bicycle is not something we value for its own sake, but only to the extent it helps us
achieve our aspirations in symbolic, aesthetic or practical terms. Additionally, the capacity
of each person to convert a particular resource into pursued ends depends heavily on her
social context, preferences, skills, etc. Hence, what matters from the moral point of view is
not so much the distribution of resources, but people’s capacities to convert such resources
into a good life made up of ‘functionings’ (practices) according to their own preferences.
The CA recognizes the influence that a person’s environment has in enhancing or
restricting the set of opportunities that are available for her to choose (Nussbaum, 2011;
Robeyns, 2005). It takes into account not only the diversity of individuals’ characteristics
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(e.g. preferences, values, needs, abilities), but also the societal structures and constraints
affecting individuals’ capacities to convert resources and opportunities into functionings.
This interaction between internal capabilities and external environment is what Nussbaum
(2011) refers to as ‘combined capabilities’. Accordingly, assessments of justice and social life
conditions ought to differentiate the possibilities of what a person is able to do (her
capability set) from what the person ends up doing – her functionings (Sen, 2009).
Sen acknowledges the importance of reducing capability inequalities to promote
equality of opportunities (Sen, 1999, 2009) . However, the CA is primarily concerned with
promoting basic capability equality by guaranteeing minimum levels of basic capabilities
(Sen, 1979). These basic capabilities refer to the freedom to do things that are essential for
survival and later development, and include, for example, being able to move around,
participate in the social life of the community, and meet one’s nutritional requirements
(Nussbaum, 2011; Robeyns, 2005). In this sense, the CA share both egalitarian and
sufficientarian concerns discussed by van Wee and Geurs (2011) and Lucas et al (2015). For
Sen, the definition of a list of basic capabilities and minimum thresholds must be culturedependent. It ought to take into account each society’s particular values and material
conditions, and may even change across time as societies develop and reassess their political
positions (Sen, 2005, 2009). Others, following Nussbaum, argue that even if the definition of
acceptable minimum thresholds is context-dependent, a universal list of central capabilities
that any state would need to guarantee to all citizens can be identified. These include, among
others, the capabilities of being able to participate effectively in political decisions that affect
one’s life, to move freely from place to place and having good health (Nussbaum, 2011).
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Figure 2.1 Summary of key theories of justice.
Theories of
justice
Utilitarianism

Distribution of what?
Welfare, well-being,
utility

Guiding principle of
distribution
The greatest good for the
greatest number

Libertarianism Basic rights and liberties Self-ownership

Intuitionism

Different `whats`, e.g.
resources (food, money
etc.), services (health,
education etc.)
Basic Liberties
Opportunities

Rawls'
Egalitarianism

Capabilities
approach

Primary goods (rights
and prerogatives of
authority, income and
wealth)

Particular distributive
problems demand different
principles be applied to
particular cases (e.g. rights,
deserts, needs, expectations,
procedural justice, etc.)
First principle (deontological
justification)

Key
Authors
Jeremy
Whatever distribution that
Bentham
maximizes aggregate welfare and John
Stuart Mill
Absolute equality

Robert
Nozick

Brian Barry
No clear distribution pattern and David
Miller

Equal distribution

Fair equality of opportunity as
Equal distribution
pure procedural justice

Difference Principle

Opportunities
Central/basic
capabilities

The fairest distribution
pattern

Human dignity and equal
respect

Maximin criterion: The
distribution that maximizes,
subject to constraints, the
prospects of the least
advantaged groups
Equal distribution
All should get above
a minimum basic level

John Rawls

Amartya
Sen and
Martha
Nussbaum

2.3. Transport disadvantage, social exclusion and equity in
transportation
At least since the 1960s, transportation scholars have investigated how transport
disadvantages can lead to social exclusion and compromise the well-being of individuals
(Kain, 1968; Wachs & Kumagai, 1973). This literature is also fundamentally concerned with
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issues of distributive justice, and this section reviews how this literature addresses the three
questions raised in the introduction section.
Regarding the first question (distribution of what), the literature emphasizes three
types of transport-related inequalities that are interconnected and have key influence on
people’s well-being: inequalities of transport-related resources, observed daily travel
behavior and transport accessibility levels. Many studies focus on the unequal distribution
of transport-related resources, such as car ownership and proximity to transport services
and infrastructure (Murray & Davis, 2001; Ong, 2002; Thomopoulos et al., 2009). One insight
from the Capabilities Approaches is that this focus on resources can be misleading. Because
people’s needs, preferences and abilities/skills are so heterogeneous, this focus provides
only a partial account of individuals’ capacity to use such resources to move around the city
and to reach desired activities. For example, proximity to transit services is of little use if
they are not affordable, if the transport system is not adequately adapted to disabled people,
or if that system does not connect the places between which individuals need to travel. Even
bicycle use for daily transportation demands, apart from an appropriate built environment
and safe cycling infrastructure, some level of bodily fitness and health that is not equally
available to all individuals.
Meanwhile, other researchers focus on inequalities in daily travel behavior, including
differences in trip frequency, traveled distances and travel time – the idea being that such
travel patterns reflect different levels of well-being and participation in society (Bills et al.,
2012; Karlström & Franklin, 2009; Vasconcellos, 2005). As a general rule, the academic
literature assumes transport decisions to be primarily a matter of individual choice and
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personal responsibility (Mullen, 2012). However, it is not always possible to tease out how
much inequality in travel behavior arises from individuals’ tastes and preferences (voluntary
choice) and from contextual constraints outside individual control. Longer commutes, for
example, can arise due to affordable housing only being available in more distant locations,
but also reflect preferences for suburban living. While this differentiation is difficult to
deduce from data on observed travel behavior, such information is crucial to determine, for
instance, whether certain behaviors are entitled to public subsidy.
Furthermore, the focus on observed travel behavior overlooks the unfulfilled needs
of less mobile groups, ignoring the suppressed demand for those trips that would have been
taken were it not for constraints imposed by the transport system or by other economic and
social reasons (Nordbakke & Schwanen, 2015). Similarly, this type of analysis does not
capture what range of places the transport system actually makes accessible to the
population. From the perspective of expanding people’s potential mobility and freedom of
choice, it is crucial to differentiate the places people actually go to from the range of places
they are able to reach. From a social justice and environmental perspective, there are
considerable differences between policies that increase people’s actual mobility and those
that enhance people’s capability to access desired destinations if they so choose (Banister,
1994).
A more promising approach than considering travel behavior is to focus on
inequalities in accessibility levels. Accessibility is conceptualized and measured in many
different ways, and some conceptualizations and methods are more compatible with certain
ethical perspectives than others (Martens & Golub, 2012; Neutens et al., 2010; van Wee &
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Geurs, 2011). From a justice perspective, accessibility can usefully be conceptualized as the
ease with which persons can reach places and opportunities from a given location and be
understood as the outcome of the interplay of characteristics of individuals, the transport
system and land use (Kwan, 1998; Neutens et al., 2010). A substantial literature on
inequalities in transport accessibility (Church et al., 2000; Delmelle & Casas, 2012; Welch,
2013) considers accessibility as a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for the
expansion of people’s freedom of choice and promotion of equality of opportunities in terms
of employment, healthcare, education services, etc. The focus on accessibility is also justified
since a primary purpose of transport policy is to improve access to places, activities and
opportunities people have reason to value (Martens et al., 2012; van Wee & Geurs, 2011).
The second question regarding distributive justice concerns the moral principles that
should guide and justify redistribution. This is perhaps the most overlooked question in the
transport literature: most existing studies neither justify why observed inequalities in
transport-related benefits and burdens should be considered unfair, nor offer any moral
reasoning to guide us towards a fairer distribution. There are some exceptions which apply
a broad conception of political and social equality to walking and cycling policies (Mullen et
al., 2014) and which propose a non-market-based distribution of transport accessibility
(Martens, 2012). Others studies examine the link between accessibility and general
principles of equality and basic needs (Lucas et al., 2015) and raise a variety of ethical
principles to guide transport policies (Litman, 2002; Trinder et al., 1991) but without
committing to any specific theory of justice.
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The third question about how benefits and burdens can be distributed in the fairest
way has been addressed from two different perspectives. The first – egalitarian – approach
frames this as a question of relative distribution and focuses on inequality between social
groups or geographical areas, asking why certain groups/areas have higher or lower
accessibility levels or transport goods/services than others (Benenson et al., 2011;
Kawabata & Shen, 2007; Meijers et al., 2012). The second – sufficientarian – approach is
framed in terms of transport poverty and basic needs, considering why some groups/areas
simply do not have/offer enough access to those goods and services (Delbosc & Currie, 2011;
Jaramillo et al., 2012). The first approach implicitly assumes there is an ideal or acceptable
level of inequality considered to be fair. The idea underlying the second approach is that
there are minimum levels of transport goods, services and accessibility to essential activities
that should be available to everybody. Elaborations of both approaches to date can be
criticized. Studies in the first category tend not to make clear statements about acceptable
levels of inequality, what an ideal distribution pattern looks like, or how far transport
policies should go in reducing inequalities. Research in the second group suffers from the
conundrum that no minimum thresholds can be established without paternalistic
assumptions that overlook the diversity of people’s preferences and needs (Cass et al., 2005;
Preston & Rajé, 2007).
In summary, studies on distributive justice in relation to transportation are primarily
descriptive, containing little or no explicit theoretical reflection on justice. The literature
gives diverse answers to key questions regarding distributive justice, and rarely addresses
such questions in a systematic way (Martens, 2011), often leaving some of these questions
unanswered. Transport accessibility, rather than resources or travel behavior, stands out as
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the most promising focal variable of distributive justice. In whatever way accessibility is
conceptualized and measured, the ethical perspective should be made explicit because
different theories of justice give different answers to how policies should address
inequalities in accessibility. In what follows, we present our interpretation of what insights
the theories analyzed in section 2.2 could bring to policies focused on accessibility.

2.4. Insights from political philosophy for transport policy and
accessibility

2.4.1. Utilitarians
Utilitarians are not interested in accessibility in itself, but only in the instrumental value of
actual trips for the promotion of those activities from which people derive utility. From this
perspective, urban and transport policies should be designed to facilitate trips to those
activities that maximize aggregate utility. However, since the utility derived from an activity
is commonly measured by people’s willingness to pay, and because benefits derived from
transport projects have traditionally been evaluated in terms of the monetary value of travel
time savings, an unintended consequence of utilitarian evaluations is that they implicitly
prioritize accessibility gains to more profitable activities and people with higher incomes
and hence higher values of time. This and other criticisms to utilitarian reasoning in
traditional transport planning have been raised by critics of cost-benefit analysis (Martens,
2011; van Wee, 2012; van Wee & Roeser, 2013).
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Because the well-being of everyone is seen as equally important, a utilitarian
approach focuses on aggregate measures of transport performance, paying no particular
attention to how accessibility is distributed among individual members of society (ibid). In
such evaluations it would not matter if, for example, the promotion of transport accessibility
for higher income classes and car drivers came at the expense of reducing the accessibility
of lower classes and public transport users. Although this issue can be addressed partially
by project evaluations using utility-based weights to capture variations of benefits/costs
between affected groups/individuals (Lucas et al., 2015), the utilitarian approach still faces
serious shortcomings regarding the measurement and interpersonal comparison of the
utility people derive from transport improvements (Rietveld et al., 2007). Additionally, the
strict consequentialism espoused by utilitarians means that situations in which transport
policies violate the rights of minorities are not seen as a moral problem, as long as such
policies bring about net benefits to a larger number of people. From a utilitarian perspective,
the eviction of, say, hundreds of families in order to expand a road would be perfectly
acceptable, even if those families were not compensated in an appropriate manner.

2.4.2. Libertarianism
The libertarian approach would also have no particular concern about how accessibility is
distributed among members of society, but for a different reason. According to libertarians,
the fairest distribution of transport accessibility would be whatever distribution resulted
from free market transactions between consenting adults. According to this view, the free
market is the best instrument to expand people’s choices about how to better satisfy their
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transport needs, and to make individuals fully responsible for their own choices. The state
should play no role in terms of taxes and subsidies, and state regulation should be limited to
the minimum necessary to establish clear property rights and due compensation when
contracts are broken (Klein et al., 2003; Winston, 2000). This view resonates with the
emergence of unregulated on-demand ridesharing companies such as Uber and Lyft, whose
services could be considered somewhat closer to a pure market solution to urban
transportation, despite being heavily dependent on government-provided road
infrastructure.
However, this idea that free market and its price system can work as the sole device
to promote just and efficient transport solutions disregards the possibility of conflict
between markets and distributive fairness. It overlooks how efficiency might be in conflict
with equity and how these two goals are often jeopardized by market failures that typically
occur in urban transportation (Estache & Gómez‐Lobo, 2005; Glaister et al., 1990; Santos et
al., 2010). Because mass transportation services work under a regime of natural monopoly,
unregulated competition of transport companies is often inefficient and sub-optimal. Under
such conditions, private companies have no economic incentives to consider the special
needs of minority groups such as people with disabilities, to provide public goods such as
urban roads, and to provide transport services to distant and impoverished neighborhoods
where services are less profitable. The emphasis on individual transport decisions coupled
with unregulated use of public goods such as urban roads can lead to overuse of road space,
aggravating negative externalities, including congestion, air pollution and traffic accidents
(ibid.).
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2.4.3. Intuitionism
An intuitionist approach to transport policies is context sensitive, and the allocation of
transport investments and services to improve people’s accessibility may be guided by
different moral justifications (e.g., basic needs, formal equality, horizontal and vertical
equity) across individual cases (Hay, 1993; Hay & Trinder, 1991; Khisty, 1996; Litman,
2002). For example, the need to access essential activities (e.g., education and health
services) could be used to justify allocation of subsidies and services for certain groups (e.g.,
students, low-income classes, deprived neighborhoods) to guarantee they have minimum
levels of accessibility to those activities. As often happens in the policy context, however,
allocation dilemmas usually involve a plurality of competing principles of justice leading to
different policy alternatives and it is not straightforward to decide which principle and
distribution rules should prevail on specific occasions. For example, while formal equality
would support transit services being equally distributed in all areas of a city and all
passengers paying equal transport fares, compensation would justify prioritizing services in
poorer neighborhoods and would allow for the provision of fare concessions to vulnerable
groups such as the elderly or disabled. There is, moreover, little consistency across transport
studies using this intuitionist approach (ibid.). Different lists of intuitions deemed relevant
for project evaluation have been put forward, often without consistent definitions of what
each intuition means.
The risk of an intuitionist approach lies in its evaluation of distributive conflicts
becoming too context specific. It provides only limited guidance to policy decisions inasmuch
as it does not offer any consistent moral scheme to balance various competing claims of
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justice. Under such approach, policy decisions may well be taken on an ad-hoc basis or
following opportunistic claims that are electorally appealing at specific moments in time.
Such decisions may also lead to incoherent and conflicting policies, with benefits of one
policy potentially increasing the undesired effects of other policies.

2.4.4. Rawlsian egalitarianism
From a Rawlsian perspective (or rather, our interpretation of it), any transport project
should be guided by respect for individuals’ basic rights; no policy would be acceptable if it
violated such rights, even if it improved people’s accessibility. For example, even though
Rawls (1999, 2001) acknowledges freedom of movement as a crucial liberty, arguing people
should be free to move from place to place, this liberty should be exercised within the limit
of not harming the basic rights including that of physical integrity of others. This position
offers an important moral argument in favor of policies that discourage individual motorized
transport in congested areas, because such transport disproportionately generates negative
externalities that harm other people’s health conditions through road congestion, air
pollution and traffic accidents (Viegas, 2001).
In a more recent reassessment of his original theory, Rawls (2001, p.172) has
broadened his understanding of primary goods to include personal goods and services
provided by the state: “primary goods of income and wealth are not to be identified only with
personal income and private wealth. […] As citizens we are also the beneficiaries of the
government's providing various personal goods and services to which we are entitled, as in
the case of health care, or of its providing public goods (in the economist's sense), as in the
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case of measures ensuring public health (clean air and unpolluted water, and the like). All of
these items can (if necessary) be included in the index of primary goods”. This broadening is
consistent with his idea that government services and public goods should be guided by the
difference principle (Rawls, 1999, p.175, 246-267). Along with other authors (van Wee &
Geurs, 2011; van Wee & Roeser, 2013), we believe transport accessibility as well as
governmental investments and services aimed at improving people’s accessibility can be
understood as primary goods to which the difference principle is applicable. This does not
mean everybody should experience the same level of transport accessibility. In fact, from our
interpretation of Rawls’s theory, justice is not about whether some people enjoy greater
accessibility than others but about how institutions and policies deal with such inequalities
in order to minimize inequality of opportunities (Rawls, 1999). This interpretation may
seem compatible with transport policies that aim to advance the common good by improving
overall or average levels of accessibility. However, the application of Rawls’s difference
principle to transport entails that interventions such as infrastructure investments,
subsidies and service provision can only be considered fair if they give priority to improving
accessibility levels of the least advantaged groups. This is the case with policies that focus on
improving accessibility of low-income classes living in deprived areas or policies that
prioritize those transport modes most commonly used by low-income people (van Wee &
Geurs, 2011). While in dense urban areas this can be done through policies that prioritize
public transport, walking and cycling over private cars (e.g., exclusive bus lanes, congestion
charging schemes, cycle paths), policies that facilitate car use for low-income people would
likely be more appropriate in low-density and rural areas. Moreover, the difference principle
would also provide ethical support for policies to limit the highest levels of car accessibility
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in circumstances where further increases in car use and concomitant negative externalities
undermine the accessibility of public transport users and impose health burdens on
vulnerable groups.
Rawls (1999, sections 43, 44; 2001, sections 38, 39) argues that at a certain point
justice would also demand setting a minimum level of primary goods. In practice,
governments should guarantee minimum levels of primary goods for all individuals so that
at least the basic needs essential to a decent life – the definition of which differs across
societies – are met; the allocation of primary goods above minimum thresholds can be
allocated via regulated markets. Thus, Rawls’s concept of appropriate social minimum goes
beyond basic individuals’ physiological needs and is dependent on a given society’s wealth
and public political culture, among other factors (ibid.). A similar idea has been proposed on
the setting of minimum transport access to basic destinations such as food stores, schools
and medical services (Delbosc & Currie, 2011; van Wee & Geurs, 2011), although the
definition of minimum accessibility thresholds still presents great challenges (see next
section).

2.4.5. Capability Approaches
To date, various authors have argued that mobility in the sense of being able to move should
be considered as a basic capability because of its central role in enabling people to satisfy
basic needs (Beyazit, 2011; Kronlid, 2008; Robeyns, 2003; Sen, 2005; Tyler, 2006; van Wee,
2012). While usefully highlighting mobility's instrumental importance to the development
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of other human capabilities, the idea of mobility as capability should be expanded into an
understanding of accessibility as a combined capability.
According to our interpretation of the Capability Approaches, urban and transport
policies should not only aim at increasing overall accessibility levels in society, so that
individuals become better able to develop other capabilities and conduct the activities they
have reason to value. Policies should also, and primarily, guarantee individuals a minimum
level of access to those key activities that are essential for meeting basic needs, such as food
stores, education, health services and employment opportunities. However, this does not
imply that, as a necessary condition of justice, everybody must enjoy exactly the same
transport conditions. This belief would amount to resource fetishism (Nussbaum, 2011) and
overlook how people’s ability to convert transport resources into capability and quality of
life is affected by contingencies such as personal characteristics, physical environment and
cultural norms (Ryan et al., 2015).
The application of Capability Approach to transport policy raises at least two
challenges. The first is that understanding accessibility in capability terms couples
accessibility needs with the idea of social rights insofar as some minimum level of
accessibility is necessary for the satisfaction of individuals’ basic needs and a necessary,
though not sufficient, condition for people to exercise basic rights such as going to school,
receiving health care and voting in elections. While this might go as far as raising a discussion
on accessibility rights (Farrington, 2007), it certainly requires the identification of minimum
acceptable thresholds of accessibility to key activities and demands government initiatives
to guarantee the accessibility needs of people who fall below those thresholds. The
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identification of such minimum thresholds remains an unresolved challenge in the academic
literature (Farrington & Farrington, 2005; Hananel & Berechman, 2016; Smith et al., 2012).
It is nonetheless evident that their identification is dependent on a given society’s history
and values, and would require a political decision reached through a legitimate political and
democratic process.
A second challenge is that understanding accessibility as a combined capability
requires one to address accessibility as a result from a combination of personal abilities and
the social, economic, and built environment, which is a more complex and multidimensional
concept of accessibility than often used in transport studies (Tyler, 2006). For policy reasons,
it is important to frame accessibility as a combined capability in respect of two analytically
separable but interconnected accessibility components:
a) One component is the person’s capability to access and use mobility technologies
and transport systems/vehicles, which depends on the interplay of personal and
external factors. Relevant personal factors may include, for example, physical and
mental fitness, the motor and cognitive skills to understand and interact with the
transport system, accumulated experience, and sufficient financial resources.
Meanwhile, the external factors may refer to the social environment (e.g., whether
a person is able to use the transport system without being harassed or
discriminated), as well as to a transport system’s physical design, provisions for
disabled individuals, price levels, quality and availability of travel information,
and so forth.
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b) The other component of accessibility refers to how the interactions between the
transport system and land use patterns enhance people’s capabilities: given that
a person is able to use a transport system/vehicle, does that system/vehicle
actually improve her capacity to access desired places and opportunities? Even if
a person is able to access and use a transport system, she may not necessarily be
able to reach the destinations she wants to access. This is because accessibility as
a combined capability also depends on time-budget restrictions of individuals and
additional external factors related to land use patterns, how the transport
network is distributed and connected across the city vis-à-vis the distribution of
desired opportunities and activities, in addition to the transport system
performance, including service frequency, reliability, speed, etc. This capability
can

also

be

extended

beyond

the

spatial

domain

through

information/communications technologies that allow people to access
opportunities without having to move physically (Banister & Hickman, 2006;
Kenyon et al., 2002) 5.

The understanding of accessibility as capability is not easily compatible with placebased conceptualizations that understand accessibility exclusively as an attribute of
locations. Because the CA is fundamentally concerned about individual freedom of choice
This integral notion of accessibility is encompassed and further developed by the concept of motility (Flamm
& Kaufmann, 2006; Kaufmann et al., 2004). Motility incorporates how personal, social and environmental
factors interact to form the processes that shape the relation between an individual’s spatial and social
mobility. The complex relation between the concepts of motility, accessibility and capability deserves more
attention in future research on equity in transportation. We should note, though, these concepts generally
overlook issues of externality from societal perspective.
5
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and human agency, this approach requires that accessibility be understood as an attribute of
individuals in their interaction with their environment, taking into account how personal
characteristics (such as gender, age, social class, disabilities, time budget) shape
interpersonal differences in accessibility levels.
Even if one focuses on person-based accessibility, there is still a substantial variety of
metrics which can be used to measure accessibility (e.g., utility-based and space-time
measures). The choice of metric is significant and strongly shapes which conclusions can be
drawn from accessibility analysis (Kwan, 1998; Neutens et al., 2010). Further research is
needed to discuss which accessibility measures are conceptually consistent with different
ethical frameworks (Martens & Golub, 2012), and to discuss the challenges of building more
comprehensive accessibility measures that go beyond the limits imposed by data
conventionally used in transport surveys.

2.5. Conclusions
Given the strengths and limitations of the theories reviewed in previous sections, the
overarching conclusion of this chapter is that future studies addressing distributive issues
in transportation equity would benefit from an ethical perspective that builds a dialogue
between Rawls’s egalitarianism and the Capability Approaches, which we only briefly sketch
here6. When it comes to the question “distribution of what” under this perspective,
accessibility is understood as a combined capability and should be the primary focus of

For a discussion on the integration of Rawls’s theory and the capability approach applied to planning theory
more broadly, see Fainstein (2010) and Basta (2015).
6
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transport researchers and policy makers addressing questions over distributive justice and
transport disadvantage. This focus emphasizes the social and economic opportunities
available for individuals to access if they so choose. This perspective thus stresses the link
between accessibility and the ideas of agency and freedom of choice, while demanding a
more nuanced and multidimensional understanding of accessibility that acknowledges the
diversity of people’s needs and constraints when they make their transport decisions.
With respect to the second question, the concern with accessibility is morally justified
for different reasons. First, some minimum level of accessibility to key destinations is a basic
capability that is necessary for people to satisfy their basic needs. Moreover, the concept of
accessibility draws out the spatial dimension in moral concerns over equality of
opportunities, which is a central concern of distributive justice but has thus far only been
treated as a non-spatial idea by political philosophers. In this sense, accessibility works as a
necessary, though not sufficient, condition for promoting equality of opportunity. It also has
instrumental importance for the development of further capabilities and freedom of choice
that allow people to flourish and pursue the life they have reason to value.
With regard to the question of what a fair distribution of accessibility should look like,
this perspective contends, firstly, that individuals’ basic rights and liberties should never be
violated or sacrificed on the grounds of improving accessibility levels of others. Secondly, a
transport policy is fair if it distributes transport investments and services in ways that
reduces inequality of opportunity. While aiming to enhance overall levels of accessibility,
policies should prioritize vulnerable groups and thereby mitigate morally arbitrary
disadvantages that systematically reduce their accessibility levels, such as being elderly,
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disabled or born in an ethnic minority or poor family (Lucas, 2012; Páez et al., 2010). Finally,
this proposed framework gives support to the ideas of setting minimum standards of
accessibility to key destinations which should be guaranteed by the government through
social or transport policies if necessary, and limiting the highest levels of accessibility of
social groups and transport modes only in those circumstances when a marginal
improvement of accessibility at the upper levels would harm those groups at the bottom.
Some of the practical implications of this perspective can be illustrated with issues
that commonly arise in cities with investments in public transport (e.g., metro and bus rapid
transit developments) and cycling/walking. These types of investments can be good ways to
prioritize transport modes which are more widely used by low-income classes. To be
considered fair, however, these investments should not override the social rights of families
threatened with eviction due to the infrastructure projects. The distributional effects of such
investments should be evaluated in terms of the extent to which they reduce inequalities in
transport accessibility, particularly by improving accessibility levels of low-income public
transport-dependent groups to key destinations such as employment opportunities,
healthcare and education services. According to this approach, the design of those transport
projects (including design of vehicles, stations, cycle paths, etc.) must be inclusive towards
social groups such as the elderly and disabled in order to minimize the impact that nonchosen disadvantages have on people’s capacity to access activities. Moreover, this
perspective also calls for complementary policies that discourage car use (e.g.,
congestion/parking charge, fuel tax) in highly congested and polluted areas to mitigate the
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negative externalities imposed by drivers on everyone else, particularly on vulnerable
populations7.
One important advantage of this ethical perspective in addressing distributive justice
is its ability to strike a balance between a universalist approach to justice and contextsensitivity. It offers a universalist perspective by providing a strong protection of individuals’
rights and liberties. It also accommodates universalist concerns with the protection of basic
capabilities that are necessary for individuals to satisfy their basic needs, for the promotion
of equality of opportunities, and for ensuring a pluralistic society where individuals can lead
the lives they value while respecting the rights of others. At the same time, this ethical
perspective is contextualist by acknowledging that the identification of disadvantaged
groups and appropriate policies to improve their accessibility are context-specific and that
acceptable minimum thresholds of accessibility ought to be defined by each society
according to its particular values and material conditions following due political process.
Moreover, it acknowledges that evaluations of transport inequalities should hold people
responsible for their choices but also recognizes how such choices are often constrained by
people’s needs, and by their social and built environments.
We believe this provisional and tentative dialogue between Rawls’s theory and the
Capability Approaches addresses both sufficientarian and egalitarian concerns about the
economic, social and health prospects of disadvantaged groups. It is also flexible enough to
apply to different dimensions of transport exclusion and inequalities related to gender,

To both Rawls and the capabilities approach, people’s health/physical integrity should be protected inasmuch
as it is understood either as an individual basic right or as a basic capability.
7
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race/ethnicity, disability, segregated and impoverished neighborhoods, etc. We hope it will
bring valuable insights to other aspects of equity related to transportation pricing and
finance (Pucher, 1982; Santos & Rojey, 2004), civil rights and spatial discrimination (Karner
& Niemeier, 2013; Sanchez et al., 2003) and environmental justice (Chakraborty, 2006;
Schweitzer & Valenzuela, 2004).
The ideas proposed here go in line with a broader concept of “just city” and how it
seeks to build a dialogue between Rawls and Capabilities (Fainstein, 2010). For future
studies, further exploration of synergies and divergences between Rawls’s theory and the
Capability Approaches is needed. A crucial challenge for this framework would be to prove
its value in the evaluation of case studies of transport projects and policies in different spatial
settings and at local and regional scales. Ideally, this would require more comprehensive
accessibility measures that are consistent with the Capability Approach and go beyond
conventional transport surveys to capture other factors that shape interpersonal differences
in individuals’ accessibility, including people’s cognitive and embodied competencies,
cultural norms, time constraints or whether the social environment is free from any kind of
harassment and discrimination. While time-geographers have advanced many of these
issues (Kwan, 1998; Miller, 2006), further research is required to discuss how the concept
of motility can offer further insights into transportation equity and social exclusion
(Kellerman, 2012).
A distributive justice approach does not, however, exhaust all relevant concerns
about equity in transportation. As Rawls and Sen themselves recognize, there is more to
justice than fair distributions, which cannot be judged in isolation from the process of which
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they are an outcome (Rawls, 1999; Sen, 1999, 2005, 2009). This requires recognizing both
the role of participatory planning as a crucial part of transport justice (Booth & Richardson,
2001; Hodgson & Turner, 2003), and that current policies and rights one might take for
granted today are themselves result of historical processes and political disputes marked by
power imbalances between social groups (Fincher & Iveson, 2012). This is important
because the way in which society understands the nature and role of transport accessibility
will ultimately shape what a fair transport policy is. The conclusion that justice entails more
than questions of distribution calls for a deeper engagement with critical philosophy and
social science, which would help situate distributive justice in the broader context of
participatory planning, democratic citizenship, the right to the city and spatial justice
(Fainstein, 2010; Soja, 2010; Young, 1990).
Transportation equity studies unavoidably deal with normative discussions about
what is fair. To grapple this political challenge, a theoretically grounded understanding of
distributive justice allows us to go beyond descriptive studies of transport inequalities and
to advance justice in transport policies.
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3. Transport legacy of mega-events and the
redistribution of accessibility to urban destinations
Abstract
Local governments increasingly justify the hosting of mega-events because of their legacy
value, assuming that all local residents benefit from those events. Yet, little attention has
been paid to the distributive question of who benefits from the transport legacy left by those
events. This chapter reflects on the delimitation of transport legacies and its social impacts
in terms of how such developments can reshape urban accessibility to opportunities. It
analyses the transformation in the transport system of Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) in preparation
for the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games. That transformation involved
substantial expansion in public transport infrastructure, followed by cuts in service levels
and a reorganization of many bus lines to streamline the transport system. The chapter
examines whether those recent changes have increased the number of people from different
income levels who could access Olympic sports venues and healthcare facilities by public
transport within 15, 30, 60 and 90 minutes. The analysis uses a before-and-after comparison
of Rio’s transport network (2014-2017) and a quasi-counterfactual scenario to separate the
effects of newly added infrastructure from the reorganization and cuts of transport services.
The results show that the infrastructure expansion alone would have increased the number
of people who could access the Olympic sports venues, but it would have only marginally
improved people’s access to healthcare facilities. Nonetheless, the findings indicate that the
streamlined bus system have offset the benefits of infrastructure investments in a way that
particularly penalizes the poor. The analysis of both the implemented changes to the public
transport network and the counterfactual scenario show that the accessibility benefits from
the recent cycle of investments and disinvestments in Rio generally accrued to middle- and
higher-income groups, reinforcing existing patterns of urban inequality.
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3.1. Introduction
There is a growing debate about whether sports mega-events, such as the FIFA World Cup
and the Olympic Games, can foster urban development in host cities by boosting their local
economies and leveraging investments in infrastructure (Chalkley & Essex, 1999; Gratton et
al., 2005; Hiller, 2000). The infrastructure projects associated with such events and its
promised legacy usually play a key part in the justification used by local and national
governments in bids for hosting mega-events (Paddison, 1993; Rubalcaba-Bermejo &
Cuadrado-Roura, 1995; Zhang & Zhao, 2009).
The strategy of using mega-events to fast-track urban development is commonly
backed by pro-growth discourses (Burbank et al., 2002), which rely on the assumption that
all local residents invariably benefit from the trickle-down effects of economic growth and
improvements to urban infrastructure (Baade, 1996; Baade & Matheson, 2004; Jones, 2001;
Kasimati, 2003; Müller, 2015). Yet, this assumption has been questioned by several studies,
which claim that the evaluation of the legacy of sports mega-events should incorporate an
equity perspective of how the benefits and burdens of their purported legacies are
distributed (Horne & Manzenreiter, 2006; Smith, 2009). Various studies, for example, have
also noted how the organization of mega-events often leads to negative impacts on local
communities. In many occasions, thousands of families have had to be evicted from their
homes to make room for new infrastructure (Armstrong et al., 2011; Shin & Li, 2013;
Vanwynsberghe et al., 2013), mega-events have caused significant environmental impacts
(Collins et al., 2007, 2009; Death, 2011; Gaffney, 2013), they have bypassed democratic
decision-making processes (Andranovich et al., 2001; Gold & Gold, 2011; Raco, 2014; Roche,
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1994) and they have concentrated economic and political power in the hands of small
interest groups attempting to rewrite urban planning priorities (Broudehoux, 2007; Sánchez
& Broudehoux, 2013).
However, scholars have devoted much less attention to the equity implications of the
transport legacies of mega-events, overlooking the distributive aspects of who benefits from
these new transport developments8. Most of the literature on mega-events and urban
transport has focused on the short-term challenges of delivering transport services during
the actual events – in terms of traffic management and contingency plans to address peak
demand and congestion (Currie & Shalaby, 2012; Hensher & Brewer, 2002; Liu et al., 2008;
Mao, 2008; Minis & Tsamboulas, 2008; Robbins et al., 2007; Silva & Portugal, 2016; Xu &
Gonzalez, 2016). Only a handful of studies have focused on the lasting transport benefits
derived from mega-events (Kassens-Noor, 2012), and little attention has been paid to how
these transport legacies subsequently change the daily transport conditions of local
residents from different social groups (see next section).
This chapter focuses on the distributional effects of the transport legacies of megaevents looking at how such investments affect different income groups’ access to Olympic
sports sites and health-care facilities in host cities. It analyzes the city of Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil), where transport planning has been largely driven by mega-events for almost two
decades (Kassens-Noor et al., 2016). In particular, the study looks at the transformations

The terms equity and distributive justice are used interchangeably throughout this chapter. The idea of justice
is a broader concept that encompasses moral and political concerns related to (1) how benefits and burdens
are distributed in society (distributive justice); (2) the fairness of processes and procedures of decision
(procedural justice); and (3) the recognition of rights and entitlements (Fainstein, 2010; Pereira et al., 2017).
8
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implemented in the city’s public transport system in preparation for the 2014 World Cup
and the 2016 Olympic Games, which included two new high-capacity Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) corridors, a new light-rail system, and a subway extension. These investments were
also followed by a reorganization of bus lines to streamline the transport network and, more
recently, by cuts in service levels in response to a drop in passenger demand (see section
3.3).
In the empirical analysis, a before-and-after comparison of Rio’s transport system
between 2014 and 2017 were conducted to calculate how the newly implemented transport
investments and subsequent reorganization of the transport system have changed the
number of people from different income groups who could access Olympic sports venues
and healthcare facilities in the city. A quasi-counterfactual analysis was also conducted to
investigate how these results would have been different had the expansion of public
transport infra-structure in Rio had not been followed by a reorganization of bus lines.
Census data and geolocated timetables of public transport services were combined to
calculate the catchment areas of sports venues and healthcare facilities in terms of how many
people from different income groups can reach those locations from their homes within 15,
30, 60 and 90 minutes using only public transport and walking. This allowed to estimate how
recent modifications in Rio’s public transport system have changed the size and income
composition of the catchment areas of those facilities and to compare how accessibility gains
vary across different income groups and areas of the city.
Olympic sports facilities have been chosen because they have immediate connection
to the new transport projects in the city and because improving people’s access to such
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venues is a key condition to promote sports participation and leave a sports legacy (Weed et
al., 2015), which was one of the main goals purported by local authorities in their bids to
host the Olympics (Rio de Janeiro, 2016). Health services were chosen for the analysis in this
chapter because they play an important role in the satisfaction of people's basic needs.
Health services are considered in Brazil to be a basic constitutional right that should be
accessible to all, regardless of personal income. Assessing the impacts of Rio’ transport
legacy on people’s access to educational and employment opportunities would be equally
important and this investigation is presented in the next chapters.
A distributive justice discussion on who benefits from the transport legacies of megaevents is important for several reasons. These events require substantial public funds be
directed to infrastructure investments, but the local population generally has little
involvement in the relevant decision-making processes. Project evaluations of mega-events
and transport investments are traditionally conducted using a cost-benefit analysis
framework (Flyvbjerg & Stewart, 2012), which has been widely criticized for not taking into
account the distributive aspects of who reaps the benefits and who bears the costs of such
investments (van Wee, 2012). Moreover, the transport legacies of such events can
substantially change the organization of urban space, making it crucial to evaluate whether
local governments mobilize these events in a way that redresses or reinforces existing
patterns of urban inequality and segregation.
The remainder of this chapter is divided into five parts. The next section reviews the
concept of legacy as it is used in the mega-events literature and discusses how it translates
into transport legacy and connects to transportation equity. Section 3.3 presents the context
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of Rio de Janeiro and the changes implemented to its transport system in the context of
recent sports mega-events. Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively, present the data sources and
methods used in the analysis and discuss the results. Section 3.6 presents the chapter’s
conclusions.

3.2. Mega-events, urban development and transport legacy
The idea of leveraging mega-events to fast-track urban development and create lasting
benefits for host cities has gradually been incorporated into the mega-events agenda and
governments’ discourse over the past decades (Gold & Gold, 2008; Leopkey & Parent, 2012;
Tomlinson, 2014). In 2003, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) started officially
requesting that candidate cities include legacy concerns in their bid proposals. The word
legacy, however, often lacks conceptual consistency in bidding documents and across the
academic literature (Andranovich & Burbank, 2011; Cornelissen et al., 2011; Preuss, 2007).
Perhaps the most comprehensive definition of legacy embraces “the material and nonmaterial effects produced directly or indirectly by the sport event, whether planned or not,
that durably transform the host region in an objectively and subjectively positive or negative
way.” (Chappelet & Junod, 2006).
Different authors generally recognize that legacy impacts tend to be greater in areas
that are physically closer to the event sites and that they are more difficult to identify in the
long term (Cornelissen et al., 2011; Preuss, 2007). The durable nature of legacies is the most
prominent feature emphasized in the literature (Cornelissen et al., 2011; Gratton et al.,
2005). Nonetheless, the definition of what qualifies as short or long term is often vaguely
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defined in cities’ bids and in the literature, and yet this issue of temporal scale is crucial when
assessing legacy impacts (ibid.). Kassens-Noor (2010, 2013) notes, for example, that only a
few of the transport measures adopted during the Olympic Games between 1992 and 2012
(Barcelona, Atlanta, Sydney, Athens and London) have been sustained beyond the immediate
years following the Games. Consideration of the spatial dimension of mega-event legacies is
also particularly important when addressing concerns about their equity implications.
Specifically, how are the benefits and costs of mega-events distributed across groups and
neighborhoods in host cities? Official pro-poor discourses surrounding the transport legacy
of the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa, for example, were challenged by Pillay and Bass
(2008), who claimed that improvements to the transport system would be spatially
concentrated and offer limited benefits to peripheral urban areas.
All too often there are discrepancies between the plans laid down in bid books and
the legacies that are left after the events (Stewart & Rayner, 2016). Müller (2015) points to
a “mega-event syndrome” and its seven interrelated “symptoms” that affect the planning of
mega-events and which help explain why delivered legacies fall short of the promises made
to local communities. These problems involve the overpromising of benefits, the
underestimation of costs, the displacement of local development priorities by the events’
agenda, the suspension of regular rule of law, a naive belief that mega-events could work as
quick fixes for major planning challenges, the use of public funds to cover the risks of projects
with limited public benefits, and the capture of decision-making processes by economic and
political elites. According to the Müller (2015), these issues are present to a greater or lesser
degree in the organization of mega-events worldwide and commonly lead to the bypassing
of regular planning processes and inequitable distributions of public funds and urban
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infrastructure. Together, these symptoms and their consequences raise serious questions
about democratic accountability and call into question whether the logics of mega-event
legacy planning are practically and functionally compatible with more egalitarian notions of
urban policy.
Although mega-events are often justified with reference to their role in addressing
urban inequity, these events have generally brought questionable benefits to socially
disadvantaged groups (Hiller, 2006; Minnaert, 2012; Smith, 2009). Concerns over
distributive justice focusing on who benefits from mega-event legacies have generally
received little attention in assessments of the impacts of mega-events (Short, 2008; Whitson
& Horne, 2006). In part, this relates to a common practice of event promoters, who
emphasize only the positive legacies of such events, despite the negative impacts they
frequently have on local communities (Essex & Chalkley, 2004; Hiller, 2006; Müller, 2015;
Preuss, 2007). However, when assessing the equity impacts of mega-events, it is necessary
to acknowledge that the benefits and costs arising from their legacies are rarely equally
distributed among members of society and that the same legacy might have positive effects
for some groups and negative effects for others (Chappelet, 2012). In the case of the 2016
Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, for example, public authorities used a utilitarian argument that
the wider benefits of infrastructure investments would outweigh their social and
environmental costs, thus justifying the evictions of more than two thousand families to
create space for the new transport investments (Legroux, 2014). Before discussing the case
of Rio de Janeiro, the next section outlines how the transport legacies and their equity
implications can be framed within a distributive justice perspective.
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3.2.1. Transport Legacy and accessibility
Mega-event legacies affect different but interrelated aspects of urban development, such as
the

economy,

knowledge

and

skill

development,

physical

infrastructure,

city

image/reputation, and the environment (Andranovich & Burbank, 2011; Gratton & Preuss,
2008; Ritchie, 1984). Regarding urban transportation in particular, Kassens-Noor (2010)
argues that transport legacies can be created either in the form physical and infrastructural
changes to the transport systems of host cities or in the form of how these systems are
governed and managed. In the first case, mega-events can create some form of transport
legacy by driving changes in management practices, regulation and institutional policies,
including, for example, the adoption of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), the creation of
traffic management centers (TMC), the reorganization of transit routes and the integration
of transport modes and tariff systems. In the second case, mega-events can lead to or fasttrack more tangible physical changes in the transport system, such as through the renovation
of public transport fleets or the building or expansion of transport infrastructure such as
roads, subway systems and airports (ibid.).
Most previous studies on transport legacy have focused on questions about the extent
to which the short-term view of mega-events has influenced/dominated the long-term
transport planning in host cities (Kassens-Noor, 2010, 2013; Kassens-Noor et al., 2016;
Legroux, 2014; Rodrigues & Legroux, 2015). Although there is a general consensus in the
literature of the importance of aligning transport projects related to mega-events with the
long-term developmental goals of host cities (Hiller, 2000; Müller, 2015; Pillay & Bass, 2008;
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Steinbrink et al., 2011; Tomlinson, 2014), these projects should not be planned as ends in
themselves. These projects only become valuable to the extent that they improve living
conditions in the communities where they are implemented (Banister, 2002; Cervero, 2013).
This can be achieved, for example, when these investments contribute to making transport
systems more environmentally sustainable, safe, inclusive and efficient, thus improving the
everyday transport conditions of local residents and their environment. A major component
of transport legacy relies therefore on the effectiveness of transport projects in improving
urban accessibility.
Accessibility can be broadly conceptualized as the ease with which people can reach
places and opportunities, or, conversely, a characteristic of places and opportunities that
describes how easily they can be reached by the population (Neutens et al., 2010). Transport
accessibility is thus considered critical for individuals to reach out-of-home activities in
order to satisfy basic needs; it is a necessary, although not sufficient, condition for expanding
people’s freedom of choice and promoting equality of access to opportunities such as
employment, healthcare, education, etc. (Lucas, 2012). When evaluating the impact of
transport legacy, it thus becomes critical to understand the impact of those investments in
making essential services and daily life activities more easily accessible to people, and
particularly whether those investments contribute to minimizing or exacerbating sociospatial inequalities in access to opportunities (Lucas et al., 2015; Pereira et al., 2017; van
Wee & Geurs, 2011).
The distributional effects of institutions and policies on social inequalities are the
primary concern of one of the most influential theories of social justice, proposed by John
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Rawls (Rawls, 1999, 2001), and feature as a central aspect of justice in urban planning
(Basta, 2015; Fainstein, 2010; McKay et al., 2012). In a recent paper, Pereira et al (2017) put
forward an interpretation of how Rawls’s two principles of justice can be applied to evaluate
the fairness of transport policies, which can be extended to the transport legacy of megaevents. According to this interpretation, Rawls’s first principle implies that transport
projects can only be considered fair if they respect people’s basic rights and liberties, such
as the rights and liberties covered by the rule of law, and the physical and psychological
liberty and integrity of the person. This means that the sacrifice of people’s rights and
liberties (for example, the forced eviction of families to create space for the implementation
of transport projects) cannot be morally justified on the grounds of improving infrastructure
development. Following Rawls’s second principle of justice, Pereira et al (2017) argue that,
while new transport investments have an important role in improving general transport
conditions in cities, they should prioritize improving the accessibility of disadvantaged
groups – such as low-income and transit-dependent people, the elderly and the disabled –
and thus contribute to the reduction of inequality of opportunities (ibid.).
Despite the universal character of Rawls’s theory, its application to the assessment of
urban planning (Fainstein, 2010; McKay et al., 2012) and transport policies (Pereira et al.,
2017; van Wee & Geurs, 2011) must account for the specificities of how new projects are
implemented in each context. In the following sections, I discuss the equity implications of
the new transport investments recently implemented in the city of Rio.
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3.3. The transport legacy of Mega-events in Rio de Janeiro
Rio de Janeiro is one of the largest and richest urban areas in the Global South, with over 12
million inhabitants. It is also among the most unequal cities in the world in terms of income
distribution (UN-HABITAT, 2010), having experienced increasing income inequality in
recent decades (Ipea, 2016) and historical spatial segregation (Préteceille & Cardoso, 2008;
Ribeiro et al., 2010). Most of the population of Rio also faces extremely poor transport
conditions. The city’s public transport system stands out as one of the most expensive in the
world (UN HABITAT, 2013) and is coupled with a substantial increase in car traffic , giving
Rio one of the highest average commute times among global cities (Pereira & Schwanen,
2013). Urban mobility conditions in Rio are further aggravated by a complex institutional
and governance context marked by fragmentation of responsibilities and jurisdiction
regarding transport policies and data collection at the metropolitan scale (Costa et al., 2015).
Because of the absence of detailed transport information for the whole of the metropolitan
area, the current study considers the city of Rio only, which includes 53% of the metropolitan
area’s population.
Rio’s history of bidding to host mega-events is characterized by heavy emphasis on
using such events as opportunities to accelerate urban development and overcome
persistent urban problems (Gaffney, 2010; Silvestre, 2012). The adoption of this mega-event
strategy in Rio dates at least to the mid-1990s, with the elaboration of the city’s strategic
plan in 1996 and the 1997 bid to host the 2004 Olympic games (Rio de Janeiro, 1996; Santos,
2013). Since then, Rio won the bids to host the 2007 Pan-American Games, the 2014 FIFA
football World Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympic Games (BOC, 2009; Brazil, 2009; Rio de
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Janeiro, 2008). Most of these sporting events have taken place in one of four areas of the city
in which the Olympic sports venues were clustered (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Spatial distribution of population, Olympic Sports Venues and high capacity
transport corridors. Rio de Janeiro, 2010

Note: The TransBrasil BRT corridor was originally included in the transportation plans for the 2016
Olympic Games. It was unfinished as of the writing of this chapter

These events mobilized an investment of approximately U$5.7 billion in the city’s
public transport system between 2010 and 2016. Some of the most significant
transformations in Rio’s transport network since 2014 include the construction of a lightrail system in the city center, two new BRT corridors and the expansion of a subway line that,
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combined, form a high-capacity transport ring connecting several neighborhoods across the
city, two airports and the Olympic sports venues. Along with these investments, local
authorities have also reorganized many bus lines to accommodate the newly added
infrastructure and streamline the transport network. More recently, however, these changes
have been followed by a severe economic crisis coupled with a drop in the number of
passengers in the public transport system (França, 2016; Rodrigues, 2017). This has led the
government to reorganize the transport network and reduce service levels. In total, 70 bus
routes were withdrawn, 41 routes were rerouted or shortened, and 16 new routes were
created (G1, 2017).
This subsequent reorganization of bus services raises serious concerns about what
will be the actual impact of recent transport investments and who will benefit from them.
Perhaps more importantly, it also raises the question of what should be considered as the
transport legacy of mega-events. On one hand, a narrow understanding of legacy would only
include the actual investments and infra-structure expansion related to the mega-events.
From a broader perspective, however, the legacy of those investments cannot be separated
from questions of opportunity costs and the wider evolution of the transport network in the
city because some of the reorganization of bus services has been implemented in order to
accommodate the newly added infrastructure. In the case of Rio, the answer to this question
is not trivial particularly because it is not possible to disentangle how much of the
reorganization of bus lines was a response to new infrastructure and how much responded
to the economic crisis. I return to this question in section 3.5 where a quasi-counterfactual
analysis was used to isolate the effects of the new infrastructure expansion.
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From a historical point of view, it is important to note that the transport investments
included in Rio’s 2009 Olympic bid file are not completely disconnected from the city’s
previous urban plans. The increasing investments in Barra da Tijuca can be considered part
of a long historical process of decentralizing economic activities towards the western part of
the city, a process that started in the late 1960s with the Barra Pilot Plan (Rezende & Leitão,
2003). Most of the transport investments described in the bid are generally located in
regions of the city that had already been identified as structural transport corridors in
previous city plans since 1965 (Table 3.1), although more fragmented and with different
choices of transport modes and routes (Herdy, 2012). The metropolitan transport plan of
2005 (Rio de Janeiro, 2005), for example, proposed that (in an ideal scenario) all structural
transport corridors of the city would be covered by a subway system. According to Santos
(2013) and Kassens-Noor et al (2016), who interviewed different managers from the city's
transport department and the Olympic Public Authority, the routes chosen for investment
and the choice to build BRT corridors instead of subways were largely influenced by the
Olympic authorities, who were wary of the costs and time horizon required to deliver the
investments in time for the event.
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Table 3.1 Summary of new public transport investments. Rio de Janeiro, 2012-2016 9
City Plans and Bids that metion each transport
corridor *
New infrastructure

Length
(Km) a

1965 1992 1996 2005 2009 2011 2013 2015
BRT Transoeste
BRT Transcarioca
BRT Transolimpica
Subway Line 4

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

Light Rail System
BRT TransBrasil
Total

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Number of
Total Cost Population in Start Date of
Stations
(U$ Billion) thousands partial or full
and
a
within 1Km c Operation
a
terminals

x
x

58
39
26
16

63
47
21
7

0.35
0.55
0.73
b
3.11

x

28

32

0.50 b

28
195

27
205

0.48
5.72

b

368.7
667.1
171.8
163.8

Jun 2012
Oct 2014
Ago 2016
Sep 2016

66.5

Aug 2016

565.5 Exp Oct 2018
1,282.7
-

Source: a. (Rio de Janeiro, 2015, 2016); b. (Mello, 2016); c. Total population living within one Km
buffer around transport stops using Euclidean distance. Currency rate of 3.12 R$ to 1 U$.
* City plans and bids:
1965 - Doxiadis Plan
1992 - City Master Plan
1996 - City Strategic Plan
2005 - Master Plan for Urban Transport of Rio Metropolitan area
2009 - Bid file for the Olympic Games 2016
2013 - City Strategic Plan 2013-2016
2015 - Public Policy Olympics Legacy Plan

Since their opening, these new projects have already received substantial criticism
from academics, grassroots movements and the media, according to whom these projects
are over budget and under investigation for possible corruption (Cuadros, 2016; Fonseca,
2017; Sandy, 2016). Moreover, those Olympic projects were elaborated with little social
participation and transparency (Sánchez & Broudehoux, 2013) and they do not tackle the
wider transport needs of the metropolitan area as a whole (Kassens-Noor et al., 2016;
Rodrigues & Legroux, 2015). After performing local inspections and a series of workshops
and interviews with local authorities and users, the Institute for Transportation and

These figures do not include the costs of roads nor airport investments, which predominantly cater to highly
mobile high-income earners (Müller, 2015).
9
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Development Policy also observed that many BRT stations present barriers to people with
physical disabilities, that buses are frequently overcrowded, and that BRT corridors on the
whole are still poorly integrated with other transport modes, particularly bicycles (Hughes
& Leshner, 2013; ITDP Brasil, 2013, 2014, 2015). Although these issues are not addressed in
this study, they play a central role in creating a more just and inclusive transport system that
should be recognized in a broader discussion about transport legacy.
Furthermore, grassroots organizations and the press have also denounced the
violation of the human rights of local communities who were evicted from their homes –
often with coercive and violent practices – to create space for infrastructural projects related
to mega-events in the city (CPCORJ, 2015; Kommenda, 2016). Despite modifications of the
transport projects to minimize the number of evictions, 2,125 families were relocated
because of transport investments between 2009 and 2015, according to official figures (Rio
de Janeiro, 2015). Figure 3.2 depicts the locations of the evictions enforced between 2009
and 2012, showing how affected families were largely concentrated along the routes of the
transport investments. From a social justice standpoint, these evictions are in direct conflict
with Rawls’s first principle of justice, according to which the violation of individuals’ basic
rights and liberties could not be justified on the grounds of a “greater good”.10

From a Rawlsian perspective, the relocation of families in and of itself would not necessarily be considered a
violation of justice as long as relocations resulted from a consensual agreement between the government and
relocated families with proper compensation. However, it is difficult to determine the consensual character of
transactions involving extreme asymmetries of power and, as in the case of Rio, where evictions have
reportedly involved physical and psychological violence by the police (CPCORJ, 2015; Gaffney, 2016;
Kommenda, 2016).
10
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Figure 3.2 Evictions in the city of Rio de Janeiro between 2009 and 2012

Source: Faulhaber and Nacif (2013), based on local government decrees published between January
2009 and May 2012.

A question that has received far less attention, however, is how these investments
have changed the transport system of the city overall and how they have made key urban
activities more or less accessible to different income groups in the city. While Brazilian public
authorities and the Olympic evaluation commission claimed that the transport legacy would
particularly benefit low income people who live in deprived areas in distant neighborhoods
by reducing the time they spend in traffic (Brazil, 2009), others claimed that such
investments were likely to exacerbate social polarization and benefit rich neighborhoods
(Brownill et al., 2013; Gaffney, 2010). In the next section, the method used to address this
question is explained, considering the recent changes implemented in Rio’s public transport
system and its network effects on transport accessibility.
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3.4. Data and Methodology
Accessibility is here understood as a place characteristic related to how easily a destination
can be reached by different social groups. This focus allows us to grasp the broader sociospatial impacts of transport policies in terms of the access they provide to different types of
services and opportunities. The analysis uses a before-and-after comparison of Rio’s public
transport system to capture the extent to which the transport legacy of mega-events has
changed socio-spatial inequalities in access to sports venues and healthcare services in the
city of Rio de Janeiro between 2014 and 2017.
Catchment area analysis was used to estimate the number of people from different
income groups who can reach the relevant locations from their homes within a certain travel
time threshold using only public transport and walking. I deploy a modified version of a
cumulative-opportunity measure, one of the most commonly used accessibility metrics that
makes very few assumptions about the nature of people’s preferences and behavior
(Neutens et al., 2010) and is easy both to implement and interpret (Neutens, 2015; van Wee
& Geurs, 2011). Although other conceptualizations and measurements of accessibility could
have been used, they would offer less detailed insight into the specific destinations that can
be reached. They generally require more data on people’s observed travel behavior and they
are more computationally difficult to both implement and to be interpreted; their use is left
for future research. The affordability of public transport was not considered in the analysis
due to data availability constraints. This is a major limitation to be addressed in future
research.
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3.4.1. Data Sources
This study combines five data sources (Table 3.2). Demographic and socioeconomic data on
Rio’s resident population come from the 2010 Census (IBGE, 2010). Population count data
from the Census (IBGE, 2016) were organized in a hexagonal grid of 500 by 500 meters, with
5,520 cells. The resident population in each grid cell was categorized according to income
decile based on the average household income per capita of each grid cell. This was imputed
from census data organized in 1,136 relatively homogeneous socioeconomic polygons
known as Human Development Units (Ipea et al., 2015). The data on household income per
capita collected in the census account for all members of the household and all their sources
of income (including formal or informal jobs, unemployment benefits, pensions, social
transfers, etc.). Although the census has some limitations in terms of capturing the upper
extreme of income distribution (Souza, 2015), it is still the best data source to account for
income distribution in Brazil.
Table 3.2 Data sources used in the empirical analysis.
Data
Population - Count

Details
Spatial distribution of population count

Population - socioeconomic Spatial distribution of socioeconomic
characteristics
characteristics

Source
Population Census (IBGE)

Year
1

Ipea et al. (2015) based on the 2010
Population Census (IBGE)

2

2010

2010

3

Rio data portal Datasus portal

Healthcare facilities

Location and service complexity

Street newtork

Roads and pedestrian network

Open Street Maps

Public Transport system

Geolocated time-tables organized in GTFS
format

Fetranspor

portal

4

6

5

2015

2017

2011, 2014

Note: most of the datasets are publicly available at (1) www.ibge.gov.br (2) www.atlasbrasil.org.br
(3) http://data.rio/ (4) www.tabnet.datasus.gov.br (5) www.openstreetmap.org ; (6) Federation of
Passenger Transport Companies in Rio de Janeiro
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Geolocated data of healthcare facilities (Figure 3.3) and Olympic sports venues
(Figure 3.4) were downloaded from Rio’s open data portal. The analysis included 304
healthcare facilities providing primary and ambulatory care and hospital services free of
charge through the public health system (SUS). Health care facilities are categorized in SUS
according to the level of complexity of the services they provide according to the costs and
technological complexity involved (Brazil, 2007). Low-complexity services include, for
example, basic dental treatment, general practice and rehabilitation, while services such as
diagnostic radiology, prosthesis and small surgeries are considered of medium complexity.
High complexity services, in turn, include neurosurgeries, hemodialysis, intensive care and
cancer treatment, among others. According to the data, some facilities provide health
services at more than one level of complexity, in which case the facility was included in the
accessibility analysis at both levels.
Figure 3.3 Spatial distribution of healthcare facilities by level of service complexity.
Rio de Janeiro, 2015.
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Figure 3.4 Spatial distribution of Olympic Sports Venues. Rio de Janeiro, 2016.

Spatial information on road networks and pedestrian infrastructure comes from
OpenStreetMap, while data on Rio’s public transport system comes from geolocated
timetables from April 2014 and March 2017. These data are organized in General Transit
Feed Specification (GTFS) format, bringing detailed geolocated information on routes, stops
and timetables. An important caveat of the GTFS dataset is that it does not account for
congestion levels and it may overestimate service performance in some areas and times of
the day.
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3.4.2. Catchment size and composition
The method used in this chapter required three steps. In the first step, travel-time estimates
between every pair of grid cells by public transport and walking were calculated using
OpenTripPlanner (OTP), an open-source routing engine11. Several travel-time matrices were
estimated departing every 20 minutes between 7 am and 7pm to account for fluctuations in
service availability at various times of the day. These door-to-door estimates allow us to
consider temporal variations in public transport services and to consider walking time from
the point of origin to the transit stop, waiting time for the vehicle, actual travel time through
the transport network and eventual transfers, and the walking time from the transit stop to
the destination.
The second step was to combine the travel-time matrices with the geolocated data on
population, sports venues and healthcare facilities. Following the equation below, the size of
the population by income within the catchment area of each location was calculated for a
typical working day in April 2014 and March 2017 using time thresholds of 15, 30, 60 and
90 minutes. Multiple thresholds were used because there are no universal boundaries on
acceptable travel times (insofar as they exist, there will likely be difficult-to-identify
differences across and within income groups and by trip purpose). The specific values
selected are commonly used in accessibility analysis involving cumulative opportunity
measures (Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017). As an illustration, the catchment area of highcomplexity healthcare facilities includes every person that could reach one of those facilities

11

https://github.com/opentripplanner/OpenTripPlanner
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from their home by walking or public transport within a time threshold of, for example, 30
minutes.
𝑛

𝐶𝑑,𝑖,𝑇 = median (∑ 𝑃𝑖 𝑜 𝑓(𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 ))

(1)

𝑜=1

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 ≤ 𝑇
𝑓(𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 ) = {
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 > 𝑇
Where:
Cd i T is the catchment size of destination d for population of income i within time threshold T.
Pi o is the number of people with income i in location o
t o d r is the travel time in minutes between origin o and destination d at departure time r.
f(to d r) is a time threshold function that varies between one and zero, depending on whether travel
time (to d r) is larger or smaller than time threshold T.

In the final step, a before-and-after comparison of Rio’s transport system was
conducted in which the spatial distribution of the population and its income distribution,
sports venues and healthcare facilities are kept constant. This assumption allowed us to
isolate the effect of the new transport investments on the variations in the catchment areas
(size and income composition) between 2014 and 2017. The assumption disregards changes
in the spatial distribution of socio-economic groups and healthcare facilities that may have
occurred over the period, but such changes tend to occur over timescales considerably
exceeding those of the current analysis; changes during the 2014–2017 period are highly
unlikely to have significantly affected the overall results of the current analysis.
Accessibility changes were also estimated under a quasi-counterfactual scenario in
order to isolate what would have been the sole effect of the new transport investments. This
scenario simulates as if all public transport services provided in April 2014 would have been
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kept constant, without any reorganization of regular bus lines or reduction in service levels.
Thus, the only modifications to Rio’s public transport system in this analysis were the
addition of the new public transport infrastructure, i.e. the BRTs Transcarioca and
Transolímpica and the new subway and light-rail lines.
A few limitations of this methods should be mentioned. First, travel-time estimates
are based on information of service timetables. The misreporting of timetables and
congestion levels could lead to overestimated accessibility levels. This shortcoming could be
addressed by future studies by using GPS data of vehicles to generate more realistic traveltime estimates (Wessel et al., 2017). Secondly, the accessibility levels estimated in this study
could be at least partially eroded by the cost of transport fares and by overcrowded and
unsafe vehicles. Although these factors can significantly hinder accessibility, these issues
could not be incorporated into the analysis because of data constraints. Therefore, future
research could benefit from a more nuanced understanding of accessibility as a personal
attribute and thus incorporate the diversity in people’s abilities to use the transport systems
and move around the city; such research could include aspects of affordability, age, gender,
disability, etc. This would also help draw attention to an under-investigated question related
to what extent transport investments driven by mega-events contribute to building a
barrier-free urban environment and improve the mobility conditions of elderly and disabled
people (Darcy, 2003).
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3.5. Results
Figure 3.5 depicts, the proportion of the city population that could reach each grid cell within
60 minutes by public transport and/or walking in 2014 and 2017. Brighter yellow colors
indicate that the areas along high-capacity corridors are substantially more accessible than
peripheral and less connected areas, particularly towards the northwest of Rio where a large
share of the population lives. As an illustration, the Maracanã football stadium (#7 in Figure
3.4) could be reached by approximately 48% of the city population within one hour by public
transport/walking in the year 2017.
Figure 3.6 highlights how the size of catchment areas have changed in percentage
points between 2014 and 2017 for both implemented and counterfactual scenarios. It shows
how several areas in the city have become relatively less accessible to the population because
of the streamlining of bus lines and reduction in service levels. One of the largest declines
happened in between Realengo, Taquara and Oswaldo Cruz neighborhoods (clustered in
dark orange). These neighborhoods were more intensely affected after two bus companies
that operated in those areas went bankrupt (Borges, 2016; Zarur, 2017). Figure 3.6 also
indicates that, in a quasi-counterfactual scenario where the new investments would have
been implemented without the reorganization of bus lines, the new transport infrastructure
would have mostly improved transport accessibility to those areas which were already
relatively better connected via the subway and train systems. The analysis of catchment
areas within 30, 60 and 90 minutes shows that those investments would not have improved
access to peripheral areas.
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Figure 3.5 Proportion of the city population within the catchment area of 60 minutes
by public transport and walking. Rio de Janeiro, 2014 and 2017.
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Figure 3.6 Variation in percentage points of the city population within the catchment
area of 60 minutes by public transport and walking in implemented and
counterfactual scenarios. Rio de Janeiro, 2014 and 2017.
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3.5.1. Sports Venues
Focusing more specifically on how recent transport policies have changed the population’s
access to Olympic Sports venues, Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show how the size and the income
composition of the population within the catchment areas of those facilities have changed
between 2014 and 2017, including the results for the quasi-counterfactual scenario. There
is a marked variation in the size of catchment areas, reflecting how the sports venues are
dispersed across the city. Venues such as the Olympic park are located in less densely
populated and less connected areas, while the Olympic Stadium is located in a much denser
and better-connected area. This figure also shows how the income composition of the
catchment areas of Olympic sports venues is also quite varied, although higher-income
groups are generally overrepresented in the catchment areas of almost every sports venue.
In the most extreme cases, over 75% of the population that could reach the sports venues of
the Lagoa Stadium and the Golf Court under one hour by public transport and walking belong
to the two richest income deciles.
Figure 3.8 suggests that the reorganization of bus services and cuts in service levels
have generally offset the new transport investments in Rio. It shows how, overall, the policies
implemented in the city have reduced catchment size of every sports venue, with the
exception of Marina da Gloria and the Olympic and Maracanã Stadiums. While the quasicounterfactual scenario shows that the transport infrastructure expansion alone would have
increased the number of people who could access every venue, the results from both
scenarios indicate that the accessibility benefits generally accrued to middle- and higherincome groups, leading to an increase in accessibility inequality across income groups.
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Figure 3.7 Population size and income composition within the catchment area of 60
minutes by public transport and walking of Olympic Sports Venues. Rio de Janeiro,
2014-2017.

Two conclusions follow from the above. These results indicate that the potential
benefits of new transport infrastructure were to a large extent offset by the subsequent
reorganization of service levels, leading to a general decrease in the population’s access to
the Olympic sports venues. Moreover, both the changes implemented to the transport
system and the new investments alone fail to meet the second Rawlsian criterion of justice
because they have been unable to improve the accessibility of low-income groups, which still
have lower transport access to the facilities compared to middle- and high-income groups.
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This is also in part because most of the sports venues are located either in high-income areas
which were already relatively more accessible (such as Marina da Gloria and Lagoa Stadium),
or in lower-income lower-density areas that remained poorly connected to the rest of the
city (such as Rio Centro and Olympic Park). Although the chapter only presents figures under
a time-threshold of 60 minutes due to lack of space, these general conclusions also hold
under thresholds of 30 and 90 minutes.
Figure 3.8 Variation in the population size (by income groups) of the catchment
areas of 60 minutes by public transport and walking of Olympic Sports Venues
between 2014 and 2017. Rio de Janeiro.
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3.5.2. Healthcare facilities
Given the interest in analyzing the legacy of recent transport developments in Rio, it is also
particularly important to understand the extent to which this cycle of investments and
disinvestment have impacted people’s access to essential services such as healthcare. Given
a 60-minute travel time threshold, close to 95% of the city population could reach a
healthcare facility at any level of service complexity either before or after the investments.
However, the conclusions change when a 30-minute threshold is used. This threshold is not
only commonly used in other studies of accessibility to healthcare (Neutens, 2015) but also
seems to be a more realistic value for people whose physical mobility is likely to be hindered
in various ways.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the how the size and the income composition of the
population within a 30-minute catchment area of healthcare facilities has changed between
2014 and 2017 and how it would have changed in the quasi-counterfactual scenario. In the
year 2017, approximately 5.8 million people, the equivalent of 94.5% of Rio’s population,
could reach at least one of the 224 facilities providing low complexity services via public
transport and walking under 30 minutes. For the 93 medium-complexity and the 94 highcomplexity facilities, these figures were approximately 5 and 4.4 million people – 81% and
73% of the city population, respectively. Furthermore, the distribution across income classes
was roughly even but less so for services of high level of complexity, which were more
accessible to wealthier groups. 12

It is worth noting, however, that healthcare facilities at the same level of complexity are not all
interchangeable because they do not necessarily provide the same services. This chapter could thus be
12
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These relatively high levels of accessibility can, to some extent, be explained by the
spatial planning of healthcare facilities in the region (Rio de Janeiro, 2014), which has been
relatively successful in redistributing low- and medium-complexity healthcare facilities
equally across the city of Rio. Because those healthcare facilities are fairly distributed across
the city, even significant modifications in the transport systems as the ones observed in Rio
would lead to relatively small changes to the catchment areas of those facilities.
Figure 3.9 Population size and income composition within a 30 min catchment area of
healthcare facilities by service complexity. Rio de Janeiro, 2014-2017.

complemented by future studies providing detailed analyses of people’s accessibility to particular types of
treatment that demand more frequent trips to the hospital, such as hemodialysis, physical rehabilitation, etc.
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The quasi-counterfactual analysis suggests that the new investments alone would
have had only a marginally positive effect, increasing by a few thousands the number of
people who could reach healthcare facilities. In contrast, what was observed is that the total
catchment areas of low-, medium- and high-complexity facilities have shrunk respectively
by 1.6%, 4.9% and 7.5% between 2014 and 2017 (Figure 3.9). This reduction has resulted
from the reorganization of the bus routes and particularly from a reduction in service
frequency in some parts of the system, which have given rise to many complaints from users
(Magalhães & Rodrigues, 2017; O Globo, 2016; Rodrigues, 2016). Given a travel time budget
of, for example, 30 minutes, lowering service frequency not only reduces people’s choice of
departure time but also is more likely to extend their waiting time at bus stops at the expense
of travel time inside the vehicle, thus reducing the distances covered and the area that is
accessible. The detrimental effect of the streamlining of the bus systems was not identified
with the same intensity when considering a travel time threshold of 60 minutes. This is
because the headway effect on the size of the catchment area will be smaller as the travel
time budget gets larger and the waiting time at a transit stop represents a smaller share of
total travel time (Ratio between waiting time and travel time).
Furthermore, Figure 3.10 suggest that the reduction in service levels have not
affected all income classes in the same way. The combination of new infrastructure
investments and reorganization of the bus routes have made medium- and high-complexity
healthcare facilities more accessible to higher-income groups while at the same time
reducing their accessibility to the poor. These analyses were also conducted considering a
15-minute threshold. This resulted in even higher levels of inequality between higher- and
lower-income groups in terms of their access to healthcare facilities of medium and high
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complexity. This is largely because most of these facilities are located in relatively wealthier
regions of the city.
Figure 3.10 Variation in the population size (by income) within a 30 min catchment
area of healthcare facilities (by service complexity) between 2014 and 2017. Rio de
Janeiro.

In summary, independent of income level, the population of Rio already had relatively
high levels of accessibility to healthcare facilities. This is largely due to the policy-led spatial
distribution of such facilities across the city, and hence the recent cycle of investments and
disinvestments had only a minor effect on people’s access to such facilities. The newly added
transport infrastructure alone would only have marginally improved accessibility levels. In
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contrast, the new investments combined with the reorganization of the city’s public
transport system has actually reduced accessibility levels to medium- and high-complexity
healthcare facilities, particularly for lower-income groups, and this outcome contradicts
Rawls’s second principle of justice. This result shows how the streamlined bus system have
to some extent offset the benefits of additional transport infrastructure in a way that
particularly penalizes the poor.

3.6. Conclusions
This chapter has sought to contribute to discussions of transport planning in the context of
mega-events and of how transport legacies can help shape socio-spatial inequalities by
reconfiguring urban accessibility to opportunities. Previous research has documented
various issues associated with the hosting of sports mega-events in general and in Rio in
particular. The lack of participatory policy and the violation of the social rights of local
communities have been particularly discussed in previous studies about Rio de Janeiro
(Faulhaber & Nacif, 2013; Gaffney, 2016; Santos, 2013). This chapter complements previous
research by evaluating how event-led investments in Rio and its subsequent transport
policies have affected the daily transport conditions of local residents after the events,
particularly investigating whether alleged transport legacies had an effect of equalizing
access to opportunities.
Overall, the results indicate that the new investments in Rio’s transport system have
not, despite the promise in Rio’s Olympic bid file, radically improved transport conditions of
poor people living in the peripheries of the city (BOC, 2009; Brazil, 2009; Rio de Janeiro,
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2008). A quasi-counterfactual analysis suggests that the new infrastructure expansion alone
would have increased the number of people who could access the Olympic sports venues,
but they would only marginally improve people’s access to healthcare facilities. Nonetheless,
a before-and-after comparison of Rio’s public transport system shows that the subsequent
reorganization of bus routes and reductions in service levels have generally offset the
potential accessibility benefits of the newly added transport infrastructure in a way that
particularly penalizes the poor. Except for Marina da Gloria, the Olympic and Maracanã
stadiums, all Olympic sports venues have become less accessible to the population via public
transport and walking. Similarly, the catchment areas of healthcare facilities in all levels of
service complexity have shrunk between 1.6%, and 7.5% from 2014 to 2017. Moreover, this
cycle of investments and disinvestments in Rio de Janeiro’s public transport system have not
been able to reduce the accessibility gap between higher- and lower-income groups. The
analysis of both implemented and quasi-counterfactual scenarios shows that the
accessibility benefits from the transport policies implemented in Rio generally accrued to
middle- and higher-income groups, reinforcing existing patterns of urban inequality.
To some extent, this is because the expansion of transport infrastructure was mostly
concentrated in areas of the city that were already relatively accessible to a large part of the
population, while the subsequent streamlining and reduction of bus services have mostly
affected lower-income areas. This market-driven reorganization of the bus lines to
accommodate the new investments did not follow a redistributive justice logic. It has actually
hurt low-income groups and exacerbated inequality between wealthier and poorer
populations in terms of access to medium and high-complexity health services. In different
ways, it is possible to say that the Transport legacy of mega-events in Rio was not immune
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to mega-event syndrome discussed by Müller (2015). This is consistent with other urban
planning regimes in Rio that, since its strategic plan in the late 1990s, have generally
privileged urban development policies in wealthier areas of the city at the expense of poorer
communities (Gaffney, 2015b; Ribeiro et al., 2010; Santos, 2013).
These results draw attention to the question of what would be the appropriate time
and geographical scales with which to define the legacy of mega-events and of other forms
of infrastructure development more broadly. As the analysis of the transport legacy in Rio
illustrates, the conclusions of a project impact assessment can be significantly different
depending on the way one delimits the boundary of what counts as part of a project legacy.
The impact of the transport legacy of megaevents in Rio, for example, change from positive
to negative depending on whether one uses a narrow understanding of legacy that only
includes the recent expansion in transport infrastructure or a broader view that also
incorporates the subsequent policies adopted to accommodate those investments and to
cope with the economic crisis. Moreover, in the case of Rio de Janeiro, the analysis in this
chapter had to focus on the city scale because of data limitations. A study conducted at the
metropolitan scale would likely find much higher levels of inequality in access to
opportunities, as Rio’s urban periphery has relatively poorer population, lower availability
of public services and transport services that have not directly benefited from the transport
investments related to mega-events (Castro et al., 2015; Ribeiro, 2014). Ultimately, there is
a profoundly political and normative dimension to the question of how the legacy of
infrastructure development projects are defined.
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It is unrealistic to expect that new transport investments can bring equal benefits to
every neighborhood in a city. From a social justice point of view, however, a Rawlsian
approach would expect that transport policies would respect individuals’ rights and improve
the transport conditions of people in the worst situations, helping reduce inequality of access
to opportunities (Pereira et al., 2017). Nonetheless, what was observed is that the transport
legacy of Rio’s mega-events violated both of Rawls's principles of justice, as these
investments have been associated with the violation of housing rights of local communities
and have brought little improvement to the transport conditions of the poor. In fact, the
changes made to the city’s transport system have exacerbated socio-spatial inequalities by
reducing the ability of the population, particularly of low-income transit-dependent groups,
to access medium and high-complexity healthcare facilities.
This chapter has only focused on the short-term impacts of transport legacy in terms
of its effects on people’s transport accessibility via public transport. The construction of Rio’s
BRTs has involved major road-widening, which is likely to improve accessibility of car users
and thus exacerbate even further accessibility inequalities between the rich and the poor.
Moreover, a broader view of transport legacy would be necessary to investigate other ways
in which transport projects influence urban development, such as the reorganization of
economic actives in urban space, reduction of traffic accidents and transport emissions, and
impacts on land values. A report by the Rio city government (Rio de Janeiro, 2015), for
example, indicates that some neighborhoods served by BRT Transcarioca have already
observed a sharp increase in real estate prices between 2012 and 2015, which could lead to
affordability issues and offset the eventual accessibility benefits received by low income
families (Gaffney, 2016). Therefore, it is not entirely clear how the impact of the transport
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legacy in Rio will evolve over time and whether it will adequately correspond to future
changes in the mobility needs of the population. However, even in cases where one could
argue that these investments involve short-term pain that will be compensated by longerterm gains, from a Rawlsian perspective, these long-term benefits would not justify the rights
violations that have been observed in Rio.
Two other broad lessons can be drawn from the study of the transport legacy of megaevents in Rio de Janeiro. One is that the case of Rio exemplifies how the apparent alignment
of mega-event-related investments with long-term city plans is not a sufficient condition to
create a positive legacy for local communities. The case of Rio illustrates how local
governments can incorporate the realization of mega-events into their long-term strategies
to promote urban development (Silvestre, 2012) and at the same time adapt existing
transport projects in favor of the short-term needs of the events (Kassens-Noor et al., 2016;
Santos, 2013). Moreover, new transport investments are often followed by reorganization of
services to accommodate newly added infrastructure and these factors are often neglected
in discussions around the impacts of new transport projects. In the case of Rio, this has been
aggravated by an economic recession and fiscal crisis that have undermined the transport
legacy of recent mega-events.
Finally, this evaluation of Rio’s transport legacy illustrates how the legacy of megaevents can have inequitable impacts in host cities and exacerbate socio-spatial inequalities
in access to opportunities, making a strong case that the debate about the impacts of urban
infrastructure projects must move beyond a net-sum analysis. The evaluation of mega-
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events’ impacts and transport legacies cannot be disconnected from a critical analysis of who
benefits from such investments, as well as where and how these benefits are realized.
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4. Distributional effects of transport policies on
inequalities in access to opportunities in Rio de
Janeiro
Abstract
The evaluation of the social impacts of transport policies is attracting growing attention in
recent years. Yet, this literature is still predominately focused on developed countries. The
goal of this research is to investigate how investments in public transport networks can
reshape social and geographical inequalities in access to opportunities in a developing
country, using the city of Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) as a case study. Recent mega-events,
including the 2014 Football World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games, have triggered
substantial investment in the city’s transport system. More recently, though, bus services in
Rio have been rationalized and reduced as a response to a fiscal crisis and a drop in
passenger demand, giving a unique opportunity to look at the distributional effects this cycle
of investment and disinvestment have had on peoples’ access to educational and
employment opportunities. Based on a before-and-after comparison of Rio’s public
transport network, this study uses a spatial regression model and cluster analysis to estimate
how accessibility gains vary across different income groups and areas of the city between
April 2014 and March 2017. The results show that recent cuts in service levels have offset
the potential benefits of newly added public transport infrastructure in Rio. Average access
by public transport to jobs and public high-schools decreased approximately 4% and 6% in
the period, respectively. Nonetheless, wealthier areas had on average small but statistically
significant higher gains in access to schools and job opportunities than poorer areas. These
findings suggest that, contrary to the official discourses of transport legacy, recent transport
policies in Rio have exacerbated rather than reduced socio-spatial inequalities in access to
opportunities. The study suggests that future research should consider how the modifiable
areal unit problem (MAUP) can influence the equity assessment of transport projects.
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4.1. Introduction
Researchers have long discussed the importance of transport policies in tackling social
exclusion and improving people’s access to out-of-home activities (Kwan, 2000; Lucas, 2012;
van Wee & Geurs, 2011). In recent years, transport equity has been increasingly recognized
as a crucial component of the sustainable mobility paradigm (Banister, 2008), attracting
wider attention to the social impacts of transport policies. As a result, there has been a
growing interest in the distributional effects of transport investments on socio-spatial
inequalities in access to opportunities (Blair et al., 2013; Bureau & Glachant, 2011; Foth et
al., 2013).
While many researchers and transport planners in developed countries are
concerned with improving accessibility (Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017; Papa et al., 2015) and
equity (Karner & Niemeier, 2013; Manaugh et al., 2015), these issues have received much
less attention in the Global South (Keeling, 2008; Vasconcellos, 2001). The literature on
justice in transport policy is still predominately focused on developed countries in North
America and Europe, with a few notable exceptions (Bocarejo & Oviedo, 2012; Delmelle &
Casas, 2012; Maia et al., 2016; Vermeiren et al., 2015).
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the distributional effects of transport policies
recently implemented in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), looking specifically at how those policies
have changed social and spatial inequalities in access to employment and educational
opportunities in the city across different income groups. Several mega-events have been
hosted in Rio in the past few years, such as the 2014 Football World Cup and the 2016
Olympic Games. These events triggered substantial investment in the city’s public transport
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infrastructure, including the expansion of a subway line, the construction of two new bus
rapid transit (BRT) corridors and a light-rail system.
The infrastructure works associated with such events played a central role in the
justification used by public authorities to host those mega-events (Kassens-Noor et al.,
2016). According to various official documents, those infrastructure projects would improve
people’s accessibility to major sports venues in the city but they would also leave a positive
legacy that would fast-track urban development and help improve transport conditions in
the city, particularly for low-income people living in deprived areas (BOC, 2009; Brazil, 2009;
Rio de Janeiro, 2008). Official documents like these are one of the main media used by
politicians to communicate to the population what plans and priorities they have for the
short and long-term development of the city. Even if one takes these official documents with
skepticism (or perhaps because of it), it is extremely important to assess the extent to which
the transport legacy promised in those documents are delivered to the population.
Moreover, it is not clear which income groups and areas of the city have benefited from that
promised legacy because these projects were followed by a reorganization of many bus lines
and by cuts in service levels in response to a drop in passenger demand (see section 2).
Overall, these policies have brought significant changes to the city’s transport system in a
relatively short period of time, giving a unique opportunity to assess its equity impacts on
urban accessibility to various types of activities for different population groups.
This study estimates how access to public high-schools and formal jobs have changed
for different income groups before and after the transport policies driven by mega-events in
Rio de Janeiro (2014 and 2016). Employment and educational opportunities were chosen
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because of their central role for human development and in the reproduction of
socioeconomic inequalities in society. In Brazil, public education is considered a basic
constitutional right that should be accessible to all, regardless of personal income.
Accessibility levels are calculated using geolocated timetables of Rio’s public transport
organized in GTFS format combined with fine-grained sociodemographic data from the
population census and geolocated data on schools and jobs. The spatial association between
accessibility changes and household income per capita is tested using spatial regression and
cluster analysis. The investigation is conducted using multiple geographical scales and
zoning schemes to test whether results are robust to the modifiable area unit problem
(MAUP), i.e. whether the conclusions of the evaluation change when the data is aggregated
in space using different geographical scales and areal units.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents a brief review of the
literature on transportation equity. Section 4.3 presents the study area of Rio de Janeiro and
how its public transport network evolved between 2014 and 2017. Data and methods are
presented in Section 4.4 and results presented in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 brings a
discussion of the main conclusions about the case study of Rio and some lessons that can be
drawn for future studies on the equity impacts of transport policies in other cities.

4.2. Literature Review – Transportation Equity
Equity is a multidimensional concept and it has been addressed in the transport literature in
relation to various issues such as environmental externalities (Schweitzer & Valenzuela,
2004), affordability (Eliasson, 2016; Farber et al., 2014) and the fair distribution of benefits
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from transport investments and services (Delbosc & Currie, 2011; Foth et al., 2013). There
is thus no standard definition of equity across studies that evaluate the social impacts of
transport policies (Martens et al., 2012; van Wee & Roeser, 2013).
There is, however, a growing consensus in both transport planning practice (Boisjoly
& El-Geneidy, 2017; Manaugh et al., 2015) and in the academic literature (Pereira et al., 2017;
van Wee & Geurs, 2011) that improving people’s access to key destinations such as
employment, healthcare, and educational opportunities should be among the primary goals
of equitable transport policies; and moreover, that such policies should prioritize improving
accessibility for disadvantaged groups such as the elderly, disabled and low-income people
who are typically more dependent on public transport. This convergence in the literature
derives from moral concerns related to the satisfaction of basic needs, the protection of
disadvantaged groups and the reduction in inequalities of opportunities (Lucas et al., 2015;
Pereira et al., 2017).
These moral concerns have been largely influenced by or are in line with the theory
of justice as fairness proposed by John Rawls (Rawls, 1999, 2001). A core idea in this theory
is that morally arbitrary factors beyond a persons’ choice such as being born with a physical
disability, in a poor family or ethnic group should have no bearing on people’s life chances
and opportunities. Rawls is particularly concerned with how institutions in society should
be arranged in order to mitigate the negative effects those factors may have on people’s life
chances and thus minimize inequalities of opportunities that arise from arbitrary
circumstances to the benefit the better-off groups and at the expense of the worse off.
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While Rawls’s theory relates more directly to the definition of society's basic
institutions, Rawls proposes that his high-level theory of justice ultimately should serve as a
reference against which the fairness of proposed laws and policies should be assessed
(Rawls, 1999, pp. 175, 253, 314–317; 2001, pp.89-90)13. Previous studies have proposed to
use Rawls’s principles of justice to guide and assess transport policies (Pereira et al., 2017;
van Wee & Geurs, 2011; van Wee & Roeser, 2013) and urban planning more generally (Basta,
2015; Fainstein, 2010; McKay et al., 2012). In a recent paper, Pereira, et al. (2017) put
forward an interpretation of how Rawls's theory of justice can be applied to evaluate the
fairness of transport policies. According to the authors, governmental investments on
transport infrastructure and services can only be considered just if they prioritize benefiting
those disadvantaged groups whose transport experience is systematically undermined by
unchosen personal traits and by the social circumstances into which they are born. The
concern with justice thus requires researchers to move beyond descriptive cross-sectional
analysis of how different groups have different levels of access to opportunities towards a
better understanding of what role governmental policies can play in reducing such
inequalities (Pereira et al., 2017). Another core idea in Rawls’s theory of justice is the
absolute priority and inviolability of people’s basic rights and liberties such as the physical
and psychological liberty and integrity of the person (Rawls, 2001, p.44). Accordingly, no
governmental policy can be considered fair if it violates these basic rights and liberties, even

For a different point of view, see the work of Martens(2016), who argues that Rawls’ principles of justice
should only be understood in relation to the basic structure of society and cannot be applied to interventions
in particular domains beyond the realms of Rawls’ primary goods. This interpretation seems to overlook,
nonetheless, that Rawls himself argued that rational legislators should conscientiously try to follow the
principles of justice to propose just laws and policies (Rawls, 1999, p.314), and that such principles should also
guide governmental provision of services and public goods, which should also be identified with primary goods
(Rawls, 2001, p.172).
13
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for the sake of general welfare. Although this idea might be more often embedded in the
principles that guide transport policies in the developed world, it is much less so in countries
in the global South, as the case of Rio de Janeiro illustrates.

4.3. Study Area: Rio de Janeiro
Rio de Janeiro is one of the largest and richest cities in the Global South and yet one of the
most unequal (UN-HABITAT, 2010). In different ways, Rio is an exemplar of what more and
more cities may become in the future, the result of rapid population growth coupled with
stark socio-spatial inequalities and poor transport infrastructure where there is a strong
increase in automobile use and dependence with all the negative externalities it creates
(Ribeiro, 2014; UN HABITAT, 2013). Like many other cities in the Global South, Rio has a
history of uneven urban development marked by spatial segregation (Préteceille & Cardoso,
2008; Ribeiro et al., 2010) and an unequal distribution of public transport infrastructure
(Câmara & Banister, 1993). Public transportation in Rio has been found to be among the most
expensive in the world (UN HABITAT, 2013), with costs being particularly expensive if not
prohibitive for lower-income classes (Table 4.1). Moreover, traffic conditions have been
deteriorating over the past decade, as reflected by the rise in average one-way commute time
from 41.5 minutes in 2001 to 49.6 minutes in 2014 (Pereira & Schwanen, 2013).
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Table 4.1 Affordability index of public transportation by income decile. Rio de Janeiro.
Affordability index
Income
Decile

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average

a

Average household
Single mode or Integration between bus
income per capita in
integration between Bus,
/ BRT and
R$
b
c
BRT and light rail
train / subway
448.0
732.3
989.1
621.8
847.4
532.8
1699.3
1217.5
2934.8
5448.9
1550.7

43%
26%
19%
31%
23%
36%
11%
16%
7%
4%
12%

94%
57%
42%
68%
50%
79%
25%
34%
14%
8%
27%

Integration between
subway and train d
107%
66%
49%
77%
57%
90%
28%
39%
16%
9%
31%

Source: Population Census 2010 (IBGE). Info on fare values come from
https://www.cartaoriocard.com.br/rcc/institucional/tarifas, accessed on Sept. 2017
Notes: (a) percentage of income required to undertake 60 trips per month, Transport fares prices
on September 2017: (b) R$3.2, (c) R$7, (d) R$8.

When the city of Rio bid to host the 2014 Football World Cup and the 2016 Olympic
Games, one of the key motivations of public authorities was to use those mega-events to
leverage urban development and improve the city’s transport conditions (Gaffney, 2010;
Kassens-Noor et al., 2016; Silvestre, 2012). In preparation for the events, the city invested
more than U$4.5 billion in its public transport system (Castro et al., 2015). Most of those
transport investments were included in earlier visions/plans for upgrading Rio’s public
transport infrastructure, what suggests that recent mega-events need to be seen as
facilitating the long-term goal of the city regarding the development of previously desired
infrastructure (Pereira, 2018). Some of the most significant investments included the
extension of a subway line, the construction of a light-rail system and two BRT corridors that
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together stretch approximately 108 kilometers across the city, shown in Figure 1. This figure
also shows the main clusters of sports venues of recent mega-events, which were generally
located in consolidated urban areas and close to existing transport hubs. Alongside this new
infrastructure, local authorities have also reorganized many bus lines to accommodate the
newly added infrastructure and to streamline the transport system. More recently, however,
a severe economic crisis led to a 70% cut in the budget of the secretary of transport
(Magalhães & Rodrigues, 2017), which coupled with a drop in the number of passengers in
the public transport system (França, 2016; Rodrigues, 2017) has led the government to
adopt fiscal austerity measures that affected transport services. In total, 70 bus lines were
eliminated, 41 lines were rerouted or shortened and 16 new bus lines were created (G1,
2017). These measures can potentially undermine the positive effects of the new transport
investments and cast doubt on which socioeconomic groups and areas in the city have
benefited from the accessibility changes brought about by this cycle of investment and
disinvestment.
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Figure 4.1 Spatial distribution of the population and new public transport
infrastructure. Rio de Janeiro, 2017.

That spreading the benefits of the new transport infrastructure to Rio’s local
population – not just those visiting the sports events – was an integral and crucial part of the
legitimization of the investments (Kassens-Noor et al., 2016). According to Rio’s candidature
files to host the World Cup and the Olympics, the aim of those investments was to create a
high-capacity transport ring connecting key areas in the city where most of the sports
competitions would take place and, above all, to benefit “low-income workers, who live in
the most distant neighborhoods and spend more time in traffic.” (Brazil, 2009, p.54).
Nonetheless, one year after the Olympics, these investments have already been widely
criticized for being over-budget and the subject of corruption investigations (Cuadros, 2016;
Guimarães & Leitão, 2017; Sandy, 2016). Academics and grassroots movements have also
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claimed that those projects were elaborated with little social participation and transparency
(Legroux, 2014; Sánchez & Broudehoux, 2013) and that many BRT stations present barriers
to people with physical disabilities and poor integration with other transport modes (ITDP
Brasil, 2014, 2015). Moreover, official figures indicate that those investments let to the
eviction of 2,125 families between 2009 and 2015 to create space for transport
infrastructure (Rio de Janeiro, 2015). According to various accounts, many these evictions
involved physical and psychological violence by the police, characterizing the violation of
human rights (Barbara, 2016; CPCORJ, 2015; Gaffney, 2016; Watts, 2015). Despite the
utilitarian discourse that those evictions were justifiable because the transport investments
would bring large benefits to a great number of people, the violation of rights and the other
issues mentioned are of central importance from a social justice point view and go explicitly
against a Rawlsian conception of justice (Pereira et al., 2017). Although these issues are not
addressed in this study, we recognize they would need to be considered in a comprehensive
equity assessment of the transport legacy left by mega-events in Rio.
Another important equity issue to consider involves the distributional effects those
investments have had in improving the transport conditions of different social groups in the
city. While the official rhetoric proposed prioritizing low-income groups in line with the
design of equitable transport policies (Lucas & Jones, 2012; Pereira et al., 2017; van Wee &
Geurs, 2011), the extent to which the investments have effectively improved the accessibility
of low-income neighborhoods is a question that has received less attention and remains
largely unanswered (Kassens-Noor et al., 2016; Rodrigues & Legroux, 2015), and which we
address in the next sections.
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4.4. Methodology
Accessibility is understood broadly as the ease with which a person can reach places and
opportunities from a given location in space and it results from the interaction between the
transport system, land use patterns, and the various constraints of individuals (van Wee &
Geurs, 2011). This chapter conducts a before-and-after comparison of Rio’s transport system
to estimate the change in accessibility that resulted from recent policies implemented in Rio
between 2014 and 2017. The purpose is to compare the effect of those policies on
accessibility changes for different social groups and areas of the city and analyze whether
wealthier areas have gained more accessibility than poorer ones. The method used in this
study involved five secondary data sources and two main steps as detailed below.

4.4.1. Data Sources
Population count data comes from the 2010 Brazilian Census, organized in a regular grid of
200x200 meters (IBGE, 2016). The resident population in each grid cell was categorized
according to income decile based on the average household income per capita of each grid
cell. This was imputed from the 2010 census data organized in 1,136 relatively homogeneous
socioeconomic polygons known as Human Development Units (Ipea et al., 2015). The data
on household income per capita collected in the census account for all members of the
household and all their sources of income (including formal or informal jobs, unemployment
benefits, pensions, social transfers, etc.). Although the census has some limitations in terms
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of capturing the upper extreme of income distribution (Souza, 2015), it is still the best data
source to account for income distribution in Brazil. This method needs to be used with
caution because it incurs ecological fallacies by disregarding socio-economic heterogeneity
within Human Development Units.
Data on schools come from the School Census conducted by the Brazilian Ministry of
Education, covering all of the 278 public high schools in the municipality of Rio de Janeiro in
2015. Data on formal jobs come from RAIS, a dataset organized by the Ministry of Labor and
Employment. RAIS is a national register that brings the full address of all public and private
institutions and the socioeconomic characteristics of their employees working in the formal
labor market. In the year 2015, there were 2,914,238 formal workers employed in 227,362
institutions in Rio. In this database, workers are associated with the address of their
respective workplaces. Exceptionally, some institutions with multiple offices (such as
outsourcing firms or public secretaries of police, health and education) report all their
employees to be working from the institution headquarters. Among the 50 largest employers
in Rio, 17 institutions were found to do this and were removed from the analysis. The
location of 83,589 employees working for the secretary of education could be recovered
from the school census. In the end, a database covering 92.3% of all formal workers in the
city was used in the study. Both datasets on schools and jobs were geolocated using the full
address information available in their respective datasets.
A limitation of this study is that it does not cover job opportunities in the informal
labor market because there is no data source with the addresses of informal jobs. Although
a significant share of workers in Rio work in the informal labor market (approximately 36%
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in January 2016 14), informal jobs are relatively more accessible with shorter commute times
and distances than formal jobs(Motte-Baumvol et al., 2016)(Motte-Baumvol et al., 2016)
(Motte-Baumvol et al., 2016), and it is reasonable to assume that formal jobs are generally
preferable given the associated labor rights and social benefits. Moreover, the 2003
household travel survey of Rio shows that the numbers of formal and informal jobs in each
traffic zone are correlated at 0.78 (Pearson correlation statistically significant at 0.001),
suggesting that the spatial distribution of formal and informal jobs in the city are not
radically different.
Spatial information on road network and pedestrian infrastructure comes from
OpenStreetMap. Finally, we use data on the public transport network organized in General
Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) format, as provided by Fetranspor (Federation of
Passenger Transport Companies in Rio de Janeiro) for the months of April 2014 and March
2017. GTFS data provides detailed geolocated information of routes, stops and timetables of
the public transport system. Because the GTFS data available only covers the public
transport network within the municipality of Rio de Janeiro, the accessibility analysis in this
paper does not consider schools and jobs outside of the study area. This limitation might lead
to an underestimation of the absolute levels accessibility in areas close to northern border
of Rio. Nonetheless, this study focuses on the magnitude of relative changes in accessibility
levels between 2014 and 2017, which should not be substantially affected by this data
constraint.

14

Source: PNAD survey, available at http://www.ipeadata.gov.br/
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In the before-and-after comparison of Rio’s transport network conducted in this
chapter, the spatial distribution of the population and its income distribution, as well as the
location of schools and jobs were kept constant. This assumption allowed us to isolate the
effect of the recent transport policies on the variations in accessibility levels between 2014
and 2017. This assumption obviously disregards changes in the spatial distribution of
schools/jobs and redistribution of population and socio-economic groups that may have
occurred over the period due the processes of displacement and gentrification. Nonetheless,
previous research has shown that such phenomena are fairly stable over time in Rio,
particularly over short timescales as those used in the current analysis (Lago, 2000; Ribeiro,
2014); changes during the 2010–2017 period are thus unlikely to have significantly affected
the overall results of the current analysis.

4.4.2. Estimating Accessibility levels
A cumulative opportunity measure was used to estimate accessibility in terms of how many
schools and job opportunities people could reach from their households via public transport
and walking under 60 minutes. A growing number of transport agencies particularly in North
America and Europe use similar accessibility analysis to compare the benefits of potential
transportation investments and evaluate their social impacts (Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017).
In most cases, these agencies use accessibility measures based on cumulative opportunities
with time thresholds that vary between 30 and 60 minutes (ibid.). In this study, a threshold
of 60 minutes was used given that Rio has relatively higher commute times when compared
to international metropolitan areas (Pereira & Schwanen, 2013). Some advantages of this
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type of accessibility measure are that it does not require prior information about people’s
travel behavior, it is computationally inexpensive to calculate, and it produces results that
are easy to communicate to policy makers and stakeholders. This measure has limitations,
though, since it assumes that all opportunities are equally desirable, regardless of the time
spent on travelling; it does not take competition effects into account and it involves the
selection of an arbitrary cut-off travel time (Geurs & van Wee, 2004).
Spatial analyses like the one conducted in this study can be sensitive to the ad-hoc
ways in which data are aggregated in space according to different spatial scales and zonal
schemes such as census tracts or traffic analysis zones (Apparicio et al., 2008; Kwan &
Weber, 2008). This is known in the literature as the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP).
The effects of MAUP have been widely documented in urban studies and, in some occasions,
researchers have found that the conclusions of spatial analysis and subsequent policy
recommendations can be significantly different depending on the spatial scale and shape of
areal units employed (Liao et al., 2009; Omer, 2006; Tan & Samsudin, 2017). Nonetheless,
the effects of MAUP have been largely overlooked by studies that evaluate how the
accessibility benefits of transport policies are distributed across different social groups.
Following the recommendation of previous studies (Horner & Murray, 2004; Páez & Scott,
2005), the analysis in this paper was conducted using multiple spatial scales and zoning
schemes in order to test whether the results found are robust to MAUP and not a simple
artefact of the ways in which data are arranged in space.
As a first step for the accessibility analysis, the municipality of Rio was divided using
hexagonal grids of four different sizes, 500 meters, 1 km, 2 km and 4 km and the traffic zones
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of Rio’s latest household travel survey of 2013. Following the recommendation of Stępniak
and Jacobs-Crisioni (2017), the population-weighted centroids of each polygon were used as
origin and destinations in order to minimize aggregation errors. Next, OpenTripPlanner15
was used to estimate various travel-time matrices by public transport and/or walking
between every pair of zone centroids for each spatial grid. We used a uniform sample of
departure times, calculating departures every 20 minutes between 7am and 7pm for a total
of 36 departure times in that period. These travel-time matrices grasp door-to-door
estimates that consider temporal variations in public transport services and incorporate
walking time from the point of origin to the transit stop, waiting time for the vehicle, actual
travel time through the transport network and eventual transfers, and the walking time from
the transit stop to the destination. To test whether the results are robust to the modifiable
areal unit problem, both accessibility estimates and spatial analysis were conducted
separately for each hexagonal grid and traffic zone level.
Next, these travel-time matrices were combined with the geolocated data on
population, school and jobs. Based on equation (1), we calculated the median number of
opportunities (schools or jobs) that can be accessed from each grid cell via public transport
in under 60 minutes across the 36 travel-time matrices for each year (2014 and 2017). In
order to account for a qualitative match between socioeconomic levels of workers and jobs,
estimates of access to jobs were based on an assumption of a proxy match between
household income and educational qualification of jobs. For residents in households above
the 5th income decile, accessibility estimates only considered employment opportunities

OpenTripPlanner
is
an
open-source
https://github.com/opentripplanner/OpenTripPlanner
15

multimodal

trip

planner

available

at
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that required high or secondary education, while for households below the 5th income decile
only jobs that required secondary or primary education were considered.
𝑛

𝐴𝑜,𝑖,𝑇 = median (∑ 𝑃𝑑 𝑓(𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 ))

(1)

𝑜=1

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 ≤ 𝑇
𝑓(𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 ) = {
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 > 𝑇
Where:
Ao i T is the accessibility level at origin o for population of income i within time threshold T.
Pd is the number of opportunities (e.g. jobs or schools) in location d
t o d r is the travel time in minutes between origin o and destination d at departure time r.
f(to d r) is a time threshold function that varies between one and zero, depending on whether travel
time (to d r) is larger or smaller than time threshold T.

It is likely that the positive accessibility gains brought about by the new infrastructure
investments in Rio have been offset by the reorganization of the bus lines and also by the
austerity measures adopted including the reduction of service levels in some areas of the
city. In order to measure what would have been the sole effect of the new transport
investments, we have also estimated accessibility changes in a quasi-counterfactual scenario.
This scenario assumes that all public transport services provided in April 2014 would have
been kept constant, so the only changes to Rio’s public transport system would have been
the addition of the new infrastructure, i.e. the BRTs Transcarioca and Transolímpica and the
new subway and light-rail lines.
Due to data availability constraints, the accessibility analysis deployed in this study
has not considered issues related to affordability, safety, age, gender or disability. It is widely
documented in the literature how transport disadvantages related to these issues can hinder
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people’s ability to use public transportation, particularly among low-income groups (Casas,
2007; El-Geneidy et al., 2016; Ryan et al., 2015). By not considering these issues the analysis
conducted in this study is likely to underestimate accessibility inequalities between highand low-income groups.

4.4.3. Analyzing association between income and accessibility
change
The final step was to test whether there is any association between average household
income per capita and the accessibility variation that occurred between 2014 and 2017, and
whether this association is robust to MAUP across different spatial scales and zoning
schemes. While this could be done simply by comparing the average accessibility variation
for different incomes groups, statistical regression models allow us to test whether these
differences are statistically significant while controlling for other confounding factors. One
important cofounding factor in this case is spatial autocorrelation. It is well-known that
many social, transport and land use processes are spatially dependent in the sense that the
characteristics of a location are related to its neighboring areas (Anselin, 2010; Páez & Scott,
2005). Similarly, the transport accessibility level of one location is affected by the
characteristics of the transport system and land use in nearby areas. The presence of spatial
dependence in the data violates basic assumptions of conventional statistical analysis, such
as t-tests or person’s correlation and OLS regressions, and leads to “information loss, biased
and/or inefficient parameters and the possibility of seriously flawed conclusions and policy
prescriptions” (Páez & Scott, 2005, p.55). To overcome these limitations, spatial regression
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models have been commonly used by studies investigating the impacts of transport
accessibility on land-use prices (Efthymiou & Antoniou, 2013; Mitra & Saphores, 2016;
Mulley et al., 2016; Tsutsumi & Seya, 2008), but these models have thus far found little
uptake in the literature on transportation equity that evaluates the accessibility impacts of
transport policies.
In order to control for spatial autocorrelation in the data, a spatial regression model
was used to estimate whether wealthier areas were able to attract more accessibility gains
from the transport policies implemented in Rio between 2014 and 2017. Other variables can
influence where new transport infrastructure is likely to be built and consequently which
locations have higher accessibility gains from new investments. Areas with greater densities
of population and economic activities, for example, are likely to have higher transport
demand and make transport projects more economically viable (Kutz, 2003). Topography is
another relevant variable that puts physical barriers for construction, impacting
construction costs and influencing where surface transportation modes are likely to go
(ibid.). In order to control for these factors, the regression model includes local level control
variables for topography, population and job or school density. The authors acknowledge,
though, that the specification of the regression is ad-hoc rather than informed by a full
theoretical framework. The baseline model without spatial effects is written as:
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log(R 𝑖𝑜 ) = β0 + β1 log(I𝑖 ) + β2 log(P𝑖 ) + β3 log(O𝑜𝑖 ) + β4 log(E𝑖 ) + ε𝑖

R 𝑖𝑜 =

(2)

𝐴2017
𝑖𝑜𝑇
𝐴2014
𝑖𝑜𝑇

Where:
R 𝑖𝑜 is the relative change in accessibility level from polygon i to opportunities of type o between
2014 and 2017
𝐴2017
𝑖𝑜𝑇 is the number of opportunities of type o that could be accessed from origin i under traveltime threshold T in the year 2017
o opportunities of type jobs or schools
I𝑖 is the average household income per capita in polygon i
P𝑖 is the population density in polygon i
O𝑖𝑜 is the density of jobs or number of schools in polygon i
E𝑖 is the average terrain elevation in meters of polygon i

Variation in accessibility was measured as the ratio between accessibility levels in
2017 and 2014. This approach means that changes in accessibility have proportionally lower
impact in those areas that already had higher accessibility in 2014, in line with decreasing
marginal returns. In other words, it implies that for a person living in an area with access to
100 jobs, an increase of, for example, 50 jobs add more to this person’s utility than for a
person who already had access to 1000 jobs.
The spatial dependence underlying the baseline model was evaluated using the
Lagrange multiplier test following standard methods used in the literature (Elhorst, 2010;
LeSage, 2008), which indicated a spatial lag regression to be the most appropriate model.
The Lagrange test indicated stronger preference for the spatial lag specification but did not
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reject the error model. This suggests that either the spatial lag, Durbin or spatial
autocorrelation (SAC) models could be appropriate. The spatial Durbin model (SDM) was
chosen because it gave the best results minimizing the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
and the autocorrelation in the OLS residuals. The SDM specification controls for spatial
autocorrelation in both the dependent and the independent variables, and it is an
appropriate model choice because permutation tests for Moran's I indicated spatial
autocorrelation in the dependent as well as in the independent variables of the baseline
model. That specification allows estimation of how strongly the accessibility gain in polygon
i is associated not only with the local characteristics (including income) of i but also with the
characteristics and accessibility gains in the neighboring polygons of i. Because the Durbin
model includes a spatial lag in both set of variables, one advantage of this model is that it
produces coefficient estimates that are unbiased even if there is one or more relevant
omitted variables in the regression equation (Elhorst, 2010; LeSage, 2008). This advantage
of the Durbin model minimizes the issue that the regression is not informed by a full
theoretical framework and that other cofounding variables might be absent in the model.
Polygons were defined as neighbors if they share at least one boundary point using a
standard queen contiguity matrix.
This spatial Durbin model calculates the average global spatial association between
income and changes in accessibility for the entire city. Nonetheless, it is possible that the
strength and direction of this association may vary across space. To complement the global
analysis, we also estimate the local correlation between those two variables using the local
indicator of spatial association (LISA). The bivariate LISA analysis is an extension of its
univariate version (Anselin et al., 2002) and it measures the correlation between one
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variable in an area and the average of another variable in its neighbors. In practice, this
analysis is a useful technique to identify clusters of areas with high and low income that
gained and lost access to opportunities. For this local correlation measure, a queen contiguity
matrix was used to define neighboring areas. Pseudo p-values were estimated with a
thousand random simulations in each round.

4.5. Results

4.5.1. Descriptive results
Figure 4.2 presents the spatial distribution of income groups in the city of Rio according to
different spatial scales and zoning schemes. It shows how lower-income families are mainly
located in the north and particularly northwest areas of Rio while higher-income groups live
mainly along the coast in the southwest close to the city center where most of the economic
activity is concentrated. This figure also illustrates how spatial analysis at coarser
resolutions can lead to information loss. With the aggregation of household income per
capita one loses valuable detail regarding the spatial heterogeneity of the data and, in the
most extreme cases, the income decile classification of some areas changes from poor to rich
and vice-versa.
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Figure 4.2 Spatial distribution of population classified by deciles of household income
per capita. Rio de Janeiro, 2010.

Source: 2010 Population Census (IBGE). Note: white areas in the municipality of Rio represent
polygons with no population, jobs nor schools.

The next two figures illustrate for the year 2017 how median access to formal jobs
and public schools by public transport varies substantially across space. For both types of
opportunities, it becomes clear that accessibility levels are greater along the train and
subway lines and part of the new Transcarioca BRT line. These figures also draw attention
to the way spatial inequalities in accessibility are largely shaped by the unequal distribution
of land use activities. The historical development of Rio, with high concentration of
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employment opportunities close to the city center helps explain, for example, why residents
in the west region of the city have such low levels of access to opportunities. To some extent,
this issue has been minimized by the spatial planning of public schools, which has been
relatively successful in allocating public high-schools more evenly across Rio. Moreover,
these figures also show how spatial analyses at a higher resolution allows for accessibility
estimates with more spatial detail, making the influence of transport corridors on spatial
accessibility more visible.
Figure 4.3 Median proportion of formal jobs accessible within 1 hour by public
transport and walking between 7am and 7pm. Rio de Janeiro, 2017.
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Figure 4.4 Median proportion of public high-schools accessible within 1 hour by public
transport and walking between 7am and 7pm. Rio de Janeiro, 2017.

The summary results suggest that average access to jobs and schools by public
transport dropped approximately -4.5% and -6.1% between 2014 and 2017 in the city of
Rio. Using a quasi-counterfactual scenario to isolate what would have been the sole effect of
the new infrastructure investments, the analysis shows that between 2014 and 2017 average
access to jobs and schools would have increased approximately 13.4% and 11.7%
respectively. These findings suggest that the rationalization of bus lines and recent cuts in
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service levels have played an important role in offsetting the positive impacts of the new
transport infrastructure.
Nevertheless, these are only average results that might hide heterogeneity in the data,
and it is important to analyze how accessibility changes varied by income groups and areas
of the city. A crucial issue to consider from a social justice point of view is not only the level
of inequality in access to opportunities but more importantly to what extent new policies
contribute to reducing such inequalities, particularly by improving the access of lowerincome groups. In 2014, the level of access to jobs were 84% larger for the richest 20% than
for the poorest 20%. What happened in the implemented scenario is that the new
infrastructure expansion, combined with the reorganization of many bus lines and by cuts in
service levels, raised that inequality to 116%. The analysis of the counter-factual scenario
indicates that the infrastructure investments alone would have increased this difference to
92% in the year 2017. These results add to the evidence that the accessibility benefits from
the recent cycle of investments and disinvestments in Rio generally accrued to middle- and
higher-income groups and reinforced rather than reduced socio-spatial inequalities in access
to opportunities.
Figures 5 and 6 compare for each scale of analysis how the number of jobs and schools
accessible have changed between 2014 (horizontal axis) and 2017 (vertical axis) in both
implemented and quasi-counterfactual scenarios. In these figures, each dot represents a grid
cell where dot size varies according to population size and color indicates its income
classification. Dots located above the diagonal line have seen an improvement in accessibility
by public transport. From a simple visual analysis, these results look consistent across
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different spatial scales and zoning schemes, and suggest that the recent policies
implemented in Rio had a limited and ambiguous impact on people’s access to employment
and educational opportunities. The distribution of various dots above and below the
diagonal line indicate that the transport policies had more substantial effects both positively
and negatively for those areas from which people already had access to between 20% and
50% of all jobs in the city. This is somewhat expected given that most of the changes to the
network have occurred in areas which were already better connected in 2014. Regarding
access to schools, there are substantially more dots below the line, reflecting that access to
schools has been affected more adversely than job access by the policies implemented
(Figure 6). Figures 5 and 6 also show the distribution of accessibility gains in the quasicounterfactual scenario. The income composition and distribution of dots above the diagonal
line is very similar in both scenarios, reflecting the job and school accessibility gains that
resulted from the newly added infrastructure. There is a marked contrast, however, in the
distribution of dots below the diagonal line, which gives a clearer picture of how the
reduction in services levels between 2014 and 2017 reduced people’s access to jobs and
schools, offsetting the benefits of recent transport investments in the period.
An important component of an equity evaluation of the policies implemented in Rio
is the identification of those income groups in the city that have benefited the most from the
recent cycle of transport investments and disinvestments. Although a simple visual analysis
of Figures 5 and 6 suggests that most gains in access to jobs and schools have accrued to
richer areas (shown in blue), the answer to this question demands a more robust statistical
analysis.
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Figure 4.5 Proportion of formal jobs accessible from each grid cell via public transport and walking under 1 hour in the
years 2014 (X axis) and 2017 (Y axis) in implemented and counterfactual scenarios. Rio de Janeiro.
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Figure 4.6 Proportion of public high-schools accessible from each grid cell via public transport and walking under 1
hour in the years 2014 (X axis) and 2017 (Y axis) in implemented and counterfactual scenarios. Rio de Janeiro.
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4.5.2. Global association between income and accessibility change
The association between average household income per capita and the accessibility variation
that occurred between 2014 and 2017 was tested using a spatial regression model. This
model provides a more robust analysis, indicating whether the differences in accessibility
gains by income levels are statistically significant while controlling for other confounding
factors, including spatial autocorrelation in the data. Moreover, it allows us to test whether
the distributive effects of recent transport policies are sensitive to the modifiable areal unit
problem (MAUP), what cannot be captured only by looking at the descriptive analysis
presented thus far.
Tables 2 and 3 report the results of the spatial Durbin regression model, measuring
how changes in access to jobs/schools between 2014 and 2017 are associated with
household income per capita in 2010. The results show a small but positive association
between income and variation in access to opportunities. However, both the strength and
statistical significance of this association vary across multiple spatial scales and zonings.
Using 0.5 km hexagonal grid, for example, a 1% higher income is associated with an increase
of 0.08% in the number of schools accessible by public transport. This effect is twice as large
when the analysis is conducted based on traffic zones – 0.16% (table 2). When analyzing the
changes in access to job opportunities (table 3), the results only showed to be statistically
significant for the analysis based on traffic zones. These results suggest a moderate
association where a 1% higher income is associated with an increase of 0.21% in the number
of jobs accessible by public transport. For both regressions on jobs and school opportunities,
the spatial lag (rho) was not statistically significant when using the hexagonal grid of 4km.
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The statistical significance of the control variables used in the model also varied in an
inconsistent way. Nonetheless, the direction of the associations shows that recent policies in
Rio had on average larger accessibility benefits in those areas with higher population and
job densities, and lower accessibility gains in communities located on hilly areas.

Table 4.2 Total effects of spatial Durbin model showing association with gains in
access to public high-schools under various spatial scales and zoning schemes.

Dependent Variable: log(ratio)

0.5 Km

1 Km

2 Km

4 Km

log(income)

0.08*
(0.04)
0.08***
(0.02)
0.03
(0.40)
-0.08**
(0.03)
0.88***
(0.01)
0.76
3485
11
282.63
4124.87
-543.26
4670.13
0.00

0.12
(0.06)
0.01
(0.04)
0.37*
(0.17)
-0.08
(0.05)
0.78***
(0.02)
0.53
1068
11
-338.74
1389.65
699.49
692.16
0.00

0.16
(0.09)
0.08
(0.06)
0.03
(0.08)
-0.10
(0.06)
0.54***
(0.06)
0.28
313
11
-177.51
432.85
377.01
57.84
0.00

0.16*
(0.08)
0.06
(0.07)
-0.01
(0.03)
0.04
(0.07)
-0.00
(0.15)
0.10
96
11
-59.06
138.13
140.13
0.00
0.99

log(pop.dens)
I(schools)
log(elevation)
rho
Pseudo R2
Num. obs.
Parameters
Log Likelihood
AIC (Linear model)
AIC (Spatial model)
LR test: statistic
LR test: p-value

Traffic
Zones
0.16**
(0.06)
0.19***
(0.04)
-0.09
(0.07)
-0.08
(0.05)
0.57***
(0.05)
0.37
390
11
-124.82
355.41
271.64
85.77
0.00

Notes: AIC, Akaike information criterion. Standard errors are in parentheses; ***p < 0.001, **p <
0.01, *p < 0.05
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Table 4.3 Total effects of spatial Durbin model showing association with gains in
access to formal jobs under various spatial scales and zoning schemes.

Dependent Variable: log(ratio)

0.5 Km

1 Km

2 Km

4 Km

log(income)

0.06
(0.04)
0.05
(0.03)
0.03*
(0.01)
-0.06*
(0.03)
0.89***
(0.01)
0.79
3580
11
609.77
3765.24
-1197.54
4964.78
0.00

0.10
(0.06)
0.01
(0.19)
0.04*
(0.02)
-0.06
(0.04)
0.77***
(0.02)
0.55
1109
11
-321.20
1372.53
664.39
710.14
0.00

0.10
(0.09)
0.01
(0.05)
0.08*
(0.04)
0.01
(0.07)
0.47***
(0.06)
0.31
335
11
-211.70
491.95
445.39
48.56
0.00

0.07
(0.11)
0.03
(0.09)
0.12
(0.08)
-0.07
(0.08)
-0.26
(0.15)
0.18
104
11
-114.87
252.46
251.73
2.73
0.10

log(popdens)
log(jobdens)
log(elevation)
rho
Pseudo R2
Num. obs.
Parameters
Log Likelihood
AIC (Linear model)
AIC (Spatial model)
LR test: statistic
LR test: p-value

Traffic
Zones
0.21***
(0.06)
0.11**
(0.04)
0.05
(0.03)
0.00
(0.05)
0.55***
(0.05)
0.40
397
11
-74.72
254.65
171.43
85.21
0.00

Notes: AIC, Akaike information criterion. Standard errors are in parentheses; ***p < 0.001, **p <
0.01, *p < 0.05

Under a quasi-counterfactual scenario, the results of the spatial Durbin regression
model (Tables 4 and 5) indicate that the direction of the association between income and
accessibility gains remains positive, but the magnitude of the effects is generally smaller, and
the significance of some spatial scales also change. Overall, it also shows that even if there
had been no reorganization of bus lines and austerity measures, wealthy areas in the city
would still have benefited more from the new transport infra-structure than poor areas.
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Table 4.4 Total effects of spatial Durbin model showing association with gains in
access to public high-schools in quasi-counterfactual scenario under various spatial
scales and zoning schemes.

Dependent Variable: log(ratio)

0.5 Km

1 Km

2 Km

4 Km

log(income)

0.04*
(0.02)
0.01
(0.01)
-0.08
(0.11)
-0.02
(0.01)
0.86***
(0.01)
0.70
3546
11
2840.01
-1666.14
-5658.01
3993.87
0.00

0.08**
(0.02)
0.01
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.06)
-0.02
(0.02)
0.76***
(0.02)
0.51
1087
11
621.76
-538.23
-1221.51
685.28
0.00

0.12**
(0.04)
0.05
(0.03)
-0.05
(0.05)
-0.01
(0.03)
0.62***
(0.05)
0.38
322
11
89.51
-62.63
-157.02
96.39
0.00

0.06
(0.04)
0.01
(0.03)
-0.00
(0.02)
-0.00
(0.03)
-0.03
(0.15)
0.14
98
11
2.96
14.11
16.08
0.03
0.86

log(popdens)
I(schools)
log(elevation)
rho
Pseudo R2
Num. obs.
Parameters
Log Likelihood
AIC (Linear model)
AIC (Spatial model)
LR test: statistic
LR test: p-value

Traffic
Zones
-0.01
(0.05)
-0.00
(0.03)
-0.10
(0.06)
-0.08
(0.05)
0.74***
(0.04)
0.46
391
11
102.44
15.05
-182.87
199.92
0.00

Notes: AIC, Akaike information criterion. Standard errors are in parentheses; ***p < 0.001, **p <
0.01, *p < 0.05

In summary, spatial regression analyses show that the direction of the relationship
between income and accessibility change remains positive across spatial scale and zoning
schemes. However, the magnitude and statistical significance of results are sensitive to the
spatial scale and zoning scheme of choice. Ideally, the conclusions of policy evaluations
should not be dependent on the ad-hoc ways in which the data are spatially aggregated
(Kwan & Weber, 2008). This stability in the results is not observed in Rio and this case study
illustrates the importance of using sensitivity analysis in the evaluation of transport policies.
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It is worth mentioning, though, that according to Log Likelihood and AIC tests (Tables 4.2 to
4.5), the regressions conducted using hexagonal grids of 0.5 km, 1 km and traffic zones had
the best fit to the data, showing to be more appropriate for the spatial analysis.

Table 4.5 Total effects of spatial Durbin model showing association with gains in
access to formal jobs in quasi-counterfactual scenario under various spatial scales and
zoning schemes.

Dependent Variable: log(ratio)

0.5 Km

1 Km

2 Km

4 Km

log(income)

0.04
(0.02)
-0.00
(0.03)
0.01
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.01)
0.90***
(0.01)
0.77
3580
11
3473.09
-1933.29
-6924.18
4992.89
0.00

0.06*
(0.03)
0.01
(0.02)
0.00
(0.01)
0.00
(0.02)
0.81***
(0.02)
0.60
1109
11
675.74
-431.60
-1329.47
899.87
0.00

0.12*
(0.05)
0.02
(0.04)
-0.00
(0.02)
0.00
(0.05)
0.68***
(0.05)
0.42
335
11
95.07
-26.21
-168.15
143.94
0.00

0.02
(0.05)
0.01
(0.04)
0.03
(0.03)
-0.02
(0.04)
0.02
(0.14)
0.34
104
11
-3.75
27.51
29.49
0.02
0.90

log(popdens)
log(jobdens)
log(elevation)
rho
Pseudo R2
Num. obs.
Parameters
Log Likelihood
AIC (Linear model)
AIC (Spatial model)
LR test: statistic
LR test: p-value

Traffic
Zones
0.02
(0.06)
0.01
(0.04)
-0.02
(0.04)
-0.04
(0.05)
0.75***
(0.04)
0.44
397
11
107.72
11.38
-193.44
206.82
0.00

Notes: AIC, Akaike information criterion. Standard errors are in parentheses; ***p < 0.001, **p <
0.01, *p < 0.05
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4.5.3. Local association between income and accessibility change
While, the spatial Durbin model gives global results for the entire city, it is important to
identify which areas in Rio gained or lost access to opportunities, and how the association
between accessibility gains and income varies across space. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show
bivariate cluster maps of the local association between household income per capita and the
variation in access to jobs and schools observed between 2014 and 2017. Spatial clusters
colored light-green are the sweet spot from a transport equity point of view as they
represent areas of relatively lower income population that had relatively higher accessibility
gains. In contrast, red clusters show locations where higher accessibility gains accrued to
higher-income groups. Darker green areas are also problematic as they represent clusters of
low-income areas which lost accessibility in the period. This high/low classification of
clusters is defined based on the mean of each variable.
The cluster analysis shows for example how the new light-rail system in the city
center had little effect on people’s access to schools and jobs. This is partially explained by
its small network which is still not properly connected to the rest of the public transport
system. On the other hand, the new subway line in the south has mostly improved access to
opportunities for higher-income groups (red clusters). The analyses at higher resolution
(0.5km, 1km and traffic zones), nonetheless, indicate that the new subway line has also
improved accessibility levels of two poor favelas, Vidigal and Rocinha shown in light green.
Again, the results demonstrate how analyses at coarse scales lead to information loss and
potential issues of ecological fallacy and aggregation error.
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Figure 4.7 Bivariate LISA based spatial clusters showing the local association between
average household income per capita and gains in access to formal job opportunities
by public transport between 2014 and 2017. Rio de Janeiro.

Furthermore, there are a few clusters of both high- and low-income people that have
gained access due to the new Transcarioca BRT line and its connection to the subway line.
The Transolímpica BRT, on the other hand, has had no significant effect on people’s access
to either schools or employment opportunities. This is closely related to the fact that the
passenger demand in Transolímpica is only at 41% of the demand originally projected for
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the investment, which has led the company that runs this corridor to close some stations
(Magalhães & Rodrigues, 2017). Finally, there are various clusters of low-income areas that
experienced a decrease in accessibility in the urban fringes in the west region of the city. This
likely the result of worsening traffic conditions combined with service cuts in those areas.

Figure 4.8 Bivariate LISA based spatial clusters showing the local association between
average household income per capita and gains in access to public high-schools by
public transport between 2014 and 2017. Rio de Janeiro.
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4.6. Conclusion
This chapter has evaluated, on multiple spatial scales, the public transport policies recently
implemented in Rio de Janeiro to assess their distributional effects on people’s access to
schools and employment opportunities. Overall, the results show that infrastructure
investments related to the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games, combined with
cuts in service levels were followed by a small loss in average accessibility levels in Rio. A
quasi-counterfactual analysis indicates that the reorganization of bus lines and reduction in
services have offset the potential benefits of new transport infrastructure and were just as
important as the new investments in reshaping accessibility levels. Moreover, the results
show that wealthier areas had on average small but statistically significant higher gains in
access to opportunities between 2014 and 2017 than poorer areas. Contrary to the official
discourses of transport legacy, there has been little accessibility improvement in the most
deprived areas, which are doubly disadvantaged with low income and low accessibility.
It is unrealistic to demand that new transport investments equally benefit every
neighborhood in a city. From a social justice point of view, however, the least one would
expect is that such governmental policies would improve the transport conditions of people
in the worst-off position and not reinforce inequality (Pereira et al., 2017). Nonetheless, the
findings of this study indicate that the transport legacy of recent mega-events in Rio are in
direct conflict with the Rawlsian principles of justice. If anything, these policies have violated
basic rights with the forced eviction of families and further exacerbated socio-spatial
inequalities in access to employment and educational opportunities.
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The case of Rio exemplifies how the uneven nature of urban and transport
development tends to create place-based advantages for higher income groups that are hard
to tackle even with large infrastructure investments. Reducing socio-spatial inequalities in
people’s access to opportunities is a challenging long-term task which can only have limited
results without a full integration between transport and land use planning. The findings of
this study are specific to this case study of Rio and how recent policies interacted with the
city’s spatial patterning of land-use and social classes. Nonetheless, the austerity measures
adopted in Rio’s public transport systems might resonate well with the experience of local
authorities elsewhere, particularly in developing countries, which often have to invest and
manage their transport systems under severe budgetary constraints. Moreover, the method
used in this chapter relies mostly on datasets that are organized in standardized formats and
commonly available for different cities in the world, allowing for the replicability of this
research method to transport projects in other urban contexts.
This chapter advances previous studies that analyze the social effects of transport
policies by taking spatial autocorrelation into account and by showing that the conclusions
of the equity assessment of transportation policies are sensitive to MAUP as these
conclusions can vary depending on the spatial scale and aerial units of analysis. In the casestudy of Rio, while the direction of the association between accessibility gains and income
remains positive in every analysis, the magnitude and statistical significance of this
association changed considerably when using different spatial schemes. This finding
reinforces the importance of sensitivity analysis in this type of evaluation. It also shows how
the analysis based on traffic zones captured the geography of poverty and wealth and its
relation to uneven access to opportunities. The statistical tests indicated that the 05. Km, 1
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Km grids and the traffic zones were best attuned to capture the socio-spatial differences of
the changes in accessibility brought about by recent policies. However, it is unclear whether
these spatial scales and zonings would still be appropriate if one used different regression
specifications or measured accessibility differently. It may well be possible that there are
particular scales that are more or less appropriate to analyze accessibility to different types
of activities – such as local grocery stores or healthcare services.
This chapter has focused on physical accessibility and its limitations need careful
attention in future studies. The analysis of access to employment opportunities does not
consider jobs in the informal labor market, an issue that may be particularly important in
other cities in the Global South given the size of the gray economy in these cities. Secondly,
this analysis has not considered the influence of personal characteristics such as physical
disabilities, age or gender and how they can hinder people’s ability to use public
transportation. As noted in section 4.3, the question of affordability is particularly relevant
in Rio, where public transport costs can be prohibitive to low-income families. Moreover, the
results presented are based on timetables of services. These timetables are not fully reliable
given the incidence of traffic accidents and non-recurrent congestion levels in Rio. Future
research would benefit from instead using GPS data of vehicles, which would render more
accurate travel times for accessibility estimates (Wessel et al., 2017). Finally, future research
is also needed to examine the long-term economic and social consequences of such transport
developments for Rio’s metropolitan area, for example in terms of air quality, reallocation of
jobs, real estate appreciation and gentrification.
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A lesson that can be drawn from the case of Rio de Janeiro is that policy makers should
incorporate accessibility scenario analysis in the early phases of transport planning to give
a more complete picture of who benefits from new investments and subsequent changes in
service levels. While it is a common practice to evaluate transportation projects based on
cost-benefit analysis, transport planners seldom take into consideration the impact a project
could have on the population’s access to out-of-home activities.
Finally, the case of Rio de Janeiro is not an exception when it comes to the way in
which official rhetoric seeks to justify transport projects based on promised benefits to
society as a whole and to low-income groups in particular. It serves as a cautionary tale about
how the potential benefits of new infrastructure projects can be undermined when these
projects are seen in isolation from rest of the city and its transport system, and when
governments do not sustain the level of spending necessary to maintain and run services at
affordable prices. The recent experience of Rio with the transport investments related to
mega-events illustrates how governments have significant capacity to reshape inequalities
of access and opportunities in cities through the provision of public transport services and
investments but often do not deliver what was promised.
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5. Future accessibility impacts of transport policy
scenarios: equity and sensitivity to travel time
thresholds for Bus Rapid Transit expansion in Rio de
Janeiro
Abstract
The accessibility impacts of transport projects ex-post implementation are generally
evaluated using cumulative opportunity measures based on a single travel time threshold.
Fewer studies have explored how ex-ante accessibility appraisal of transport plans can be
used to evaluate policy scenarios and their impacts for different social groups or examined
whether the results of project appraisals are sensitive to the time threshold of choice. This
chapter analyzes how different scenarios of full and partial implementation of the
TransBrasil BRT project in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) will likely impact the number of jobs
accessible to the population of different income levels under various travel time thresholds
of 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes. Compared to a partial operation scenario, the full
implementation of TransBrasil that extends this corridor into the city center would lead to
higher accessibility gains due to network effects of connecting this BRT to other transport
modes. Nonetheless, the size of the accessibility impacts of the proposed BRT as well as its
distribution across income classes would significantly change depending on the time
threshold chosen for the accessibility analysis. Considering cut-off times of 30 or 60 minutes,
both scenarios of TransBrasil would lead to higher accessibility impacts in general and
particularly for low-income groups, moving Rio towards a more equitable transportation
system. However, under longer thresholds of 90 and 120 minutes, an evaluation of this
project would find much smaller accessibility gains more evenly distributed by income
levels. The chapter highlights how time threshold choice in cumulative opportunity
measures can have important but overlooked implications for policy evaluation and it calls
for further research on the modifiable temporal unit problem (MTUP) in future transport
and mobility studies.
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5.1. Introduction
Over the past decade, there has been growing concern over the equity impacts of public
transport investments (Ciommo & Shiftan, 2017; Lucas, 2012), particularly of Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) projects, which are increasingly being adopted worldwide (Delmelle & Casas,
2012; Venter et al., 2017). This is largely reflected in the growing number of academic studies
and transport agency reports assessing how projects impact local communities and
particularly vulnerable groups in terms of their access to out-of-home activities, such as
employment and educational opportunities (Karner & Niemeier, 2013; Manaugh et al.,
2015). Most of these studies measure accessibility levels using cumulative opportunity
measures of accessibility (Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017; Papa et al., 2015), which allow
estimating, for example, the number of jobs accessible to a population group under an adhoc travel time threshold of say 60 minutes (Geurs & van Wee, 2004). As a rule, however,
these studies only consider a single cutoff time value and have thus far overlooked whether
the conclusions/results are sensitive to different travel time thresholds. This issue is directly
related to the modifiable temporal unit problem (MTUP) (Cheng & Adepeju, 2014), which
has been largely overlooked in the transportation literature (see section 5.2).
Moreover, while most of these studies focus on the ex-post assessment of the
accessibility impacts of transport investments, there is a growing need to understand how
researchers and policymakers can conduct ex-ante accessibility appraisal of transport plans
to anticipate their likely accessibility impacts across different social groups (Guthrie et al.,
2017; van Wee & Geurs, 2011). The dearth of ex-ante evaluations is particularly significant
in developing countries, where the accessibility and equity impacts of transport plans are
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often overlooked by local authorities (Blanco et al., 2018; Vasconcellos, 2001, 2014) and
where the challenges of transportation are likely to grow due to rapid urbanization under
conditions of inadequate transport infrastructure (UN-HABITAT, 2010).
Using a cumulative opportunity measure of accessibility, this chapter examines a
major BRT project in a developing country to illustrate how ex-ante scenario analysis can be
used to anticipate the likely accessibility impacts of transport plans for different income
groups across space. It also investigates whether the conclusions of the analysis are robust
when using different travel time thresholds. The study analyzes the TransBrasil project in
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), a 32-km long BRT corridor that was planned alongside other major
public transport investments in preparation for the 2016 Olympic Games. Despite its
strategic role in integrating Rio’s public transport system and connecting high-density lowincome neighborhoods to the city center, the TransBrasil BRT remains unfinished because
of legal disputes and fiscal issues. Only a part of the project is currently under construction
and a fiscal crisis that recently hit the local government has raised serious uncertainties
about whether this BRT is ever going to be finished (see section 5.3).
This chapter estimates the likely future impacts of the TransBrasil corridor on the
number of jobs accessible to the population via public transport, measuring how accessibility
gains vary across space and income classes and to what extent these are affected by the
choice of travel time threshold (30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes from door to door). Combining
population census and land use data with geolocated timetables of Rio’s public transport
network, the chapter assesses how two scenarios of the BRT plan – full and partial
implementation of the project – will increase the number of formal jobs that people from
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different income levels and areas of the city can reach from their homes via public transport
and walking. The study uses a spatial regression analysis to estimate if there is association
between household income per capita and the accessibility gains brought by the proposed
BRT project, and test whether this association is robust to MTUP across different travel-time
thresholds.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: the next section presents a
short review of the literature on transportation equity and accessibility. Section 5.3 presents
the study area of Rio de Janeiro and its unfinished BRT project. Data and methods are
presented in section 5.4 and results presented in section 5.5. Section 5.6 presents the
conclusions.

5.2. Transportation equity and accessibility
There is extensive literature on how transport investments can reshape people’s access to
out-of-home activities and improve wellbeing (Banister & Hickman, 2006; Lucas, 2012).
Previous studies have conducted ex-ante accessibility analysis to examine how people’s
access to jobs by car or public transport can be affected by future transport and land-use
scenarios (Anderson et al., 2013; Geurs & va Eck, 2003; Tilahun & Fan, 2014). Some studies
have also focused specifically on different scenarios of alternative public transport projects,
looking at their accessibility impacts across racial/ethnic and income groups (El-Geneidy et
al., 2011; Farber & Grandez, 2017; Manaugh & El-Geneidy, 2012; Niehaus et al., 2016). In
recent decades, transport authorities, mainly in European and North American cities, have
started using this type of accessibility analysis to evaluate their policies (Boisjoly & El155
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Geneidy, 2017; Papa et al., 2015) with particular concerns regarding the different social
impacts of their projects on population groups (Karner & Niemeier, 2013; Manaugh et al.,
2015).
While there is no consensus among transport authorities or academics about what
makes a transport investment equitable, an egalitarian-prioritarian view of justice like the
one developed by John Rawls (1999, 2001) is increasingly influential among academics
(Lucas et al., 2015; Martens, 2012; Pereira et al., 2017; van Wee & Roeser, 2013) and local
transport authorities (Karner & Niemeier, 2013; Manaugh et al., 2015). According to this
view, a ‘fair’ transport policy prioritizes improving the accessibility conditions of people
from disadvantaged groups. These include various social groups whose capabilities to use a
transport system to access out-of-home activities and participate in society (or develop a
fulfilling life) are systematically undermined by morally arbitrary factors such as being born
in a poor family, having a disability, or belonging to a particular gender or racial/ethnic
category (Pereira et al., 2017).
There are various methods of measuring accessibility to discuss equity impacts of
transport policies (Martens & Golub, 2012; Neutens et al., 2010; van Wee & Geurs, 2011).
Cumulative opportunity measures are among the most commonly used among academic
researchers (Fan et al., 2012; Golub & Martens, 2014; Manaugh & El-Geneidy, 2012), funding
agencies (Scholl et al., 2016) and transport agencies (Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017) to analyze
the accessibility and social impacts of transportation investments. Some advantages of this
type of accessibility measure are that it does not require prior information about people’s
travel behavior, is computationally inexpensive and produces results that are easy to
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communicate to policymakers and stakeholders. This makes it a particularly attractive
measure to inform decision-making. It also has limitations, however, since it assumes that
all opportunities are equally desirable, regardless of the time spent traveling; it does not take
competition effects into account; it accounts neither for the space-time constraints on people
activity-travel behavior nor the possibility of trip-chaining; and it involves the selection of
an arbitrary cutoff travel time (Geurs & van Wee, 2004; Neutens et al., 2010). As a rule,
previous studies have used a single time threshold that varies between 30 and 60 minutes,
depending on the geographical context or type of land use activity, such as schools or job
opportunities. One exception is the study of Palmateer et al. (2016), who analyzed the
accessibility impacts of an arterial bus rapid transit service in Minneapolis–Saint Paul (USA)
under cutoff time values of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 minutes. The authors found that average
accessibility benefits gradually increase up to thresholds between 30 and 40 minutes and
then decline. However, the authors did not investigate whether the equity effects of the BRT
are sensitive to travel times.
As a rule, researchers and practitioners have generally overlooked how the choice of
the cutoff travel time can influence the estimates of accessibility inequalities and the equity
assessment of transport policies. Most of the cited studies in this section, for example,
evaluate the accessibility impacts of transport investments and devise policy
recommendations based on accessibility analysis that considers a single cutoff time value
(Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2016; Fan et al., 2012; Golub & Martens, 2014; Manaugh & ElGeneidy, 2012). By doing this, these studies disregard how the evaluation of transport
projects and subsequent policy recommendations could vary depending on an ad-hoc
definition of time thresholds. This issue relates to the boundary effect in the modifiable
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temporal unit problem (MTUP) (Cheng & Adepeju, 2014; Huang & Wong, 2015), which is the
temporal analogue of the modifiable area unit problem (MAUP). The MAUP effect has been
extensively explored in the geographical literature (Apparicio et al., 2008; Tan & Samsudin,
2017) and it draws attention to how the conclusions of spatial analysis are often sensitive to
the ad-hoc ways in which spatial data are aggregated according to different geographical
scales and zonal schemes. Although the chapter 4 of this thesis and various other studies
have examined how transport accessibility estimates can be sensitive to the MAUP (Kwan &
Weber, 2008; Omer, 2006; Ortega et al., 2012; Zhang & Kukadia, 2005), these studies have
generally overlooked the effects of MTUP and whether the arbitrary choice of cutoff time
values has any influence on the evaluation of the accessibility impacts of transport projects
and whether such impacts are equitably distributed across income groups.

5.3. Study area: Rio de Janeiro
The city of Rio Janeiro has approximately 6 million inhabitants, just over half of the
population residing in its metropolitan region. Like many other cities in the Global South, Rio
is the result of decades of rapid population growth and fragmented urban development (UNHABITAT, 2010). This gave rise to a city with high levels of urban segregation (Ribeiro et al.,
2010), uneven provision of infrastructure (Câmara & Banister, 1993; Ribeiro, 2014) and
poor transport conditions (Motte-Baumvol et al., 2016; Pereira & Schwanen, 2013).
Since the late 1990s, local authorities have incorporated into the city’s urban plans
the goal of making Rio a stage for international mega-events, having successfully hosted the
2007 Pan American Games, 2014 FIFA World Cup and 2016 Olympic Games (Gaffney, 2010;
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Kassens-Noor et al., 2016). This event-led planning agenda has triggered substantial
investments in the city’s transport system, particularly between 2012 and 2017, including a
subway extension, a light rail system in the city center and four new BRT corridors (Figure
5.1). These transport investments were promoted as one of the main legacies of recent sports
mega-events. According to local authorities, the new transport projects would collectively
help the city overcome its socially fragmented urban development and reduce commute
times, particularly to and from the poorest marginalized neighborhoods (Brazil, 2009).
According to data of the 2013 household travel survey of Rio, commute trips by public
transport and walking within the city used to take 57 minutes on average.
Figure 5.1 Medium and large capacity transport corridors. Rio de Janeiro, 2017.

The TransBrasil BRT (red line in Figure 5.1) is perhaps one of the most important
pieces of infrastructure amid this promised transport legacy of mega-events in Rio. At a cost
of approximately US$ 500 million, the project has 26 stations and length of 32 km, running
from the city center where most of the employment opportunities are concentrated to one
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of the most densely populated regions with lowest income levels in the city. It was proposed
with a crucial role of integrating the city’s public transport network. The TransBrasil
corridor is planned to have two terminals where it integrates with city and metropolitan bus
lines, and it should have integrated stations with the Transolímpica BRT as well as the
commuter rail and subway systems. According to official estimates, TransBrasil is expected
to be the BRT corridor with the highest demand in the city, carrying 800 thousand
passengers per day (Logit, 2014).
However, while all the other mega-event related investments in Rio’s transport
network were fully or partially operational before the 2016 Olympic Games, the TransBrasil
BRT remains unfinished as of this writing (Sept 2018). The construction work on TransBrasil
was suspended for over nine months between 2016 and 2017 because of legal disputes with
construction companies. Although contractors have restarted building a section of the
project (between Deodoro and Caju stations - Figure 5.2), there is no perspective for when
this section is going to be finished. Local authorities have recognized there is even greater
uncertainty whether the full project (reaching downtown) will ever become fully operational
(Candida, 2017; Lisboa, 2017), and this would create a first/last-mile problem for people
moving in and out of the city center (Givoni, 2016). Moreover, the city of Rio has been hit by
a severe economic crisis since 2016, which has led to a 70% cut in the municipal transport
agency’s budget (Magalhães & Rodrigues, 2017) and a significant drop in passenger demand
due to rising unemployment rates (França, 2016; Rodrigues, 2017). Because of this situation,
various bus companies claim they are facing a difficult fiscal situation. Indeed, seven
companies went bankrupt between 2015 and 2017 and 12 others are threatening to do so,
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which could affect feeder lines and undermine people’s access to the BRT services (Zarur,
2017; Zuazo et al., 2017).
There is a high level of uncertainty about whether the TransBrasil corridor will be
completed. A prospective study that assesses the likely accessibility impacts of this BRT can
offer additional information about the relevance of this project to the city’s transport system.
To the best of my knowledge, however, no study has thus far estimated the accessibility
benefits of TransBrasil or its differential effects for various income groups. The next section
describes the data and methods used to estimate the accessibility impacts of this BRT
corridor.
Figure 5.2 Detail of the TransBrasil BRT corridor. Rio de Janeiro, 2017.

Note: As of the writing of this chapter, the BRT section between Deodoro and Caju stations is under
construction and expected to be completed by October 2018 (RJTV, 2018). Local authorities have not
given any estimate of when construction work of the section between Caju and Presidente Vargas
will start.
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5.4. Methodology
A cumulative opportunity measure is used to estimate the likely impact of the TransBrasil
BRT project on the number of formal jobs accessible by the population of different income
levels via public transport and walking within various time-thresholds. Accessibility levels
are estimated under a business-as-usual baseline without the TransBrasil corridor and then
compared to two scenarios of partial and full operation of the BRT. The data sources and
methods used in this study are detailed below.

5.4.1. Data Sources
Population count data comes from the 2010 Brazilian Census (IBGE, 2016) and were
organized in a hexagonal grid of 500 by 500 meters with 5,520 cells. The choice of 500 meters
allows a high-resolution accessibility analysis without compromising computational
tractability. A hexagon grid was used to reduce sampling bias from edge effects and because
it is more suitable than rectangular grid to analyze spatial phenomena in which nearest
neighborhood and connectivity are important (Birch et al., 2007). The resident population
in each grid cell was categorized according to income decile based on the average household
income per capita of each grid cell. This was imputed from census data organized into 1,136
relatively homogeneous socioeconomic polygons known as Human Development Units (Ipea
et al., 2015). The data on household income per capita collected in the census account for all
members of the household and all their sources of income (including formal and informal
jobs, unemployment benefits, pensions, social transfers, etc.). Although the census has some
limitations in terms of capturing the upper extreme of income distribution (Souza, 2015), it
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is still the best data source to account for income distribution in Brazil. These data on income
needs to be used with caution because it incurs ecological fallacies by disregarding
socioeconomic heterogeneity within Human Development Units.
Data on formal jobs come from RAIS, a national register organized by the Ministry of
Labor and Employment that has full addresses of all public and private establishments and
the socioeconomic characteristics of their employees working in the formal labor market –
i.e. with a formal labor contract and social security contributions. In 2015, there were
2,914,238 formal workers employed in 227,362 establishments in Rio. In this database,
workers are associated with the address of their respective workplaces. Exceptionally, some
institutions with multiple offices/branches (such as outsourcing firms or public entities police, health and education) report all their employees to be working from the institutional
headquarters. Among the 50 largest employers in Rio, 17 entities were found to do this and
were removed from the analysis. The location of 83,589 employees working for the
municipal education secretariat could be recovered from the school census. In the end, a
database covering 92.3% of all formal workers in the city was used. This procedure should
not substantially change the results of this study because the jobs excluded from the
database are distributed in different locations in Rio and correspond to only a small fraction
of formal jobs in the city.
Due to the unavailability of a data source with the addresses of jobs in the informal
labor market, this study does not consider informal jobs. Although a significant share of
workers in Rio self-declared to work in the informal labor market (approximately 36% in
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January 2016 16), the 2003 household travel survey of Rio shows that the numbers of formal
and informal jobs in each traffic zone are correlated at 0.78 (Pearson correlation, statistically
significant at 0.001). This suggests that the spatial distribution of formal and informal jobs
in the city is not radically different, so that the lack of data on informal jobs should not
radically change the relative distribution of accessibility estimates using cumulative
opportunity measures.
Spatial information on road network and pedestrian infrastructure comes from
OpenStreetMap. Finally, data on the public transport network was provided by Fetranspor
(Federation of Passenger Transport Companies in Rio de Janeiro). The dataset is organized
in General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) format and it provides a snapshot of the
scheduled services for May 2017, with detailed geolocated information of routes, stops and
timetables of the public transport system.

5.4.2. Simulating the TransBrasil BRT project
In order to analyze the future accessibility impacts of the TransBrasil corridor, a GTFS data
feed representing the scheduled services of this BRT was created using the official data
presented in the latest revised operational plan of the project (Logit, 2014). According to this
plan, 12 services would run in the TransBrasil corridor and 7 services would run between
the TransBrasil and Transcarioca BRT corridors, including both regular routes that stop at
various stations and express routes that only stop at a few stations. The sequence of stops in

16

Source: National Household Sample Survey (PNAD/IBGE), available at http://www.ipeadata.gov.br/ .
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each of these services is presented in Appendix I. In the accessibility analysis, the full
operation scenario considered all stops in Appendix I, while the partial operation scenario
only considered the stops between Deodoro and Caju stations, which is the section of the
project currently under construction. The plan also presents some operational
characteristics of these services during the morning peak time, including total length, travel
time, average speed, frequency and headways. These characteristics were also used to create
a GTFS representation of the project and they are summarized in Appendix II.
Following this 2014 revised plan of TransBrasil (Logit, 2014), eight regular bus routes
would have significant overlap with the new BRT and the intention was to cease their
operation. Five of these routes were still present in GTFS files of May 2017 and removed
from the analysis in this study. Moreover, the plan also identified 77 regular bus routes in
the city of Rio to have partial overlap with the proposed BRT, recommending these routes to
be shortened and turned into feeder lines. The document, however, does not provide enough
information on how these routes should be modified, so they were kept unchanged for the
purpose of this study. This means that the final GTFS dataset used still presents partial
overlap between TransBrasil BRT and existing bus routes, which may have resulted in
inflated accessibility estimates. This limitation deserves more attention and is discussed in
the results section.

5.4.3. Accessibility Analysis
Accessibility levels have been estimated using a cumulative opportunity measure that
indicates the number of formal jobs accessible by the population of different income levels
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via public transport and walking under a certain cutoff travel time. Because this type of
accessibility measure inevitably involves setting a travel time threshold (Section 5.2),
sensitivity analysis has been undertaken to assess the extent to which accessibility levels are
affected by the choice of travel time cutoff value (30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes).
The study estimates the number of jobs accessible from every hexagonal grid cell of
500 meters via public transport and walking. OpenTripPlanner17 was used to estimate travel
time matrices by public transport and/or walking between every pair of centroids of
hexagonal cells. Population-weighted centroids of each polygon have been used as origins
and destinations in order to minimize aggregation errors (Stępniak & Jacobs-Crisioni, 2017).
The study of Boisjoly & El-Geneidy (2016) has found that accessibility levels measured at
8am are representative of the relative accessibility at other time periods the day in Toronto.
In this chapter, though, various travel time matrices have been calculated for a typical
business day, departing every 15 minutes between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. in order to take into
account possible variations in accessibility due to temporal variations in service levels and
departure times. These travel time matrices contain door-to-door estimates that consider
walking time from the point of origin to the public transport stop, waiting time for the
vehicle, actual travel time through the transport network, waiting time during transfers, and
the walking time from the transport stop to the final destination.
These travel time matrices have been combined with the geolocated data on
population and jobs. Based on equation (1), the median number of jobs that can be accessed

OpenTripPlanner
is
an
open-source
multimodal
https://github.com/opentripplanner/OpenTripPlanner.
17

trip
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available
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from each grid cell via public transport and walking across the various travel time matrices
have been calculated for the business-as-usual baseline and for both partial and full
operation scenarios. In an attempt to reduce qualitative mismatch between workers’
socioeconomic position and available employment, job accessibility levels were adjusted on
the basis of household income per grid cell and educational qualifications for the jobs. For
residents in grid cells above the 5th income decile, accessibility estimates only considered
employment opportunities that required high or secondary education, while for grid cells
below the 5th income decile only jobs that required secondary or primary education were
considered.
𝑛

𝐴𝑜,𝑖,𝑇 = median (∑ 𝑃𝑑 𝑓(𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 ))

(1)

𝑜=1

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 ≤ 𝑇
𝑓(𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 ) = {
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑟 > 𝑇
Where:
Ao i T is the accessibility level at origin o for population of income i within time threshold T;
Pd is the number of formal jobs in location d;
t o d r is the travel time in minutes between origin o and destination d at departure time r; and
f(to d r) is a time threshold function that varies between one and zero, depending on whether travel
time (to d r) is longer or shorter than time threshold T.

Previous studies have shown that people’s ability to use public transportation and
hence their accessibility levels are dependent on affordability (El-Geneidy et al., 2016),
disability (Casas, 2007), age (Ryan et al., 2015) or gender (Akyelken, 2017). The accessibility
analysis conducted in this study did not consider these issues due to data availability
constraints and is thus likely to underestimate accessibility inequalities (Neutens et al.,
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2010). Another limitation of this analysis is that is does not consider the long-term effect that
the new BRT project might have on the relocation of job opportunities and population. Such
land-use impacts of a transportation investment are difficult to model and take time to
materialize. If the accessibility gains brought about by construction of TransBrasil attract
more jobs to locate closer to the BRT stations, it is likely that the results of this study will
underestimate the long-term accessibility benefits of this proposed BRT corridor. Because
this chapter seeks to isolate the short-term impact of the BRT project on accessibility levels,
data on the spatial distribution of jobs and population have been kept constant in the
analysis. Moreover, previous studies have shown that the spatial distribution of jobs in
socioeconomic groups has remained fairly stable over the past two decades in Rio (Lago,
2000; Ribeiro, 2014).

5.4.4. Analyzing association between income and accessibility
change
The final step was to analyze whether there is any association between people’s income
levels and the accessibility gains brought about by the proposed transport project upon
implementation. Previous studies have conducted similar investigations using conventional
statistical analysis (Fan et al., 2012; Foth et al., 2013). However, transport and land use
processes are marked by spatial dependence, meaning that the accessibility levels of a
location are related to its neighboring areas (Páez & Scott, 2005). This spatial dependence in
the data violates basic assumptions of standard regression analysis and leads to biased
parameters and possibly flawed conclusions and policy prescriptions (Páez & Scott, 2005).
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To take spatial dependence into account, this study uses a spatial regression model to
estimate whether wealthier areas in 2010 will benefit by the accessibility gains from the
implementation of the TransBrasil corridor. The baseline model without spatial effects is
written as:
log(R 𝑖𝑜 ) = β0 + β1 log(I𝑖 ) + β2 log(P𝑖 ) + β3 log(O𝑜𝑖 ) + β4 log(E𝑖 ) + ε𝑖

R 𝑖𝑜 =

(2)

𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑇
𝐴𝑏
𝑖𝑜𝑇

Where:
𝑅𝑖𝑜 is the relative change in accessibility level from polygon i to opportunities of type o between
baseline and scenario s of partial or full operation;
𝐴s𝑖𝑜𝑇 is the number of opportunities of type o that could be accessed from origin i under travel time
threshold T in scenario s of partial or full operation;
𝐼𝑖 is the average household income per capita in polygon i;
𝑃𝑖 is the population density in polygon i;
𝑂𝑖𝑜 is the density of jobs in polygon i; and
𝐸𝑖 is the average terrain elevation in meters of polygon i.

The purpose of this regression analysis is to test for associations between people’s
income levels and the likely accessibility gains brought about by the TransBrasil BRT project.
Another motivation for such analysis is to test whether the assessment of the distributive
effects of the new transport project is robust to the modifiable temporal unit problem
(MTUP). Other variables influence where new transport infrastructure is likely to be built
and consequently which locations derive higher accessibility gains from new investments.
Areas with greater job and population densities, for example, are likely to have higher
transport demand and make transport projects more economically viable (Kutz, 2003).
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Topography is another relevant variable that puts geographical barriers for construction and
which has direct influence over construction costs and where surface transportation modes
are likely to go (ibid.). In order to control for these factors, the regression model included
information on local population and job densities as well as terrain elevation in the
independent variables.
Variation in accessibility was measured as the ratio between accessibility levels with
and without the new BRT. This approach means that changes in accessibility have
proportionally lower impact in those areas that already had higher accessibility before the
TransBrasil, in line with decreasing marginal returns. In other words, it implies that for a
person living in an area with access to 100 jobs, an increase of, say, 50 jobs would add more
to this person’s utility than for a person who already had access to 1000 jobs.
The spatial dependence underlying the baseline model was evaluated using the
Lagrange multiplier test, following standard methods used in the literature (Elhorst, 2010;
LeSage, 2008). The Lagrange test indicated stronger preference for the spatial lag
specification but also found the spatial lag and error models to be significant, which suggests
that the spatial lag, Durbin or spatial autocorrelation (SAC) models could all be appropriate.
Moving forward with a strategy of model determination, spatial Durbin model (SDM) was
chosen because it gave the best results for the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and
minimized and autocorrelation in the OLS residuals.
The SDM specification assumes there is spatial autocorrelation in the both dependent
variable y and explanatory variables x. This allows estimation of how strongly the
accessibility gain in polygon i is associated not only with the land use characteristics
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(including income) of i but also with the land use characteristics and accessibility gains in
the neighboring polygons of i. Because the Durbin model includes a spatial lag in both set of
variables, it produces coefficient estimates that are unbiased even if one or more relevant
explanatory variables are omitted from the regression equation (Elhorst, 2010; LeSage,
2008). This is an important advantage given that only a limited set of independent variables
is considered in the current analysis (see above). Polygons were defined as neighbors if they
share at least one boundary point using a standard queen contiguity matrix.18

5.5. Results
Constructing the TransBrasil project either partially or in full will generate moderate to
substantial average gains in accessibility, although the magnitude of these gains and the
number of people who benefits from them differs depending on the travel time threshold
selected for the accessibility analysis. Table 5.1 below summarizes the impact the
TransBrasil BRT project could have on people’s access to employment opportunities under
various travel time thresholds. These results suggest, for example, that the full construction
of this BRT could benefit approximately 800 thousand people (13.7% of Rio’s population),
with an average increase of 13.3% in job accessibility under a travel time of 30 minutes.
Under 60 minutes, 3.6 million people (58.5% of the city’s population) would be able to reach

Various contiguity and spatial weight matrices were tested, including queen, rook, K-nearest neighbors (from
2 to 20), neighborhood contiguity with travel time thresholds (from 10 to 90 minutes every ten 10 minutes)
and a weight matrix based on the inverse of travel times via public transport between polygons. The queen
type of contiguity matrix captured the spatial dependence in the data most successfully, returning the highest
value of Moran's I test for spatial autocorrelation in the OLS residuals.
18
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on average 11.3% more jobs under the full construction scenario than in the business-asusual baseline.

Table 5.1 Summary of the impact of the TransBrasil BRT project on people’s access to
job opportunities within various travel time thresholds under partial and full
operation scenarios. Rio de Janeiro.
Travel time threshold (minutes)
30
60
90
120

Scenario
Average accessibility change *
Full operation

Absolute
Population who gained (in millions)
access to jobs
% relative to
city population

Average accessibility change *
Partial operation

Absolute
Population who gained (in millions)
access to jobs
% relative to
city population

13.3%

11.3%

4.2%

2.4%

0.8

3.6

4.8

4.3

13.7%

58.5%

78.5%

71.0%

10.8%

4.9%

2.3%

2.0%

0.7

3.2

4.6

3.8

12.0%

52.0%

76.1%

62.2%

* Population-weighted mean increase in the number of jobs accessible via public transport and walking
within specified travel time threshold.

For every cutoff time, the accessibility impacts of the full operation scenario of
TransBrasil would be larger than the partial construction of the project. However, average
gains in accessibility become consistently smaller for longer time thresholds in both
scenarios. This is because the BRT becomes accessible to increasingly distant areas as longer
cutoff times are considered. The population living in distant areas, however, would need to
spend a larger portion of their travel time budget to reach a BRT station, which leaves less
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time to travel inside the BRT corridor and benefit from its speed and connectivity. It is thus
expected that people living in areas further away from the new BRT will have smaller
benefits from TransBrasil. Consequently, when the accessibility impact of a new project is
measured using longer time thresholds, the results include areas further afield in which the
population has relatively smaller accessibility gains, which lowers the overall average gain
in accessibility. These results show that the accessibility impacts of TransBrasil would be
mostly limited to shorter travel time thresholds and that the proposed BRT would add little
accessibility to what people already have in longer trips.
Another interesting result in Table 5.1 is that the number of people who would have
any accessibility gain due to the new BRT gradually increases when considering longer time
thresholds up to 90 minutes and then declines for 120 minutes. To understand why this
happens, it is important to bear in mind that cumulative opportunity measures only grasp
accessibility changes when travel times between origin-destination pairs are pushed across
the time threshold in question. In the 120-minutes maps, for example, accessibility gains for
specific origins only show up if there are destinations that used to take longer than 120
minutes to reach but now take less due to the new transport project. Even though travel
times to other destinations might be improved as well, say from 100 to 80 minutes, these
changes will not appear on a 120-minute threshold map, but they will appear on the 90minute map. This is what happened to some specific locations that are colored in the 90minute map but not in the 120-minute maps of Figure 5.3 (below). The population living in
those areas was already relatively well served by the public transport network, so the
proposed BRT would only marginally improve their accessibility under a 90-minute cutoff
time. With a 120-minute threshold, however, that population could already access most of
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the employment opportunities in the eastern side of the city without the TransBrasil
corridor, so the construction of this BRT would not effectively reduce their travel times to
job opportunities in the west side of the city, located further away.
Accessibility gains brought about the proposed BRT will be higher in the surrounding
areas of the new corridor but will not be limited to them due to network connectivity effects.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the spatial distribution of accessibility gains promoted by the
TransBrasil project in its partial and full scenarios. Under shorter travel times, accessibility
gains are, as expected, larger along the new BRT. In some of these areas, for example, the
number of jobs accessible under 60 minutes would more than double compared to the
business-as-usual baseline. Nonetheless, the accessibility impacts of TransBrasil are more
than local. Particularly when longer time thresholds are considered, accessibility gains
become smaller and more spatially distributed towards the west side of Rio, which is
generally less populated and economically developed. Figure 5.3 also points to how
accessibility gains spread further along other major transport corridors, illustrating an
important network effect of how the proposed BRT would be connected to Rio’s public
transport system.
The full construction of TransBrasil can bring higher accessibility impacts to a larger
share of the population than the partial operation scenario (see Figure 5.4, which zooms in
by a factor close to two compared to the results of Figure 5.3 to present these results with
more spatial detail). This will happen in part because the complete construction of
TransBrasil will make it easier for people living in the north region to reach the city center,
where most of the job opportunities are concentrated. This final stretch into the city center
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will significantly increase the connectivity of the proposed BRT to the rest of Rio’s transport
network via the light-rail, commuter rail and subway systems. This will also benefit people
living in the southern part of the city, who will be able to connect to the new BRT in the city
center and thus more easily access the job opportunities along the TransBrasil corridor
towards the north.
It is worth noting that due to limitations of data availability, it is not possible to
measure the accessibility impacts of the TransBrasil project outside the boundaries of the
city of Rio (shown in dark gray in Figures 5.3 and 5.4). Nonetheless, the figures suggest that
accessibility gains from this BRT will likely spill over/extend to neighboring municipalities,
which have relatively poorer populations and lower availability of transport services. In this
sense, had these municipalities been incorporated into the analysis, then the TransBrasil
BRT would have had even more progressive effects by increasing job accessibility to poorer
population groups in other municipalities.
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Figure 5.3 Figure 5.3 Variation in the proportion of formal jobs accessible within
various travel time thresholds via public transport and walking under full (A) and
partial (B) operation scenarios of the TransBrasil BRT project. Rio de Janeiro.
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Figure 5.4 Detail of the variation in the proportion of formal jobs accessible within various travel time thresholds via
public transport and walking under full (A) and partial (B) operation scenarios of the TransBrasil BRT project. Rio de
Janeiro.
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A central question to consider from a transportation equity point of view is to what
extent the implementation of the proposed transport investment will contribute to reducing
inequality of access to opportunities, particularly by improving the access of lower-income
groups. The results show that both partial and full scenarios will have progressive effects –
i.e. they will bring larger accessibility benefits to lower- than to higher-income groups,
particularly under shorter travel time thresholds. Figure 5.5 shows box plots of job
accessibility gains by income deciles given travel time limits of 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes.
It indicates that TransBrasil will bring higher accessibility gains to lower income classes, but
also that the magnitude of these gains differs considerably depending on the travel time limit.
With a 60-minute threshold, for example, the complete implementation of the BRT will
increase job accessibility in the city by 11.3% on average, while the two poorest income
groups will experience a 23% average rise in their accessibility to employment
opportunities. To a large extent, this is because of the layout of this corridor, which cuts
across various low-income neighborhoods with high population density and improves their
connection to areas of high job concentration, particularly in the city center. Figure 5.5 also
shows how the magnitude of the accessibility impacts promoted by TransBrasil gradually
declines for longer travel time thresholds, and this decline is particularly noticeable for
lower income deciles. The TransBrasil corridor will have more progressive effects when
considering a threshold of 30 minutes. It gradually becomes more neutral when longer travel
times are considered but it is still slightly progressive at a threshold of 120 minutes. In other
words, the progressive redistribution of accessibility brought about by the TransBrasil
project cannot be considered in isolation from the cutoff time value that is used in the
cumulative opportunity analysis.
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The boxplots also illustrate how, compared to the partial implementation of the
TransBrasil corridor, the full implementation would bring relatively higher accessibility
gains to larger numbers of people. This can be seen in the rise of average accessibility –
indicated by the colored dots – which would be particularly more pronounced for lowerincome classes once the project is fully implemented. The horizontal bar inside the boxplots
of Figure 5.5 represents the median accessibility within each income group. Median
accessibility levels would generally decrease from partial to full operation scenario. This is
because under the full operation scenario, the accessibility impacts of the new BRT would
extend to a larger number of people in areas further afield, as seen in Figures 5.3. However,
because these areas have relatively smaller accessibility gains, the expansion of the BRT’s
area of influence increases the number of beneficiaries at the same time as it drives the
median gains in accessibility down.
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Figure 5.5 Distribution of gains in job accessibility via public transport and walking
by income groups under partial and full operation scenarios given various travel time
thresholds. Rio de Janeiro.

Note: Chart only considers the grid cells where there will be a change in accessibility levels caused by the
partial and full implementation of the BRT project.
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While a simple visual analysis suggests that most gains in access to jobs would accrue
to poorer areas (shown in reddish colors), a more robust statistical analysis is necessary to
test whether these differences are statistically significant and whether the results vary
according to different travel-time thresholds or if they are robust to MTUP. Tables 5.2 and
5.3 report the total effects of the spatial Durbin regression model, measuring how household
income per capita in 2010 is associated with the future changes in accessibility to jobs
brought by the full and partial construction of the TransBrasil BRT. For both scenarios,
regression results show a small but negative association between accessibility gains and
income levels, suggesting that on average lower-income groups would have larger
accessibility benefits from the new BRT than wealthier groups. Considering a threshold of
60 minutes under the full operation scenario, for example, the results indicate that a 1%
increase in average household income per capita is associated with an approximate 0.047%
smaller accessibility gain. To put this result into perspective, every additional U$100 dollars
in household income per capita (equivalent to R$325 Brazilian Reais, close to one-third of
national minimum wage) is associated with a 1% smaller accessibility gain on average.
According to the results in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, the total effects are consistently smaller in the
partial than in the full operation scenario, which suggests that extending this BRT into the
city center would make this project more progressive.
Although the direction of association between gains in accessibility and income level
is consistently negative, the magnitude of this association varies considerably when using
different cutoff time values. In the full operation scenario, for example, this effect is 3 times
larger under the 30-minute threshold compared to 120 minutes (Table 5.3). The strength of
the association between income and accessibility gains tends to decline for time thresholds
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longer than 60 minutes. This confirms that the TransBrasil BRT promotes greater
accessibility gains for low- than for high-income groups, particularly when shorter travel
times are considered. It also indicates a transition from more progressive to neutral effects
as longer travel times are considered. These results indicate more broadly that evaluations
of the distributional effects of transport accessibility based on cumulative opportunity
measures are sensitive to the modifiable temporal unit problem (MTUP).

Table 5.2 Total effects of spatial Durbin model showing association with gains in
access to formal jobs given various travel time thresholds under full operation
scenario of TransBrasil BRT.
30 min.
log(income)
log(popdens)
log(jobdens)
log(elevation)
rho
Pseudo R2
Num. obs.
Parameters
Log Likelihood
AIC (Linear model)
AIC (Spatial model)
LR test: statistic
LR test: p-value

***

-0.014
(0.004)
-0.007*
(0.003)
0.007***
(0.002)
-0.008**
(0.003)
0.739***
(0.013)
0.457
3571
11
6047.286
-10094.363
-12072.572
1980.208
0.000

60 min.

90 min.

**

**

-0.047
(0.016)
-0.024*
(0.011)
0.023***
(0.006)
-0.021*
(0.011)
0.947***
(0.004)
0.845
3580
11
5891.710
-5478.946
-11761.421
6284.475
0.000

-0.016
(0.006)
-0.011*
(0.005)
0.010***
(0.002)
-0.005
(0.004)
0.891***
(0.007)
0.767
3581
11
7463.830
-9851.494
-14905.660
5056.166
0.000

120 min.
-0.005
(0.003)
0.002
(0.002)
0.000
(0.001)
-0.000
(0.002)
0.849***
(0.009)
0.668
3581
11
9632.171
-15352.707
-19242.343
3891.636
0.000

Notes: AIC = Akaike information criterion; standard errors are in parentheses; *** = p < 0.001, ** = p < 0.01, *
= p < 0.05.
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Table 5.3 Total effects of spatial Durbin model showing association with gains in
access to formal jobs given various travel time thresholds under partial operation
scenario of TransBrasil BRT.

log(income)
log(popdens)
log(jobdens)
log(elevation)
rho
Pseudo R2
Num. obs.
Parameters
Log Likelihood
AIC (Linear model)
AIC (Spatial model)
LR test: statistic
LR test: p-value

30 min.

60 min.

90 min.

120 min.

-0.012***
(0.003)
-0.005*
(0.002)
0.005***
(0.001)
-0.006*
(0.002)
0.759***
(0.012)
0.471
3571
11
7145.605
-12202.389
-14269.210
2068.821
0.000

-0.021***
(0.005)
-0.003
(0.003)
0.007***
(0.002)
-0.007*
(0.004)
0.892***
(0.007)
0.770
3580
11
8249.277
-11565.116
-16476.554
4913.438
0.000

-0.012***
(0.003)
-0.004
(0.002)
0.005***
(0.001)
-0.000
(0.002)
0.893***
(0.007)
0.747
3581
11
10118.013
-15555.503
-20214.026
4660.523
0.000

-0.007***
(0.002)
0.003*
(0.002)
-0.000
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
0.905***
(0.006)
0.811
3581
11
11681.540
-17660.196
-23341.081
5682.884
0.000

Notes: AIC = Akaike information criterion; standard errors are in parentheses; *** = p < 0.001, ** = p < 0.01, *
= p < 0.05.

In summary, these results suggest that the implementation of the TransBrasil BRT
can significantly improve the access to job opportunities for a large share of Rio’s population,
and particularly for lower-income groups. However, these results vary substantially
depending on what time threshold is chosen for the analysis. While the implementation of
this new BRT would have more progressive and higher accessibility impacts under shorter
travel times (30 and 60 minutes), it will have more neutral effects with smaller impact with
longer time thresholds (90 and 120 minutes). Moreover, the full implementation of the
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TransBrasil corridor will promote greater accessibility gains compared to its partial
construction, and extending this BRT into the city center will make this project slightly more
progressive from a distributional point of view. Finally, the TransBrasil corridor stands out
as a far more equitable investment that promotes larger accessibility gains for lower-income
groups when compared to the accessibility impacts of the other recent transport
investments in Rio de Janeiro analyzed in chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis.

5.6. Conclusions
This study has presented an ex-ante evaluation of how different scenarios of a major BRT
project currently under development in Rio de Janeiro may impact employment accessibility
of different income groups and how these results vary when using different travel time
thresholds. The findings indicate that the full implementation of the TransBrasil corridor will
promote greater accessibility gains compared to its partial construction and extending this
BRT into the city center will make this project slightly more progressive from a distributional
point of view. From a Rawlsian perspective, both scenarios would move Rio de Janeiro
towards a more equitable transportation system because they increase accessibility levels
across all income groups, but they prioritize improving accessibility for disadvantaged
groups. While it would be unrealistic to expect every neighborhood in a city to have the same
level of access to job opportunities, the results of this chapter suggest that the construction
of this BRT would at least reduce inequalities in access to opportunities by increasing
accessibility levels of poorer communities that are more transit-dependent. From this angle,
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any of the scenarios of the TransBrasil corridor will stand out as a far more equitable
investment than the other recent transport investments in Rio de Janeiro (chapters 3 and 4).
Nonetheless, the results also reveal that the size of the accessibility impacts of the
TransBrasil project as well as its distribution across income groups vary substantially
depending on the time threshold chosen for the cumulative opportunity accessibility
analysis. While the implementation of this new BRT will have more progressive and higher
accessibility impacts under shorter travel times (30 and 60 minutes), it will have more
neutral effects with smaller impact with longer time thresholds (90 and 120 minutes). This
result draws attention to a broader question about the extent to which the conclusions of
equity assessments of transportation projects are dependent on the travel time threshold
used in accessibility analysis. It points to how some methodological choices such as this one
can have important but little discussed implications for policy evaluation. It is important to
ask whether analyses using various time thresholds lead to differences in results that would
be sufficiently large to suggest substantial modifications in the transport policy proposed. In
the case of the TransBrasil BRT, the size of average accessibility gains could vary five-fold
while the magnitude of the association between those gains and income levels could vary
three-fold depending on the cutoff time considered. This can have important implications for
decision making if these results are incorporated in some sort of cost benefit analysis or
multi-criteria analysis. This, however, is a study of a particular project and city, and it is
reasonable to expect that the sensitivity of results to cutoff time values varies according to
the complexity of the transport network and the characteristics of the transport intervention
and the city under analysis. The findings of this chapter suggest that future research on the
equity appraisal of transportation projects conducted by researchers and local authorities
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should pay attention to MTUP and include sensitivity analysis and look more carefully at
distributional effects on low-income groups.
Although an alternative to circumvent this issue would be to use other accessibility
measures that are not based on a single cutoff time values – e.g., log-sum or gravitational
metrics – these measures also rely on parameters defined ad-hoc, such as distance/time
decay factors that are known to greatly influence accessibility estimates (Stępniak & Rosik,
2017). According to Kwan & Weber (2008), space-time accessibility measures are not
sensitive to the spatial MAUP, but further investigation will be necessary to examine whether
this type of metric can also overcome the modifiable temporal unit problem . In any case, the
alternative accessibility measures have other limitations, such as being data-hungry and less
transparent/easy to communicate to policymakers. Just as there is no single best method to
measure accessibility (Neutens et al., 2010; van Wee & Geurs, 2011), there is no single
universal threshold that is appropriate for every transportation project, trip purpose, social
group and urban context. This case study of the city of Rio de Janeiro illustrates why
sensitivity analysis should be incorporated more often in future research in order to test
whether the conclusions of such evaluations are robust to different travel time thresholds.
A limitation of the analysis presented in this study is that it was circumscribed to the
city limits of Rio de Janeiro due to lack of data for outlying municipalities of the metropolitan
area. Nonetheless, the accessibility benefits of the TransBrasil project are likely to spill over
to nearby municipalities and thus benefit relatively poorer populations and people with
lower availability of public services and transport services. This issue deservers further
attention in future studies inasmuch as it touches on questions related to the planning and
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financing of transport projects that are under the responsibility of a single municipality but
have wider accessibility impacts, crossing borders in metropolitan regions such as Rio de
Janeiro that lack integrated governance of the public transport network. Another limitation
of this chapter is that it focuses on the short-term impacts of the new BRT project in terms
of its impacts on people’s physical accessibility via public transport. While this approach
allows isolating the likely accessibility impacts of transportation projects, it overlooks the
long-term feedback between transport investments and reorganization of land use patterns
as well as other changes to the public transport system that generally follow the expansion
of infrastructures such as BRT corridors. Other efforts are necessary to gain a more
comprehensive understanding of the long-term equity impacts of transport projects in terms
of health, travel costs and road safety. Other research questions that deserve careful
attention from future studies include the long-term effects of transport investments on real
estate values (Jun, 2012; Stokenberga, 2014), gentrification processes (Gaffney, 2016) and
issues of governance and participatory decision-making which are also of key importance
for the co-production of fair transport policies (Boisjoly & Yengoh, 2017; Fainstein, 2010).
This study illustrated how ex-ante accessibility analysis can be used to evaluate the
equity and accessibility impacts of different transport project scenarios in their early
planning stages using open-source software and standardized datasets. A similar method
can be used easily in ex-post studies, which should be conducted to compare and validate
the results of ex-ante evaluations and to control for the effects of population and job changes
over time. The same type of analysis used here can also be replicated in other contexts with
a few adaptations to the local context. The method applied here can be a valuable tool to
facilitate accessibility-based planning at the level of individual projects by evaluating their
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accessibility impacts when integrated to the public transport system as a whole. It allows for
project scenario analysis that captures the accessibility impacts of transport investment
alternatives in a disaggregated manner for different social groups and across space at the
local, city and regional level at various time scales. This method could also be significantly
enhanced by recent developments in accessibility modeling that are opening up new
possibilities to improve public participation of local communities in accessibility-based
transport planning through digital interactive tools and collaborative scenario building
(Stewart, 2017).
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Appendix I – Stop sequence of the services planned to run in the
TransBrasil BRT corridor

Source: Logit (2014, p.42)
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Appendix II – Operational information of the services planned to run
in the TransBrasil BRT corridor
# Route service name

Total length Travel time
(Km) *
(minutes)*

Average
speed
(Km/h) *

Frequency
(morning
peak)

Headway
(min' sec'')

1 Terminal Deorodo – I.N.T.O. (Parador)

50.0

98

30.6

72

0'45''

2 Terminal Deorodo – Terminal Gasômetro (Semi-Direto/ Direto)

51.5

94

32.8

12

5'00''

3 Terminal Deorodo – Terminal Américo Fontenelle (Semi-Direto/ Direto)

56.5

104

32.6

6

10'00''

4 Terminal Deorodo – Terminal Presidente Vargas (Semi-Direto/ Direto)

62.0

115

32.3

36

1'50''

5 Terminal Margaridas – I.N.T.O. (Parador)

32.8

72

27.3

60

1'00''

6 Terminal Margaridas – Terminal Gasômetro (Semi-Direto/ Direto)

35.6

70

30.5

12

5'00''

7 Terminal Margaridas – Terminal Américo Fontenelle (Semi-Direto)

40.6

80

30.5

5

12'00''

8 Terminal Margaridas – Terminal Presidente Vargas (Semi-Direto/ Direto)

46.1

90

30.7

30

2'00''

9 Terminal Missões – I.N.T.O. (Parador)

26.4

60

26.4

53

1'10''

10 Terminal Missões – Terminal Gasômetro (Semi-Direto/ Direto)

28.5

60

28.5

15

4'00''

11 Terminal Missões – Terminal Américo Fontenelle (Semi-Direto)

33.5

70

28.7

10

6'00''

12 Terminal Missões – Terminal Presidente Vargas (Semi-Direto/ Direto)

39.0

80

29.3

40

1'30"

13 Terminal Fundão – Terminal Gasômetro (Parador)

19.8

54

22.0

12

5'00''

14 Terminal Fundão – Terminal Américo Fontenelle (Parador)

24.8

64

23.3

11

5'30''

15 Terminal Fundão – Terminal Presidente Vargas (Parador)

30.8

78

23.7

25

2'25''

16 Terminal Fundão – Terminal Presidente Vargas (Direto)

30.8

72

25.7

4

15'00''

17 Terminal Penha – I.N.T.O. (Parador)

23.2

62

22.4

50

1'15"

18 Terminal Penha – Terminal Gasômetro (Direto)

25.2

64

23.6

8

7'30''

19 Terminal Penha – Terminal Presidente Vargas (Direto)

35.8

88

24.4

24

2'30''

Source: Logit (2014, p.44-45). * Values refer to both-way trip.
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6.1. Thesis Summary
Questions of transport accessibility have long been a central topic in transport studies. The
evaluation of the accessibility impacts of transport policies has been attracting growing
attention in recent years as equity is increasingly recognized as a priority for urban and
transport planning. The growing interest in the implications of transportation projects for
social and spatial inequalities means that a more theoretically grounded understanding of
justice is needed to inform both policy planning and evaluation (Lucas et al., 2015; van Wee
& Geurs, 2011). To date, most of the research on this topic has paid little attention to theories
of distributive justice. The first aim of this thesis was to contribute to the literature by
proposing a theoretical framework that can help guide the assessment of the distributive
effects of transportation policy outcomes in terms of how they shape inequalities in
accessibility. In the first part, chapter 2 reviewed the literature on transportation equity and
some of the most influential theories of justice from modern political philosophy. Building a
dialogue between Rawls’s theory of justice and capability approaches, this chapter put
forward a theoretical framework to analyze the distributive effects of transportation policies
on accessibility to opportunities. This concern with the accessibility impacts of transport
policies is particularly important from an equity point of view for at least two reasons. First,
accessibility has an instrumental role for people to satisfy their basic needs and develop their
capabilities. Second, the idea of accessibility helps to draw out the spatial dimension in moral
concerns over freedom of choice and equality of opportunities. These are central concerns
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of political philosophers, who have not traced out the spatial implications of these concerns
so far.
A spatial consideration of freedom of choice and equality of opportunity needs to
consider the dialectical relationship with the production of urban space and historical
context (Soja, 2010), something that cannot be explained with the concept of accessibility
alone. Nonetheless, the idea of spatial accessibility has played an important role in the works
of various authors who previously tried to spatialize distributive theories of justice,
including Rawls’s theory (Dawkins, 2017; Galster, 2017; Harvey, 2009; Smith, 2000). While
these studies have largely focused on equalization of the distribution of resources across
spatial units (e.g., neighborhoods or regions), the framework developed in this thesis focuses
on the role of governmental policies in expanding people’s capability to access opportunities
and reducing inequalities of accessibility via the prioritization of disadvantaged groups.
According to the theoretical framework proposed in this thesis, transport
accessibility can be better understood as a combined human capability to (a) use mobile
technologies and transport systems, and (b) reach desired places and opportunities. This is
an important departure from the work of authors like Martens, for example, who conceives
of transport accessibility as “personal resource” (Martens, 2016). Compared to other
theoretically oriented literature on accessibility (Geurs & van Wee, 2004; Lucas, 2012), the
proposed conceptualization extends previous research by using the capabilities approach as
a theoretical framework to understand how accessibility levels result from an interaction
not only between transport systems and land use patterns, but also with individual
characteristics and cultural norms. This framing of accessibility as capability (detailed in
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chapter 2) helps articulate how personal characteristics including preferences and skills
interact with the social and built environment to enhance or restrict a person’s ability to
convert available resources into access to desired opportunities. By doing so, this
conceptualization brings to light a more nuanced understanding of how interpersonal
differences in accessibility levels are influenced by factors that are morally arbitrary, such as
coming from a poor family, being elderly, disabled or of a certain gender or ethnic group, or
even being struck by bad luck (illness, accident or temporary unemployment). These factors
are morally arbitrary because they result from natural and social contingencies, and whether
they put people in a relatively disadvantaged position given their specific social context is
beyond anyone’s control. It is widely accepted across various theories of justice that such
factors should have no bearing on people's life chances and opportunities (Kymlicka, 2002).
The conceptualization of accessibility as capability helps draw attention to how urban and
transport policies are often set up in ways that lead those morally arbitrary factors to have
detrimental effects on people’s access to opportunities. While this conceptualization of
accessibility brings a more nuanced theoretical understanding of accessibility, it also raises
important empirical and policy challenges, as discussed in the next section.
The theoretical framework proposed in chapter 2 then draws on Rawls’s two
principles of justice to guide the fair allocation of governmental investments in transport
infrastructure and services to improve people’s accessibility. Following the first principle,
transport projects can only be considered fair if their implementation respects people’s basic
rights and liberties, such as the physical and psychological liberty and integrity of the person.
Contrary to a utilitarian argument, the violation of such rights and liberties cannot be
justified on the grounds of the ‘greater good’ of improving accessibility levels of large
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numbers of people. Following the second principle, transport policies should prioritize
improving the accessibility levels of disadvantaged groups whose transport conditions are
systematically undermined by those morally arbitrary factors, and thus contribute to
reducing inequality of opportunities. The theoretical framework proposed in this chapter
thus urges researchers and practitioners to move beyond descriptive cross-sectional
analysis of accessibility inequalities and to reflect on how governmental policies should be
arranged to promote fairer and more inclusive cities and mobility systems. Compared to
previous transport studies that engage with Rawls’s theory (Khisty, 1996; Marlin, 1989;
Tyler, 2006; van Wee & Geurs, 2011), this thesis provides a thorough discussion of how
Rawls’s principles of justice can be applied to the distribution of accessibility benefits of
transport policies and by shifting the focus from the distribution of transport goods and
resources to accessibility as capability.
The second aim of this thesis was to demonstrate how the proposed theoretical
framework can be applied to a case study in a developing country and offer important policy
insights. In chapters 3, 4 and 5, the framework was applied in a selective way, focusing on
the Rawlsian interpretation of what constitutes a fair transport policy. This was due to the
difficulties of operationalizing the concept of accessibility as capability with the available
data. These difficulties raise important questions for future investigations, as discussed in
the next section. The theoretical framework was used to evaluate the distributive effects of
transport policies on inequalities of access to various types of opportunities in Rio de Janeiro.
In recent years, Rio has significantly expanded its public transport infrastructure in
preparation to host mega-events, including the 2014 FIFA Football World Cup and the 2016
Olympic Games. This included a new light rail system, the expansion of a high-capacity
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subway line and three new BRT corridors, which altogether were promised to improve the
transport conditions of low-income neighborhoods and become one of the main legacies of
those mega-events. Nonetheless, one of the proposed BRT projects has not been built and
the implementation of the other projects was followed by an economic crisis shortly after
the 2016 Olympics, leading to a cutback in service levels in many areas of the city.
Even though this thesis was mainly focused on the accessibility impacts of the recent
transport policies implemented in Rio, the negative effects of evictions/displacements that
these projects had on the local community did not go unnoticed. It is not surprising that lowincome people are the ones who most often face home eviction due to urban development
policies based on the organization of mega-events (Davis, 2011; Porter et al., 2009; Silvestre
& de Oliveira, 2012) and on the expansion of transport infrastructure in general (Ahmed et
al., 2008; Patel et al., 2002). In the case of Rio de Janeiro presented in chapter 3, the transport
investments related to mega-events led to the eviction of 2,125 households between 2009
and 2012, many of which involved human rights violations with physical and psychological
violence by the police (CPCORJ, 2015; Gaffney, 2015a; Kommenda, 2016). Although Rawls’s
first principle of justice of respecting people’s basic rights and liberties may be more
commonly respected by policymakers in developed countries, the case of Rio shows that this
is often not the case in the Global South. The displacement of low-income communities to
create space for new transport investments is not an exception of projects to host megaevents like in Rio (Kassens-Noor & Kayal, 2016; Melo, 2017; Stewart & Rayner, 2016),
although the magnitude of the investments related to these events can lead to much larger
number of households affected. Displacement of poor communities is more often the norm
than the exception, and it is consistent with urban planning regimes and institutionalized
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practices of transport planning that spare wealthier areas of the city from construction
projects to the detriment of poorer communities. Because land costs related to home
evictions are an important variable included in the bottom line of infrastructure projects,
these projects are typically built where land prices are lower, leading to disproportionate
impacts on poorer neighborhoods (Sanchez et al., 2003). This is a similar dynamic to the one
observed in conventional project appraisal methods that implicitly favor transport
investments that primarily benefit higher income groups, because of the ways in which the
monetary valuation of travel time savings is commonly considered in cost-benefit analysis
(Mackie et al., 2001; Martens & Ciommo, 2017; van Wee, 2012).
The accessibility impacts of the transport legacy of mega-events in Rio were analyzed
in the three empirical chapters of the thesis. In chapters 3 and 4, ex-post evaluations of the
transport investments implemented in Rio were conducted using complementary
perspectives by looking at accessibility from both activity place and individual perspectives.
Based on catchment area analysis, chapter 3 showed how transport policies recently
implemented in the city affected the number of people from different income levels who
could access Olympic sports venues and healthcare facilities by public transport. In turn,
Chapter 4 showed how the policies implemented in Rio changed the number of schools and
jobs opportunities that people from different income levels could be reach via public
transport and walking. Both studies included a before-and-after comparison of Rio’s
transport network (2014-2017), considering the accessibility effects of the recent expansion
of transport infrastructure as well as the reduction in bus service levels that followed the
economic crisis that hit the city after the Olympics. Additionally, these chapters included
quasi-counterfactual analyses that allowed to empirically separate the effects of newly
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added infrastructure from the reorganization and cuts in transport services caused by the
recent economic meltdown in the city. Finally, chapter 5 illustrated how the accessibility
methods used in the previous chapters can also be deployed in the ex-ante evaluation of
transport policy scenarios still in their early planning stages. In this chapter, I complemented
the evaluation of the transport legacy of mega-events in Rio by examining the likely
distributive effects of the as-yet unfinished TransBrasil BRT project on access to job
opportunities.
The findings of these chapters suggest that, had the city not been hit by the economic
crisis, the transport investments implemented in Rio between 2014 and 2017 would have
only marginally improved people’s access to healthcare facilities. Nonetheless, the expansion
of transportation infrastructure alone would have significantly increased the number of
people who could access the Olympic sports venues, and the number of schools and jobs
accessible to the population. However, the subsequent rationalization of bus routes and
reduction in service levels aggravated by the economic crisis have generally offset the shortterm accessibility benefits from Rio's transport legacy in a way that particularly penalizes
the poor. As a result, most sports venues and high-complexity healthcare facilities have
become less accessible via public transport and average access to jobs and schools dropped
by approximately 4.5% and 6.1% between 2014 and 2017. In any scenario, these results
contradict the official promises of Rio’s transport legacy and point to a distribution of
accessibility benefits that can be considered inequitable from a Rawlsian point of view. The
accessibility benefits from the recent cycle of investments and disinvestments in Rio
generally accrued to middle- and higher-income groups and reinforced rather than reduced
socio-spatial inequalities in access to opportunities. While in 2014, the level of access to jobs
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were 84% larger for the richest 20% than for the poorest 20%, this difference rose to 116%
in 2017. In contrast to the findings of chapters 3 and 4, the results of chapter 5 indicate that
the planned TransBrasil BRT project will stand out as a far more equitable investment than
the transport policies implemented in the 2014-2017 period. The evaluation of the future
accessibility impacts of the proposed BRT corridor suggests that it will promote significantly
larger accessibility gains for lower-income groups than for wealthier families, thus helping
to reduce inequalities in access to employment opportunities. From a Rawlsian standpoint,
this is a much more desirable policy outcome than what happened with the other recent
policies implemented in Rio. This is largely because, compared to the other transport
investments, the future layout of the TransBrasil BRT is much more effective in connecting
low-income neighborhoods with high population density to areas of high employment
concentration, particularly in the city center.
Together, these chapters provide important insights about the implications of the
legacy of mega-events and transport inequalities. On the one hand, it is fair to say that the
mega-events agenda of Rio de Janeiro helped the city leverage substantial investments to
expand its urban and transportation infrastructure. On the other hand, the apparent
alignment of this relative abundance of resources with the long-term developmental goals of
Rio has clearly been an insufficient condition to create a positive legacy for poorer
communities. The one BRT project that could lead to substantial accessibility gains to lowincome families became a low priority during the preparation for the mega-events.
Moreover, the fact that those transport investments remained limited within the
administrative boundaries of the municipality of Rio de Janeiro indicates how the transport
planning in the region in recent years has been influenced by the short-term needs of the
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events. It points to how the state of Rio de Janeiro missed the opportunity to use the political
momentum around recent mega-events to deliver transport investments that could better
integrate the large poor communities living in the peripheral municipalities and overcome
the fragmentation of metropolitan planning.
The findings of chapters 3 and 4 also draw attention to how the subsequent
reorganization and cuts in transport services intensified inequalities in access to
opportunities in Rio. The reduced investments in Rio de Janeiro's public transport network
after the 2016 Olympics have offset the short-term accessibility benefits from recent
infrastructure expansion, with particularly detrimental effects on the accessibility levels of
poor neighborhoods. These changes in service levels were in part a result of a market-driven
reorganization of bus lines/companies in response to a reduction in passenger demand due
to the rise of unemployment in the city, but they were also partially planned by the local
government to accommodate the newly added infrastructure and streamline the transport
system. These findings point to the ways in which network configurations get reworked
under a market-oriented approach, drawing attention to how the political-economy of
infrastructure shapes the social fragmentation and splintering of urban spaces (Graham,
2000; Graham & Marvin, 2001). While the construction of new transport infrastructure
attracts extensive media attention is discursively constituted as the legacy of mega-events,
much less attention has been paid to what happened to the level of transport services across
the city after the events had ended. The study of Rio illustrates how the accessibility impact
of a reorganization of service levels can be as big as the impact resulting from an expansion
of physical infrastructure. In order to deliver a positive legacy, future policies need to look
beyond the spatial allocation of new infrastructure and its connection to land use and the
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rest of the transport network. Careful attention also needs to be paid to whether the service
levels are sustained and how the subsequent reorganization of feeder lines impacts people’s
access to opportunities, particularly among disadvantaged communities.
Finally, the third aim of this thesis was to investigate whether the equity assessment
of transport projects and their impacts on people’s accessibility are sensitive to the temporal
and spatial scales of accessibility analysis. This aim was addressed in chapters 4 and 5, where
careful empirical analyses were conducted to measure the accessibility impacts of Rio’s
mega-event transport legacy, respectively, at multiple spatial scales and zoning schemes, and
under various travel-time thresholds (30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes). Together, the findings of
chapters 4 and 5 show that the equity assessments of transportation projects based on
cumulative opportunity metrics are subject to both the modifiable areal unit problem
(MAUP) and the modifiable temporal unit problem (MTUP). Both the size of the accessibility
impacts of the analyzed policies in Rio as well as their distribution across income groups and
statistical significance vary substantially depending on spatial scales and aerial units of
analysis and on what time threshold is chosen for the cumulative-opportunity measure.
While previous studies have documented how the ad-hoc ways in which data are organized
in space can influence the conclusions of empirical analyses and subsequent policy
recommendations, (Kwan & Weber, 2008), far less attention has been paid to how those
conclusions can be affected by the temporal dimension of data (Coltekin et al., 2011). This
thesis thus extends the work of other researchers, who have previously considered only the
effect of MAUP on accessibility analysis but overlooked the implication of MUTP, and it found
that both issues can affect the equity assessment of transport projects.
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These findings raise important implications/questions for research and policy. They
suggest that the conclusions of equity assessments of projects based on cumulative
opportunity measures depend on the methodological choices regarding how the data are
spatially organized and the cutoff travel time used in the accessibility analysis. In other
words, they suggest that the most common practice adopted by academic studies and
transport agencies when evaluating the accessibility impacts of transportation projects can
lead to misleading or partial conclusions if these methodological choices are made
uncritically. There is currently no standard approach to deal with MTUP nor MAUP. One way
to minimize MTUP when working with cumulative opportunity measures could be to
estimate accessibility levels under various travel-time thresholds and then calculate the
weighted average accessibility of different income groups considering all of those
thresholds. Although this approach avoids the arbitrariness involved in choosing a single
time threshold, it still requires some ad-hoc decision on which and how many cut-off points
should be considered. Two common approaches to deal with MAUP are to use an ‘optimal
zoning scheme’ that would capture the underlying processes that are being investigated
(Openshaw, 1977), or to work with disaggregate/point data in continuous surfaces and
avoid using aggregated data (Fotheringham & Wong, 1991). As noted by Fotheringham and
Wong (1991), however, it seems unlikely that a truly objective optimal zoning scheme can
be formulated. Moreover, the use of disaggregate/point data is not a viable solution for many
types of analyses and it merely introduces other sorts of error, such as inaccuracy, and
distortion (Openshaw, 1996). An alternative approach to mitigated uncertainties generated
by MAUP is to move towards scale-independent accessibility metrics that that are not
influenced by how data are organized with respect to space (Kwan & Schwanen, 2018). In
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transport accessibility analysis, the work of Kwan and Weber (2008) has demonstrated this
can be achieved with more sophisticated space-time accessibility measures, but further
research is needed to investigate whether this type of accessibility metric could also
overcome the modifiable temporal unit problem (MTUP). In any case, space-time
accessibility analysis also requires high-resolution space-time data that is often not readily
available. The case study of the city of Rio illustrates how, in the absence of such detailed
data, it is important to conduct sensitivity analysis to make sure the conclusions of project
evaluations are not simply artifacts resulting from ad-hoc methodological choices.
In summary, this thesis has moved beyond descriptive analysis of accessibility
inequalities and it has developed a distributive justice framework that articulates a moral
argument against which to judge the fairness of transport policies. It has applied this
framework to analyze the equity impacts of transport policies in a major city of an emerging
economy, a context which has received significantly less attention from the literature on
transportation equity than European and North American cities. The empirical application
of the proposed framework, even if partial, helps illustrate how the framework is flexible
enough to accommodate universalist concerns about the protection of basics rights and
promotion of equality of opportunities without losing sight of context-specific issues
regarding the particularities of the urban context and the policies under scrutiny. The
empirical chapters of this thesis have stablished that, overall, the transport policies
implemented in Rio de Janeiro between 2014 and 2017 have had inequitable outcomes.
These policies have violated the basic rights and liberties of local communities and increased
social and spatial inequalities in access to opportunities, going against both of Rawls’s
principles of justice. The yet to be completed TransBrasil BRT project can be an exception to
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this outcome because the likely accessibility benefits of this corridor will be more
progressively distributed, favoring lower-income groups. Furthermore, the empirical
chapters have also demonstrated how the equity assessment of transport projects and their
impacts on people’s accessibility are sensitive to methodological choices regarding the
temporal and spatial scales of accessibility analysis when using cumulative opportunity
measures, something that have gone unnoticed in the academic and policy literatures.

6.2. Reflections on emerging issues
In this section I reflect on a few issues that emerged during my doctoral research and on the
potential research avenues they open. One important limitation of this thesis is that the
theoretical framework proposed in chapter 2 could only be partially applied in the
subsequent empirical chapters. While the case study of the transport legacy of mega-events
in Rio de Janeiro was largely guided through my own interpretation of Rawls’s theory of
justice, the empirical analysis put aside much of the discussion that could have emerged from
adopting a capabilities approach lens. The first and most important reason for this lies in the
challenges of measuring accessibility that arise from a more comprehensive understanding
of accessibility as capability. If on the one hand the framing of accessibility as capability
brings more conceptual nuance and richer understandings of personal accessibility, on the
other hand it raises serious challenges about how to operationalize accessibility metrics in a
way that accounts for those nuances. These challenges result largely from the difficulty in
capturing how the interaction between the social and built environments and certain
personal characteristics – such as physical and mental fitness, motor and cognitive skills –
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affect people’s different capabilities that are necessary to use certain transport modes and
navigate the transport system. This type of information is not collected in conventional
transport surveys, which ends up limiting the possibility of developing more refined
measurements of individual accessibility. Moreover, the qualitative methods and
questionnaire surveys used in the literature to capture these types of information and
discuss questions of capability related to transportation (Nordbakke, 2013; Ryan et al., 2015;
Yang & Day, 2016) would be either too costly or unpractical to apply in large urban areas
like Rio without significant loss of spatial granularity.
This issue suggests that future research that aims to deepen the understanding of
transport accessibility as a human capability will have to overcome a major challenge of data
collection. This will probably require lots of resources and/or creativity to go beyond the
limits imposed by conventional transport surveys and to capture for large population
samples other factors that shape individuals’ accessibility, such as their cognitive and
embodied competencies, time constraints, social and cultural norms. Once these types of
information are available, future studies will be better equipped to investigate, for example,
how and to what extent different levels of accessibility relate to travel needs, travel practices
and well-being under a capability framework. This will likely require researchers to develop
empirical analyses based on more sophisticated accessibility measures that can better
capture how interpersonal differences in accessibility are influenced by the interaction
between personal characteristics and the social and built environments. Place-based
accessibility measures are not up to this task. Good candidates include a range of peoplebased accessibility measures (Kwan, 1998; Neutens et al., 2010), such as activity based
accessibility (Nahmias–Biran & Shiftan, 2016) and space–time accessibility measures (Kwan
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& Weber, 2008). Even these measures, however, might not go far enough in capturing for
example how social-cultural context and social expectations shape people’s travel-horizons
(Wixey et al., 2003).
The second reason why the capabilities approach has been sidestepped in the
empirical analysis of this thesis was that it would require a deeper political debate about
basic capabilities, a debate which falls beyond the scope of this research. If one recalls the
theoretical framework proposed in chapter 2, some of the core ideas in the capabilities
approach suggest that a research agenda on transportation equity should go beyond
egalitarian concerns for reducing inequalities of opportunity. It should also involve
sufficientarian concerns related to a minimum necessary level of accessibility to key
destinations so that people can satisfy their basic needs and exercise basic rights, such as
going to school, receiving healthcare, and voting in elections. What the ideas of basic
capability and sufficientarian concern more broadly imply is that people are in some way
considered to be socially excluded if their accessibility level falls below a certain minimum
acceptable threshold (Lucas et al., 2015). Thus, a deeper discussion of capabilities in
transport studies requires not only a more refined method to measure accessibility as a
capability. First, it also requires the definition of which capabilities should be considered as
basic capabilities, those without which “life [is] not worthy of human dignity” (Nussbaum,
2011, p.31). And second, it requires the definition of what should be an acceptable minimum
threshold of access to those basic capabilities. Even among capability scholars, however,
there is an unresolved debate about whether researchers and policymakers would be
legitimate actors to decide on a list of basic capabilities and what would be the minimum
acceptable thresholds.
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One element that makes this discussion particularly complex is that there will hardly
be a single threshold universally adopted, and any threshold will be highly dependent on the
heterogeneity of people’s needs and acceptable cultural norms and living standards across
societies. A related issue is the extent to which these thresholds should consider personal
preferences and choices – for example, when a person has voluntarily chosen to live in a
location with low accessibility (van Wee, 2016) – and whether it is always possible to
distinguish voluntary from involuntary low accessibility levels. Moreover, the
operationalization of such minimum thresholds would probably be different according to
trip purposes and transport modes. It could take many forms, including options based on a
minimum number of accessible opportunities, or based on at least one opportunity that is
accessible given some minimum service parameters of reliability, safety, frequency etc. or
under a maximum range of acceptable travel cost (either monetary or in terms of time or
distance) (Hananel & Berechman, 2016; Smith et al., 2012), or some combination of these.
One challenge here is to develop a new type of metric that captures more than physical
accessibility and takes into account individuals’ abilities, constraints, priorities, time, needs,
experiences, and so forth. Another challenge for defining minimum accessibility thresholds
is to move beyond an operational limitation of most accessibility metrics that measure the
attractiveness of a given location based solely in quantitative terms. This requires one to
consider, for example, that the satisfaction of people’s needs is influenced not only by how
many opportunities are accessible, but also by the qualitative characteristics of those
opportunities (e.g. school quality) and of the trip to access them (e.g. a passenger’s comfort
and perceived safety in public transport). When it comes to the discussion on minimum
accessibility thresholds, there is no one-size-fits-all approach and future research on this
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topic will have to argue why certain methods and accessibility measures are more or less
appropriate to the specific research contexts, questions and basic capabilities under analysis.
Advances in the transportation equity debate need to go beyond technical aspects of
measuring accessibility. Scholars working on this topic should engage more directly with
normative questions about which activities should be considered essential and what an
"adequate" level of accessibility to those activities means. Ultimately, this is as much a
political decision as it is a moral issue, one that deeply reflects the vision of a just city and
mobility system each society aspires to build. In the pursuit of this vision, a democratic
society needs to seriously consider the role of participatory planning in the building of
legitimate political processes/decisions. However, it also requires acknowledging that the
recognition of rights and prioritization of policies are themselves the result of historical
struggles and power imbalances between social groups with different visions of what
constitutes a just city.

6.3. Future Research
The research presented in this thesis could be expanded in different directions. One that
immediately follows from a limitation of this thesis is the need to deepen the understanding
of transport accessibility as a human capability. From a theoretical standpoint, a promising
research avenue would be to explore the links between the idea of accessibility as capability
and theories of practice (Watson, 2012). Little attention has been paid to how practice theory
and the capabilities approach can inform one another in transport studies. Nonetheless, the
growing literature on practice theory could provide valuable conceptual tools to discuss how
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structures of social practices and mobility systems condition people’s accessibility capability
and mobility functioning, what could cast light on the (dis)connections between different
levels of accessibility and travel behavior patterns in various cultural contexts.
Another research avenue would be to explore the similarities and differences
between the idea of accessibility as capability and the broader concept of motility, originally
developed by Kaufmann (2004). There are important commonalities between these two
concepts, but new studies are needed to discuss the differences and complementarities
between them and to explore how the notion of motility itself can have value as a policy
objective and help advance the debate on transport justice (Shliselberg & Givoni, 2018). Like
the notion of accessibility as capability, the concept of motility brings a nuanced
understanding of the various factors that influence a persons’ capacity to be mobile,
including physical capacities, social conditions of access to existing transportation systems,
and acquired skills. Nonetheless, the concept of motility goes further than the idea of
accessibility in different ways. For example, the concept of motility draws attention to the
fact that a person’s potential to be mobile is also shaped by her plans, aptitudes, habits and
aspirations (Kaufmann et al., 2017), something that is largely overlooked in the transport
accessibility literature. These ‘plans’ are influenced by social context and social expectations
and they play a key role in shaping the extent to which people are willing to mobilize their
skills and resources to appropriate the accessibility potential that might be available to them
and convert it in actual mobility. In this sense, the concept of motility is related to but
broader than the issue of ‘adaptive preferences’, a concept that is discussed in capabilities
studies (Nussbaum, 2006; Shin, 2011) and which refers to how people sometimes adjust
their preferences/ambitions to conform to what social/cultural norms define as normal or
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acceptable for someone like them. A deeper engagement with the motility concept could help
bring more behavioral realism into the transportation equity literature and raise important
questions regarding choice and agency in future research concerned with inequalities in
accessibility and travel behavior. Moreover, while the notion of accessibility as capability is
rooted in liberal political philosophy, the concept of motility could allow more flexibility for
future investigations on transportation equity to build closer dialogues with other strands
of justice theory (e.g. feminist, communitarian) and overcome some of the limitations of
liberal theories of distributive justice. Finally, the mobilization of the ideas of accessibility as
capability and motility to discuss transport justice still needs to overcome significant
empirical constraints, despite recent advances in the operationalization of these concepts
(Flamm & Kaufmann, 2006; Kaufmann et al., 2017; Ryan et al., 2015; Yang & Day, 2016).
Nonetheless, there are good reasons to mobilize these concepts to advance the theoretical
debate of the transportation equity literature, which should inform future data collection in
order to overcome the constraints imposed by the current practices of data gathering.
Other research directions include finding better ways to incorporate justice concerns
in transportation planning and evaluation beyond looking at the distribution of accessibility
impacts as explored in this thesis. Recent developments in accessibility modeling are
opening new possibilities to improve participation of local communities in accessibilitybased transport planning through digital interactive tools and collaborative scenario
building (Stewart, 2017). Nonetheless, more research is required to understand if and to
what extent these new technologies can effectively help communities overcome
asymmetries in political voice or if these technologies will end up reinforcing the ability of
some groups to influence political processes more than others. Moreover, many questions
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about how to incorporate accessibility evaluations and ethical concerns into wider
evaluation frameworks such as cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and multi-criteria analysis (MCA)
remain open (Thomopoulos & Grant-Muller, 2013; van Wee, 2016; van Wee & Roeser, 2013).
Despite recent efforts to incorporate equity concerns in CBA and MCA (Martens & Ciommo,
2017; Taleai et al., 2014), it remains unclear whether utilitarian reasoning could be
satisfactorily reconciled with both prioritarian and sufficientarian concerns, or whether the
incorporation of equity in planning practices would require a more radical departure from
those traditional appraisal approaches, and if so, how this new radical approach would look
like.
This thesis and most of the transport geography literature try to objectively measure
accessibility levels assuming that such metrics hold some relationship with or will help
improve personal levels of wellbeing, activity participation etc. Further research is necessary
to evaluate the extent to which objective accessibility gains promoted by transport policies
influence subjectively experienced well-being and whether they actually improve social
outcomes and reduce social exclusion. There is a substantial literature on the interplay of
well-being, geographical context and travel behavior (De Vos et al., 2013; Schwanen & Wang,
2014). However, there is still little understanding of the extent to which urban and transport
policies can influence subjective well-being through marginal increases in accessibility to
opportunities and travel time savings. This strand of investigation would need a much better
understanding of how and to what extent objective measures of accessibility relate to
subjectively perceived accessibility levels and to what extent they correspond to activity
participation. These questions have thus far received relatively little attention in the
literature and remain largely unanswered (Cascetta et al., 2013; Curl et al., 2015; Fransen et
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al., 2018). Future studies could investigate, for example, how the association between
activity participation levels and perceived and objectively measured accessibility varies
across the population and to what extent this variation is affected by the built environment,
the transport system and people’s sociodemographic characteristics and competencies (e.g.
skills and abilities). Further in-depth research could also be conducted with individuals who
experience some form of dissonance (e.g. low level of subjective accessibility but high
objective accessibility). This type of investigation could shed light on how travel behavior is
influenced by factors such as geographical and social context, personal attitudes and
preferences, and possibly open new questions related to the role of transportation in social
exclusion.
Moreover, while the academic literature has often recognized that increasing physical
mobility and accessibility are cause and effect of social mobility (Chetty et al., 2014;
Kaufmann et al., 2004; Kronlid, 2008; Lucas, 2012), only a few studies have developed robust
identification strategies to measure how accessibility gains from transport policies have
impacted employment and educational outcomes (Cervero et al., 2002; Dawkins et al., 2015;
Muralidharan & Prakash, 2017). Implicit in most of this literature, and to some extent in the
empirical chapters of this thesis, is this idea that promoting greater access to opportunities
for disadvantaged groups will in the long run improve their social and economic outcomes
and contribute to reducing inequalities. Nonetheless, there is still little understanding of how
much of people’s social mobility is determined by their geographical context and public
transport accessibility levels amid a myriad of other variables. Much more research is
needed to understand to what extent and under which circumstances urban and transport
policies can effectively improve those chances, particularly for disadvantaged groups.
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Another interesting avenue of research would be to reflect on how questions of
transportation equity related to accessibility will be impacted by the future changes in the
transport planning sector driven by automation and shared mobility systems. In the coming
decades, the transport industry will increasingly rely on algorithms to support the planning,
management and allocation of autonomous vehicles and mobility services, for example with
the use of artificial intelligence and big data predictive modeling to develop flexible routing
and scheduling of services (Shaheen et al., 2018). There is a growing awareness of the ways
in which big data and algorithms often reflect the biases underlying broader social and
political processes (Crawford, 2013; Kwan, 2016; Veale & Ribas, 2017). The lack of critical
reflection and algorithmic transparency raises the risk of decision-making processes that
inadvertently reflect those biases and end up reinforcing injustices. In the transportation
sector, algorithmic discrimination has already been documented, for example, with the racial
bias underlying Amazon's delivery system in North American cities (Ingold & Soper, 2016).
While much of the current research on autonomous vehicles and shared mobility systems
focuses on how to make them commercially viable, future research will be needed to
understand how these changes in technology and governance will reshape who gets access,
when, and how, and what implications they might have for questions of equity, public health
and environmental justice. Much of this research could already benefit from ongoing
discussions on the ethics behind the use of big data and algorithms in the governance of
emerging smart cities (Brauneis & Goodman, 2017; Kitchin, 2016) and autonomous vehicles
(Mladenovic & McPherson, 2016; Papa & Ferreira, 2018; Shariff et al., 2017).
Furthermore, questions of intergenerational justice have been largely overlooked in
this thesis and in the transportation equity literature more generally and should receive
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more attention in future research. Equity among generations is regarded as integral to the
definition of sustainability (Holden et al., 2018) and it generally relates to the impacts and
consequences of some decisions made by present generations that may affect future
generations (Bullard, 2003; van Wee & Roeser, 2013). It involves, for example, how present
decisions on funding transport infrastructure carry costs to future generations (Banister,
1994; Jonsson, 2008) and also the environmental burden that is left to future generations by
present travel behavior (Greene & Wegener, 1997; Holden et al., 2013). Questions of
intergenerational justice will become increasingly important as the depletion of oil resources
and climate change compel societies to rethink urban and mobility systems in a transition to
a low-carbon future (Newell & Mulvaney, 2013). To some extent, this debate is being
incorporated in an emerging literature on mobility transitions (Temenos et al., 2017).
Nonetheless, the idea of intergenerational justice raises important and broader questions of
environmental justice between generations not only at the local level, but also on a global
scale, which have received little attention in the literature on transportation equity and
mobility transitions (Nixon & Schwanen, 2018). These questions should receive much more
attention in future research. The challenge of building just mobility transitions will require
further critical investigation of who the winners and losers are from emerging initiatives and
policies towards low-carbon mobility systems, now and in the future.
While this thesis focused on the distributive aspects of transportation equity, there is
more to justice than just distribution. Much research still needs to be done to address the
distributive implications of governmental policies while critically examining the political
processes and institutional context that determine those distributive patterns (Davoudi &
Brooks, 2014; Young, 1990). This calls for further efforts to expand the social justice agenda
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in urban and transport studies and develop theoretical frameworks that accommodate
equity with concerns related to democracy and diversity within the realm of urban and
transport policies and beyond them (Fainstein, 2010).
While the literature on transportation equity has traditionally focused on the political
processes and outcomes of government policies, more attention should be paid to grassroots
movements outside formal institutional settings. This is the case, for example, of the paper
of Verlinghieri and Venturini (2017), who analyzed how urban social movements that frame
their struggle around the ideas of the ‘right to the city’ and ‘the right to mobility’ played a
central role in the wave of protests that swept through Brazil in 2013. Another example is
the research of Nixon and Schwanen (2018), who show that community initiatives working
to provide or enhance infrastructures for cycling and walking in the cities of London and São
Paulo are motivated by complex and multi-scalar conceptions of justice that are not fully
captured by the recent literature on transport and mobilities justice. A broader
understanding of justice will require researchers to look at the role of these community-led
initiatives in the creation of more inclusive cities and mobility systems, particularly as they
can complement or challenge existing government policies, or because they fill a gap where
there is a lack of governmental action.
As researchers deepen this agenda, questions about social conflicts and the politics of
space come to the fore. This is largely because the notion of a polycentric democracy entails
multiple political actors with competing visions and claims about what a “good city” should
be and how urban commons such as public spaces and public transportation should be
organized. The research on the role of grassroots movements in the promotion of more just
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and inclusive cities raises a question about whether it is possible and desirable to develop a
theory of the ‘just city’ detached from a theory of the ‘good city’ (Amin, 2006; Fainstein, 2010;
Marcuse et al., 2009; Smith, 1997). For liberal philosophers like Rawls and Sen, a theory of
justice should be independent from the normative debate of what a good life should be.
Because individuals often do not share one another's ideals of what a good life is, liberal
philosophers argue that the state should not enforce a particular conception of the good life
on people but provide them with the conditions to pursue their own (justice-respecting) way
of life. Contrasting perspectives, however, can be found in the critical scholarship on spatial,
feminist and communitarian theories of justice (Fraser, 2003; Harvey, 2013; Kymlicka,
2002) and in the literature on the right to the city and self-management (Purcell, 2014),
which have not been discussed in this thesis but which could bring important insights into
this discussion in future investigations.

6.4. Policy recommendations
The set of studies presented in this thesis provide insights and guidance to researchers and
policymakers who are interested in the equity assessment of transportation projects and
their accessibility impacts, and to those particularly working with transport planning in Rio
de Janeiro. Better methods of accessibility modeling and spatial data analysis like the ones
deployed in this study can help policymakers make better decisions. If these methods are
incorporated alongside traditional practices of transport project appraisal such as CBA, this
can lead to incremental but important improvements in the ability of decision makers to
assess the accessibility impacts of transport projects, either ex-post or ex-ante. Even in those
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contexts where the process of transport planning and decision making is dominated by
politicized power, better analytical methods have an important role to play in informing
advocacy groups and grassroots movements and in increasing accountability on the
distributional effects of transport policies.
All the analyses presented in this thesis were conducted using open-source software,
so the main bottlenecks for reproducing these types of analyses in other contexts are the
availability of human capital and good quality data. This means a wider institutionalized
culture of open data could help local authorities and social organizations to incorporate the
types of analyses presented in this thesis into their project evaluation practices. This points
to the need for an effort from urban development and transport agencies to systematically
collect, store and share the data on land use and transport systems in their regions. Social
organizations and academic groups have also demonstrated they can contribute to the
collection and dissemination of public transport data, including on informal transport
services, which often operate below the radar of local authorities (Eros et al., 2014; Williams
et al., 2015).
My experience with the research in Rio revealed how challenging it can be to access
the GTFS and GPS data of a transport system in a city where there is poor integration of
transport policies and data management at the metropolitan scale. A lesson for transport
agencies elsewhere is that they should make the intellectual property rights of the transport
data belong to local authorizes, and not to the transport service operators like it is the case
in Rio. Transport agencies should also institutionalize the practice of keeping historical GPS
and GTFS data feeds from previous years, which could be a valuable resource for long-term
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analysis and planning. The equity and accessibility analysis of transport systems could also
be enhanced if information of ridership and fare revenues were made publicly available by
transport agencies. Moreover, local authorities in Rio and elsewhere should more actively
collect other types of information about factors that affect passengers’ well-being and ability
to use the transport system, including information about passengers with physical
disabilities and passengers who have experienced harassment and other types of violence in
the transport system. In different ways, the experience of Rio points to different ways in
which transport agencies elsewhere could improve their practices of data collection,
management and sharing.
Another policy recommendation that can be drawn from the empirical analysis of this
thesis is that local governments should better integrate transport and land use planning in
order to more effectively improve people’s access to opportunities, particularly among
disadvantaged communities. Although this is not exactly an original policy recommendation,
the case study of Rio de Janeiro aptly illustrates some of the benefits of this integration. That
case has shown that given a particular city and transport system, levels of accessibility to
opportunities differ depending on the type of land use activity considered and respond
differently to changes in the transport network. In Rio, the notion of accessibility to essential
services has been explicitly embedded in the spatial planning of schools and health services,
leading these activities to be much more spatially distributed across the city than
employment opportunities, for example. This explains in large part why accessibility levels
to schools and healthcare facilities were found to be substantially higher and more equally
distributed than access to jobs in the city. It also explains why accessibility to schools and
healthcare facilities were much less affected by the cuts in services that occurred in Rio de
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Janeiro. In other words, the integration between transport, land use and social policies can
not only promote higher levels of access to opportunities, but also help make accessibility
more resilient to eventual downgrades and disruptions to the transport network and service
levels.
The empirical chapters of this thesis also serve as a cautionary tale about how the
expansion of transport infrastructure is not sufficient to improve people’s accessibility if new
investments are not followed by corresponding improvements in service levels. New
infrastructure investments often entail the reorganization of existing services and require
higher government spending to maintain and run the added services. The findings of this
thesis also illustrate for transport agencies that the reorganization of bus lines in terms of
routes, frequency, etc. can in some cases be as effective as new infrastructure expansion in
reshaping accessibility levels. These factors should not be neglected in discussions around
the impacts of transportation projects, and the case of Rio has shown how such factors can
be deeply affected by unexpected economic problems and the austerity measures that follow,
with particularly negative consequences for the poor.
This thesis echoes the recommendations from other studies that planning authorities
should incorporate justice concerns and accessibility studies in the evaluation of the impacts
of transportation projects and consider their distributional effects. Although equity and
accessibility analysis are gradually becoming common practices in developed countries
(Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017; Manaugh et al., 2015; Papa et al., 2015), transport planning is
still predominantly guided by four-step demand modeling and cost-benefit analysis, which
are known to overlook accessibility benefits and distributional issues (Martens, 2016; van
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Wee, 2012). The study of the transport legacy of mega-events in Rio has shown that even
celebrated projects and large investments do not necessarily deliver the expected
accessibility benefits to low-income communities, which are typically more dependent on
public transport. The empirical research of this thesis has illustrated how accessibility
analysis can help inform transport policies with both ex-post assessment of transport
projects and ex-ante simulation of the accessibility impacts of different project scenarios in
the early phases of transport planning.
Finally, this thesis has shown that methodological choices regarding the temporal and
spatial scales of accessibility analysis commonly used in the literature to assess the equity
impacts of transportation projects can have important but little discussed implications for
policy evaluation. Most the of the accessibility evaluations of transport projects conducted
by academics and transport authorities are based on cumulative opportunity measures,
mainly because they are easy to communicate and have few data requirements (Boisjoly &
El-Geneidy, 2017; Papa et al., 2015). As a rule, however, these evaluations are based on
accessibility estimates that are calculated using a single spatial scale and zoning scheme and
a single travel-time threshold, usually between 30 and 60 minutes. Previous studies have
found that accessibility estimates are susceptible to the modifiable area unit problem
(MAUP) (Omer, 2006; Ortega et al., 2012) and its analogue the modifiable temporal unit
problem (MTUP) (Palmateer et al., 2016). This thesis extends previous work by
demonstrating how these two types of problems can affect the equity assessment of the
distributive impacts of transport policies on accessibility inequalities. Arguably, there is no
single method that is best for every transportation project, trip purpose, social group and
urban context. The findings of this thesis thus suggest that future evaluations of the
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distributive effects of transport policies on accessibility should conduct sensitivity analysis
to test whether results are robust to different choices of time threshold, spatial scales and
zoning schemes. Ideally, sensitivity analysis should also consider different methods to
measure accessibility levels so that researchers can evaluate the tradeoff between scientific
soundness of accessibility metrics and the ease of communicating the results (van Wee,
2016). The use of sensitivity analysis in the evaluation of the accessibility impacts of a
transport project, however, generates a greater number of results, which might be harder to
communicate to policymakers and others who lack the in-depth technical knowledge to
make sense of the different results. Another important point here is to prevent advocates of
a certain position from opportunistically choosing the results that support their arguments.
One alternative would be to gather the results from different data or parameter
configurations and communicate them as bandwidths that reflect the level of uncertainty
about the estimated accessibility impacts. This alternative also does not exclude the
possibility of having various research teams to conduct their evaluations independently.
These are a few possible directions in which the research presented is thesis could be
expanded to meet the demand for better transportation policies. The prospects of urban
growth and the persistent challenges of uneven urban development, particularly in the
Global South, are indicative of the growing importance that integrated urban and transport
planning will have in the development of more just cities and inclusive urban mobility
systems. While the intention with this thesis was not to offer a blueprint of what a just
transport policy should look like, I hope this work has provided some useful insights about
how distributive justice concerns can be incorporated into the planning and evaluation of
transport policies.
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